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ABSTRACT

This MBA thesis is a demand led study taking into account changes in ambient conditions
and power settings of a tri-generation power plant. Includes an economic evaluation tool
for combined heat, cooling and power generation plant. The thesis is based on an overall
technical-economic analysis of the tri-generation system, including:

1. Energy demand analysis and evaluation of actual tri-generation case studies.
2. Economic analysis and evaluation of the entire tri-generation plant.

Initially, the main effort is to carry out research concerning the energy demands of different
actual cases. The research includes sourcing, collecting, classification and evaluation of the
available information. The cases cover a wide range of economic life and the resulting data
specifies the energy needs, which the purposed tri-generation power plant needs to cover.

The second part deals with the prime mover (namely the Gas Turbine, GT) modelling and
simulation.  The technical part of the assessment includes the Design Point (DP) and Off
Design (OD) analysis of the GT. In other words, the performance analysis simulates
different thermodynamic cycles (Simple, or with Heat Exchanger), and different
configurations (one or two shafts). Also, includes the simulation of the absorption cooling
system alone and/or in co-operation with the prime mover. The simulation is based upon
the premise that the original prime mover is replaceable.

Finally, an evaluation methodology of tri-generation plants, is introduced taking into
account, both technical facts and economic data -based on certain cases from Greek reality-
helping the potential users to decide whether it is profitable to use such technology or not.
The economic scene will include the basic economic facts such as initial cost, handling and
operational cost (fuel prices, maintenance etc), using methodology based on Net Present
Value (NPV).

This thesis suggests several tri-generation technology modes. The more economic
favourable than the conventional technology is the 2-shaft simple cycle mode for the
isolated island (120MW), while the 1-shaft simple cycle mode is the more economic
favourable in the case of hotel (1MW).

The main contribution of the thesis is that it provides an intergraded realistic tool, which
simulates the future of a trigeneration plant, capable of helping the potential investor decide
if it is profitable to proceed with the investment.
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SYMBOLS and NOTATION

A Altitude
APP Autonomous Power Plants
C Mass Factor
CP Specific Heat,
CCPP Combined Cycle Power Plant
CFCS Chlorofluorocarbons
CHCP Combined Heat Cooling And Power
CHP Combined Heat And Power
CO Crude Oil
COP Coefficient Of Performance
CW Compressor Work
D Difference
DEPA Public Enterprise Of Gas S.A
DLE Dry Low Emissions Systems
DP Design Point
ELPE Greek Oils S.A
EU European Union
F Circulation Factor
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FAR Fuel Air Ratio
FCV Fuel Calorific Value
H Enthalpy
HC Hypocarbons
HCV High Calorific Value
HE Heat Exchanger
HI Heat Input
HTSO Hellenic Transmission System Operator
GT Gas Turbine
ΙΑΤΑ International Association Of Transport Airlines
ICAO, International Civil Aviation Organization
ISA International Standard Atmosphere
ISO International Organization Of Standardization
LAT Latitude
LNG Liquefied Natural Gas
LON Longitude
M Mach Number
m Mass Flow
NG Natural Gas
NPV Net Present Value
OD Off Design
O&M Operation And Maintenance
P Static Pressure
PPC Public Power Company
Q Heat
R Pressure Ratio
RAE Energy Regulation Authority
RSE Renewable Sources Of Energy
RT Tons Of Refrigeration
SCR Selective Catalytic Reduction
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption
SW Specific Power
T Static Temperature
TET Turbine Entry Temperature
TW Turbine Work
UW Useful Work
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V Specific Value
VIP Very Important Person
X Mass Fraction

SUBSCRIPTS
B Boiler
C Cold
C Compressor
CC Combustion Chamber
COOL Cooling
CT Compressor Turbine
D Desorber
DE Degradation
E Evaporator
EXH Exhaust
F Fuel
H Hot
H High Temperature
HEC Heat Exchanger Cold Part
HEH Heat Exchanger Hot Part
HP Heat Pump
HYP Hypothetic
IN Intake, Inlet
IS Isentropic
L Low Temperature
LOSS Losses
O Total or Stagnation
POL Polytropic
PR Price
PT Power Turbine
RA Absorption System
RE Refrigeration
RE Real
T Turbine

SUPERSCRIPT
DP Design Point
OD Off Design

GREEK
Α Ambient Condition
Γ Gamma
Δ Difference
Η Efficiency
Ν Specific Volume Density
Ρ Density
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aim of the Thesis
The target of this thesis is to explore the economic potentials and the applications of
trigeneration technology.  The thesis provides a powerful computational (using FORTRAN
as programming language) tool, which simulates in a realistic way the economic behaviour
and the perspectives of a trigeneration power plant.

In effect, it aims to help policymakers, potential investors and other professionals to
understand and evaluate this energy saving potential solution, which is now receiving a
great deal of positive attention, both for its energy efficiency and environmental benefits.

1.2 What is trigeneration?
The usual (conventional) way to cover needs in electricity and heat, is to purchase
electricity from the local grid and generate heat by burning fuel in a boiler, a furnace, etc.
However, a considerable decrease in total fuel consumption is achieved, if cogeneration
(known also as Combined Heat and Power, CHP) is applied.

Cogeneration is the thermodynamically sequential production of two or more usuable
forms of energy from a single primary energy source.

The two most usual forms of energy are mechanical and thermal energy. Mechanical
energy is usually used to drive an electric generator. This is why the following definition,
though restrictive, often appears in the literature:

Cogeneration is the combined production of electrical (or mechanical) and useful thermal
energy from the same primary energy source.

The mechanical energy produced can be used also to drive auxiliary equipment, such as
compressors and pumps. Regarding the thermal energy produced, it can be used either for
heating or for cooling. Cooling is effected by an absorption unit, which can operate through
hot water, steam or hot gases.

So, trigeneration (Combined Heat Cooling and Power, CHCP) which is actually an
extension of the CHP system for cooling production, can be defined as the conversion of a
single fuel source into three energy products: electricity, steam or hot water and chilled
water, resulting in lower pollution and greater efficiency than producing the three products
separately

In recent years district cooling has been considered in many locations as a method for
meeting the space cooling requirements of buildings in the residential, commercial and, at
times, industrial sector. It is particularly suitable in urban areas with high-density
arrangement offices and residential dwellings requiring air conditioning.
In this application absorption chillers are often favoured because they don’t use
chlorofluorocarbons and they can be used in conjunction with cogeneration systems for
thermal and electrical energy. The chilling equipment can be based centrally, with chilled
water piped to users, or can be located on the premises of the user. The most economic
choice depends on the application and geographical distribution.
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District cooling systems using absorption chillers often complement district heating
systems, when both use heat supplied from a cogeneration plant. The heat demand in
summer is lower than in winter and heat-driven district cooling, which requires the heat
mainly in summer, can help to balance the seasonal demands for cogenerated heat.  This
increases the overall efficiency of the cogeneration system and therefore increases the
environmental and other benefits that the system could bring.

District cooling is a recent concept, but is already relatively widely used in the USA and
Japan. In Europe, there is awareness of the technology, but there is certainly less
experience –with the possible exception of Sweden. An additional barrier that these
systems face in Europe, apart of the fact that installing cooling increases the initial costs of
the system considerably, is that the most suitable applications will be found in the South of
Europe, which means, in countries where there is less experience of district heating (and
where networks would have to be built), and hence less history among consumers or
suppliers of the provision of this type of central energy.

During the operation of a conventional power plant, large quantities of heat are released in
the atmosphere either through the cooling circuits (steam condensers, cooling towers, water
coolers in Diesel or Otto engines, etc.) or through the exhaust gases. Most of this heat can
be recovered and used to cover thermal or cooling needs (depending on the application
demands), thus increasing the efficiency from 30-50% of a power plant to 80-90% of a
trigeneration system.

A trigeneration system encompasses a range of technologies, but will usually include a
prime mover, an electricity generator a heat recovery system and an absorption cooling
system.

In conventional electricity generation, further losses of around 5-10% are associated with
the transmission and distribution of electricity from relatively remote power stations via the
electricity grid. These losses are greatest when electricity is delivered to smaller or isolated
consumers.

The electricity generated by the trigeneration plant is normally used locally, and so
transmission and distribution losses are negligible.  Trigeneration therefore offers energy
savings ranging between 15-40% when compared against the supply of electricity and heat
from conventional power stations and boilers. Because transporting electricity over long
distances is easier and cheaper than transporting heat, cogeneration installations are usually
sited as near as possible to the place where the heat is consumed and, ideally, are built to a
size to meet the heat demand.  Otherwise an additional boiler will be necessary, and the
environmental advantages will be partly hindered. This is the central and most fundamental
principle of cogeneration.

When less electricity is generated than needed, it will be necessary to buy extra.  However,
when the scheme is sized according to the heat demand, normally more electricity than
needed is generated.  The surplus electricity can be sold to the grid or supplied to another
customer via the distribution system (wheeling).
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1.3 The benefits of trigeneration
Provided the trigeneration is optimised in the way described above (i.e. sized according to
the heat or cooling demand), the following benefits arise:
 Increased efficiency of energy conversion and use. A well-designed and operated

cogeneration scheme will always provide better energy efficiency than conventional
plant, leading to both energy and cost savings. A single fuel is used to generate heat and
electricity, so cost savings are dependent on the price-differential between the primary
energy fuel and the bought-in electricity.However, although the profitability of
trigeneration generally results from its cheap electricity, its success depends on using
recovered heat productively, so the prime criterion is a suitable heat or cooling
requirement. As a rough guide, cogeneration is likely to be suitable where there is a
fairly constant demand for heat or cooling for at least 4,500 hours in the year. The
timing of the site’s electricity demand will also be important as the trigeneration
installation will be most cost effective when it operates during periods of high
electricity tariffs, that is, during the day. At current fuel prices and electricity tariffs,
and allowing for installation and life-cycle maintenance costs, payback periods of three
to five years can be achieved on many cogeneration installations.

 Lower emissions to the environment, in particular of CO2, the main greenhouse gas.
 In some cases, where there are biomass fuels and some waste materials such as refinery

gases, process or agricultural waste (either anaerobically digested or gasified), these
substances can be used as fuels for cogeneration schemes, thus increasing the cost-
effectiveness and reducing the need for waste disposal.

 Large cost savings, providing additional competitiveness for industrial and commercial
users, and offering affordable heat or cooling for domestic users.

 An opportunity to move towards more decentralised forms of electricity generation,
where a plant is designed to meet the needs of local consumers, providing high
efficiency, avoiding transmission losses and increasing flexibility in system use. This
will particularly be the case if natural gas is the energy carrier.

 Improved local and general security of supply -local generation, through trigeneration,
can reduce the risk of consumers being left without supplies of electricity and/or
heating and/or cooling.  In addition, the reduced fuel need which cogeneration provides
reduces the import dependency- a key challenge for Europe's energy future.

 An opportunity to increase the diversity of generation planst, and provide competition
in generation. Trigeneration provides one of the most important vehicles for promoting
liberalisation in energy markets.
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1.4 Where is trigeneration suitable?
In recent years the greater availability and wider choice of suitable technology has meant
that cogeneration has become an attractive and practical proposition for a wide range of
applications.  These include the process industries, commercial and public sector buildings
and district heating schemes, all of which have considerable heat demand.  These
applications are summarised in the list below.

Industrial
Pharmaceuticals and fine chemicals, paper and board manufacture, brewing, distilling and
malting, ceramics, brick, cement, food processing, textile processing, minerals processing,
oil refineries, iron and steel, motor industry, horticulture and glasshouses, timber
processing.

Buildings
District heating, hotels, shopping centers, hospitals, leisure centres and swimming pools,
college campuses and schools, airports, prisons, police stations, barracks etc., supermarkets
and large stores, office buildings, individual houses.

Islands
Isolated, or small tourist destination islands.

National Grid Supply
It can perform as a base load unit with high overall efficiency.

1.5 Thesis description
Chapter 2 includes the results of analytical energy and power research, concerning five
actual Greek cases studies: a large island and a group of resorts hotels in the North Greece.
In addition, an overview of the Greek national energy scene is presented.

Chapter 3 presents basuc issues of gas turbine performance and absorption cooling system
elementary operation principles

Chapter 4 presents an economic overview of the entire project based on realistic economic
data and potential operating modes, is giving the opportunity to the future investor to make
a first estimation of the profitability of his investment in trigeneration.

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and provides suggestions for future developments and
potential optimisations.
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2. ENERGY DEMAND

2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to identify the energy demands of different cases in which it
is possible to apply a tri-generation power unit (electrical, heating, cooling power).

The selection of these case studies is based on the following criteria:
1. Usage of a relatively small or medium tri-generation power unit (10ΚW- 300ΜW),

having a gas turbine as a prime mover.
2. Different kinds of applications. A variety of applications have been chosen to cover

the varying energy needs.
3. Various locations, in other words, various climatic conditions. The climatic conditions

are one of the most important factors that form the energy needs of the application.

The case studies that have been chosen (covering four-order of magnitude e.g.
0.5-1.5-15-150MW of total power demand) are:
1. Rhodes island (150MW)
2. Hotel in Northern Greece (1MW)

The study of each case was based on a fundamental methodology, which was modulated
relatively to each case. The fundamental methodology consists of the following steps:
1. Collection of the available statistical data (the source was the Public Power

Company, [PPC] or the owner company of the application).
2. Statistic processing (sorting out the previous years energy bills, identification of the

uniqueness of each application, extrapolation of the missing data, etc)
3. Adjustment to the modification (regular and random) of the energy consumption
4. Adjustment to the climatic data of the region (temperature, cloudiness, etc).
5. Adjustment to the year’s season (variation of night and day hours)
6. During the heating calculation, except for electricity-based technologies used for

heating, such as inverters we took into account, heating technologies such as central
heating systems, using diesel fuel.

7. The calculation of the energy consumption and the power demand is based on a typical
day per month (the average day per month).

8. In order to cover the worst case in energy and power, the values, coming from the 6th

step, are multiplied by a coefficient 1.2 (20% increase)
9. Finally, in order to cover the future increase in energy consumption for the next 10

years or at least for a period of time exceeding the payment period of the investment,
the values, coming from the 8th step, should be multiplied by a coefficient 1.2 (10%
increase).
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At APPENDIX A, a general analysis of the energy system presenting the energy situation
and policy of a EU country, namely Greece, is carried out. The analysis assists in
understanding the energy and the economic status in which the trigeneration plant will
operate and concerns the following issues:
 Raw material (lignite, natural gas, renewable sources of energy)
 Power units (steam plants, plants using internal combustion engine, Combined Cycle

Power Plant, CCPP)
 Production - Sales (history background, future development potentials)
 Distribution network (connected and independent network)
 Interconnections with abroad (major connections with the neighbouring countries)
 Energy disposal relative to the usage (commercial, industrial, domestic, public,

agricultural)
 Handling of peak loads (significant events such as Olympic Games, peak hours during

summertime, etc)
 Development plans and new technologies, which are economical and environmentally

friendly.
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2.2 Study of energy needs of the island of Rhodes
2.2.1 General description of the island of Rhodes
Rhodes (or Rhodos) is an island in the south Aegean Sea, the largest of the Dodecanese
group of islands (Fig.2.1). It is located at the southeastern edge of the Aegean Sea, facing
the shores of Turkey, which are 9-10 kilometres away. The population of the island
exceeds 115,000 and it covers an area of 1,398km2. Its landscape mainly comprises of hills
and low mountains, which in their majority are covered with forests. Refreshing westerly
winds moderate the summer heat, while the winter is nearly always mild, with long periods
of sunshine.

Facts in brief: Country: Greece, Surface Area: 1,398km2, Coastline: 220km, Capital city:
Rhodes or Rhodos (population: ~60,000) (Table B.1, APPENDIX B.1).

Fig.2.1: Rhodes Island
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2.2.2 Climatic conditions of Rhodes
The climate is Mediterranean, that is to say, mild winter and hot summertime. Analytically,
climatic statistical data for each month are reported in Table 2.1:

Table 2.1: Climatic data (Rhodes, East Longitude (Lon) 28ο4'58" / North Latitude (Lat)
36ο23'59")

MONTH

BAROMETRIC
PRESSURE

mmhg

AVERAGE AIR
TEMPERATURE

OC

ABSOLUTE
MAXIMUM AIR
TEMPERATURE

OC

ABSOLUTE
MINIMUM AIR

TEMPERATURE
OC

HOURS OF
SUNLIGHT

h

RELATIVE
HUMIDITY

%

AVERAGE
CLOUDINESS

(scale of 8)

1 1,015.7 11.9 22 -4 135.7 70.1 4.3
2 1,014.8 12.1 22 -2.2 142.0 69.1 4.2
3 1,013.4 13.6 27.4 0.2 206.0 68.7 3.9
4 1,012 16.6 30.6 5.2 246.7 66.5 3.5
5 1,011.7 20.5 34.8 5 314.5 64.4 2.9
6 1,009.8 24.7 37.4 12.6 355.5 58.5 1.1
7 1,006.9 26.9 40 14.6 387.1 57.6 0.3
8 1,007.5 27.1 42 17 373.3 59.9 0.3
9 1,011.4 24.6 36.6 10.6 313.6 61.4 0.8
10 1,014.7 20.8 33.2 7.2 239.6 67.5 2.4
11 1,016.4 16.5 28.4 2.4 184.4 71.4 3.5
12 1,015.8 13.4 22.4 1.2 142.1 72.4 4.2

AVER 19.1 3,041 65.6

2.2.3 Description of the existing situation
The electrification of Dodecanese islands is based on autonomous petrol stations, while the
geographic location of the islands has not allowed, up to now, their connection with the
central national network of electric energy, or with the network of Turkey. (Table B.2,
APPENDIX B.1).

PPC’s electricity generation system is comprised of an interconnected system of production
of the mainland (continental) country and the independent systems of production of Crete,
Rhodes and other of smaller islands nearby. (Table 2.2)

Table 2.2: Installed power and net production of each independent system of production of
PPC (1998)

ELECTRIC SYSTEM MW % GWh %
Interconnected 9,152 89.0 38,454 92.0

Crete 529 5.1 1,776 4.2
Rhodes 206 2.0 472 1.1

Rest of Islands 404 3.9 1,132 2.7
TOTAL 10,296 100.0 41,834 100.0

The limited installed power of units of production and networks of transport of electric
energy of each island don’t ensure sufficiency and stability in cases of peaks. This results
in several problems in the network and, in certain cases, provisional interruption of
electrification, mainly in the summertime period which is the peak tourists’ season.

The energy demand in Rhodes presents intense fluctuation during the year, because of the
change of population.  Specifically, while the population of Rhodes is under 120,000 in
terms of permanent residents, it increases considerably during certain periods throughout
the year Apart from the summer tourist period, which is the main period of increased
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population, important changes of population also occur during two-days or three-days
holidays throughout the year, at Christmas and at Easter. (Table B.3, APPENDIX B.1)

The autonomous stations electricity generation stations provide the electric charge during
both periods of smooth change of demand and peak periods.

The procedure, which leads to the final heating, cooling, lighting consumption energy and
the heating, cooling, lighting power needed, is presented in APPENDIX B.1.

Rhodes also is presents high development rates and it has been predicted that in the next
five years the average rate of increase will be approximately 6%. It is noteworthy that the
rate of demand for commercial use approaches the 50% mark and this reveals the direct
dependence of the economic growth of the island on tourism. (Table B.4, APPENDIX B.1).

Conclusions
The energy consumption of the island varies throughout the year. This is due to variations
in the population and the climate conditions.

The autonomous petrol stations of PPC and the network of transport of electric energy face
frequent problems. Solving these problems requires the manufacturing of units which:
 Produce large quantities of electric energy for the continuously increasing needs of the

island,
 Occupy small areas,
 Are environmental friendly

The ideal solution to the energy problem seems to be the creation of modern units of
trigeneration, in combination with the exploitation of R.S.E. the utilization of these
methods could limit the energy problem of the island by providing a high degree of output,
which is also environmentally friendly.
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YEAR 2003: Power demand
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Table 2.3: Rhodes energy demand in MWh,
2003, (typical day)

YEAR:
2003

COOLING
MWhc

LIGHTING
& OTHER

MWhe

HEATING MWht TOTAL
ENERGYELEC. BOILER

JAN 0 1,072 396 397 1,865
FEB 31 1,294 234 234 1,793
MAR 117 1,201 147 146 1,611
APR 391 921 84 84 1,480
MAY 540 1,045 101 101 1,787
JUN 757 1,303 42 42 2,144
JUL 1,043 1,512 51 53 2,658
AUG 1,202 1,509 83 85 2,878
SEP 802 1,279 86 87 2,254
OCT 503 1,128 104 104 1,840
NOV 35 1,008 129 129 1,301
DEC 0 1,092 425 424 1,941

Table 2.4: Rhodes power demand in MW,
2003, (typical day)

YEAR:
2003

COOLING
MWe

LIGHTING
& OTHER

MWe

HEATING MWt TOTAL
POWERELECTR. BOILER

JAN 0 44.670 16.520 16.520 77.710
FEB 1.300 53.910 9.740 9.750 74.700
MAR 4.880 50.050 6.100 6.110 67.130
APR 16.290 38.390 3.490 3.490 61.660
MAY 22.480 43.560 4.210 4.220 74.470
JUN 31.520 54.290 1.750 1.750 89.310
JUL 43.440 62.990 2.170 2.170 110.800
AUG 50.070 62.880 3.450 3.540 119.900
SEP 33.410 53.270 3.610 3.610 93.900
OCT 20.970 47.000 4.340 4.340 76.650
NOV 1.460 41.990 5.380 5.360 54.200
DEC 0 45.500 17.700 17.690 80.890

Fig.2.2: Rhodes energy demand in MWh, 2003,
(typical day)

Fig.2.3: Rhodes power demand in MW, 2003,
(typical day)
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2.3 Energy scene of the SANI BEACH HOTEL GROUP
2.3.1 General description of the SANI BEACH HOTEL GROUP
The SANI BEACH HOTEL group consists of three different hotel complexes:
 Sani Beach Hotel
 Porto Sani
 Club Hotel

Geographical characteristics of the SANI BEACH HOTEL GROUP region (Fig.2.4):
Geographic location: northern Greece (Kassandra-Halkidiki, 85km south-east of
Thessaloniki).

Fig.2.4: The Sani Beach Hotel Group
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2.3.2 Climatic data analysis
The main climatic data, which affect the energy design of the airport, are the air temperature,
solar radiation, wind and humidity (APPENDIX B.2):
 Air temperature: Affects the calculation of the heating and cooling loads.
 Solar radiation: Affects the heating, cooling and lighting loads.
 Wind: Affects heating, and cooling loads through the calculation of the losses (ventilation

losses during the wintertime, or the cooling during summertime).
 Humidity: Affects the calculation of the heating and cooling loads.

The climate of the region of Thessaloniki, is “Mediterranean”, i.e. hot summers and mild
winters (Table 2.5).

Table 2.5: Climatic data (Thessaloniki region, East Longitude (Lon) 22ο 58΄/ North Latitude
(Lat) 40ο 31΄

MONTH

BAROMETRIC
PRESSURE

mmhg

AVERAGE AIR
TEMPERATURE

OC

ABSOLUTE
MAXIMUM AIR
TEMPERATURE

OC

ABSOLUTE
MINIMUM AIR

TEMPERATURE
OC

HOURS OF
SUNLIGHT

h

RELATIVE
HUMIDITY

%

AVERAGE
CLOUDINESS

(scale of 8)

1 1,019.1 5.2 20.8 -14 91.6 76.1 4.7
2 1,017.9 6.7 23.2 -12.8 94.8 73 4.8
3 1,016.6 9.7 25.8 -7.2 150.2 72.4 4.9
4 1,013.3 14.2 31.2 -1.2 203.5 67.8 4.4
5 1,013.9 19.6 36 3 267.2 63.8 4.1
6 1,013.1 24.4 39.8 6.8 288.6 55.9 3.2
7 1,012.8 26.6 42 9.6 320.4 53.2 2.2
8 1,013.4 26 40.4 8.2 263.8 55.3 2.1
9 1,016.4 21.8 36.2 2.6 221 62 2.7

10 1,018.9 16.2 31.6 -1.4 161.8 70.2 3.9
11 1,018.6 11 26.6 -6.2 121 76.8 4.7
12 1,018.1 6.9 22.6 -9.2 102.9 78 4.8

AVER 15,69 191 67.04
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2.3.3 Sani Beach Hotel
The operation of the Sani Beach Hotel began at 1980. It is five-star hotel and it is constituted
by a central building group of 2 buildings, of total surface 4,139m2. Main specifications: 500
rooms, 1000 beds, bar, pools, restaurants, health center, conference room, tennis and basket
courts.

The operation of the hotel is seasonal. Namely, it begins its operation in April, and closes in
October each year, although, there is the possibility, the operation period to be extended
proportionally to the tourist demands.

The data where the study is based are shown in APPENDIX B.3.

The Sani Beach Hotel energy results for the year 2001 are shown below (Table 2.5, 2.7, Figs.
2.5, 2.6):

Table 2.6: Sani Beach Hotel energy demand in
kWh, 2001, (typical day)

YEAR:
2001

COOLING
kWhc

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWhe

HEATING kWht TOTAL
ENERGYELECTR. BOILER

JAN 240 1,652 13 0 1,905
FEB 240 1,333 13 0 1,586
MAR 240 1,073 12 1 1,327
APR 1,002 3,068 1,824 55 5,950
MAY 3,371 5,853 2,402 72 11,698
JUN 4,809 6,316 2,291 0 13,416
JUL 6,027 8,704 2,513 0 17,243
AUG 6,385 10,012 2,988 0 19,385
SEP 5,832 9,407 2,306 70 17,615
OCT 4,406 7,389 1,753 35 13,583
NOV 240 4,800 13 0 5,053
DEC 240 1,123 13 0 1,376

Table 2.7: Sani Beach Hotel power demand in
kW, 2001, (typical day)

YEAR:
2001

COOLING
kWc

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWe

HEATING kWt TOTAL
POWERELECTR. BOILER

JAN 20 82.45 0.05 1.6 104.1
FEB 20 65.19 0.04 1.6 86.84
MAR 20 51.13 0.03 1.6 72.78
APR 78.9 140 4.50 152.1 375.5
MAY 200.7 296.9 5.90 200.3 703.7
JUN 244.9 357.7 0.00 190.9 793.5
JUL 289.3 508.6 0.00 209.4 1,007
AUG 328.1 560.1 0.00 249.0 1,137
SEP 273 550.4 5.80 192.2 1,021
OCT 214.4 423.5 2.90 146.1 786.9
NOV 20 253 0.00 1.6 274.6
DEC 20 53.8 0.04 1.6 75.46

Fig.2.4: Sani Beach Hotel energy demand in kWh,
2001, (typical day)

Fig.2.5: Sani Beach Hotel power demand in kW,
2001, (typical day)
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2.3.4 Porto Sani Hotel
The operation of the Porto Sani Hotel began at May 1997. It is five-star hotel and it is
constituted by a central building group of 2 buildings, of total surface 4,355m2.

Main specifications: 103 rooms, 299 beds, bar, four pools, two restaurants, roof garden,
conference room, tennis and basket courts.

The operation of the hotel is seasonal. Namely, it begins its operation in April, and closes in
October each year.

The Porto Sani Hotel energy results for the year 2001 are shown below (Table 2.8, 2.9,
Figs. 2.7, 2.8):

Table 2.8: Porto Sani Hotel energy demand in
kWh, 2001, (typical day)

YEAR:
2001

COOLING
KWhc

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWhe

HEATING kWht TOTAL
ENERGYELEC.. BOIL.

JAN 148.8 1,024 0.2 10.6 1,184
FEB 166.8 926 0.2 10.5 1,104
MAR 336.0 1,504 0.0 10.8 1,850
APR 570 2,718 45.0 1,473 4,807
MAY 1,692 2,916 59.0 1,939 6,606
JUN 2,433 2,820 0.0 1,856 7,109
JUL 3,088 4,459 0.0 2,035 9,582
AUG 3,666 5,748 0.0 2,420 11,833
SEP 2,844 5,313 56.0 1,863 10,076
OCT 870 4,702 28.0 1,418 7,017
NOV 153.7 3,073 0.3 10.3 3,237
DEC 211.3 988 0.7 10.1 1,210

Table 2.9: Porto Sani Hotel power demand in
kW, 2001, (typical day)

YEAR:
2001

COOLING
kWe

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWe

HEATING kWt TOTAL
POWERELEC. BOIL.

JAN 12.4 51.1 0.1 0.5 64.1
FEB 13.9 45.3 0.0 0.6 59.8
MAR 28.0 71.6 0.1 0.5 100.2
APR 39.6 135.9 5.1 62.9 243.9
MAY 80.6 165.6 6.6 83.4 336.1
JUN 112.7 171.9 0.0 84.0 368.1
JUL 139.8 268.9 0.1 113.9 523.0
AUG 160.8 349.1 0.0 136.0 646.0
SEP 133.2 305.4 6.3 101.7 547.0
OCT 72.5 227.6 3.2 77.8 381.4
NOV 12.8 162.0 0.0 0.6 175.4
DEC 17.6 47.4 0.0 0.6 65.6

Fig.2.6: Porto Sani Hotel energy demand in  kWh,
2001, (typical day)

Fig.2.7: Porto Sani Hotel power demand in kW,
2001, (typical day)
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2.3.5 Club Hotel
The operation of the Club Hotel began at 1978. It is five-star hotel and it is constituted by a
central building, of total surface 2,580m2.

Main specifications: 215 rooms, 425 beds, bar, pools, restaurants, health center, conference
room, tennis and basket courts.

The operation of the hotel is seasonal. Namely, it begins its operation in April, and closes in
October each year.

The Club Hotel energy results for the year 2001 are shown below (Table 2.10, 2.11, Figs.
2.9, 2.10):

Table 2.10: Club Hotel energy demand in kWh,
2001, (typical day)

YEAR:
2001

COOLING
KWhc

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWhe

HEATING kWht TOTAL
ENERGYELECTR. BOILER

JAN 64.3 442 0.7 4.5 512
FEB 93.6 520 0.4 4.8 619
MAR 102.3 458 0.7 4.5 565
APR 75 365 0.0 5.0 445
MAY 455 787 11.0 1,861 3,114
JUN 2,653 2441 0.0 1,816 6,910
JUL 2,891 4175 1.0 1,904 8,972
AUG 3,250 5096 1.0 2,094 10,442
SEP 2,521 4748 11.0 1,823 9,103
OCT 428 2869 3.0 875 4,175
NOV 34.3 686 0.7 4.5 725
DEC 70.4 330 0.6 4.6 405

Table 2.11: Club Hotel power demand in kW,
2001, (typical day)

YEAR:
2001

COOLING
KWc

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWe

HEATING kWt TOTAL
ENERGYELECTR. BOILER

JAN 5.4 22.1 0.0 0.9 28.3
FEB 7.8 25.4 0.0 0.9 34.1
MAR 8.5 21.8 0.0 0.9 31.2
APR 11.6 12.2 0.0 0.9 24.7
MAY 27.1 38.9 1.9 63.1 131.0
JUN 122.8 153.1 0.0 56.0 331.5
JUL 130.9 251.8 0.1 70.9 453
AUG 142.6 309.6 0.0 103.0 555
SEP 118.0 274.4 1.9 57.1 451
OCT 20.7 157.5 0.6 42.4 220.8
NOV 2.9 36.1 0.0 0.9 39.9
DEC 5.9 15.8 0.0 0.9 22.5

Fig.2.8: Club Hotel energy demand in kWh, 2001,
(typical day)

Fig.2.9: Club Hotel power demand in kW, 2001,
(typical day)
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3. GAS TURBINE PERFORMANCE &ABSORPTION
COOLING MODELLING

3.1 Introduction
Cycle analysis studies the thermodynamic changes of the working fluid (air and products
of combustion in most cases) as it flows through the engine. It is divided into two types of
analysis: 1. Parametric cycle analysis (also called design-point, DP) and

2. Engine performance analysis (also called off-design, OD).

Parametric cycle analysis determines the performance of engines in different ambient
conditions and values of design choice (e.g., compressor pressure ratio, RC) and design
limit (e.g., Turbine Entry Temperature, TET) parameters. Engine performance analysis
determines the performance of a specific engine in different ambient conditions, possible
degradation and throttle settings.

Design point performance is central to the engine concept design process. The engine
configuration, cycle parameters, component performance levels and sizes are selected to
meet a given specification. Design point performance must be defined before analysis of
any other operating conditions is possible. The resulting overall performance of the final
engine will be crucial to its commercial success or failure.

Four types of Gas Turbines, where simulated on the DP and OD performance:
1. 1-shaft simple cycle
2. 2-shaft simple cycle
3. 1-shaft with heat exchanger cycle
4. 2-shaft with heat exchanger cycle

These types of engines are the most suitable (as will be explained in the following
paragraphs), but the programs can easily be used for the simulation of all other types of
GTs, with the application of small modifications. The program is constructed using
FORTRAN as a programming language. The development of these programs has been
done, with the aim of making them both as accurate as possible and flexible enough to
cooperate with simulation programs of cooling performance and economic evaluation,
which will follow in the next chapters.

3.2 Calculation Procedure of Design Point Performance
Initially, the operating conditions under which an engine will spend the most time has been
traditionally chosen as the engine’s design point. For an industrial unit this would normally
be the ISO base load, or for an aero-engine cruise at any altitude on an 1SA day. Either
way, at the design point, the engine configuration, component performance and cycle
parameters are optimised. The method used is the design point performance calculation.
Each time input parameters are changed and this calculation procedure is repeated, the
resulting change to the engine design requires different engine geometry, at the fixed
operating condition.

The main objective of parametric cycle analysis is to relate the engine performance
parameters (primarily specific power SW, and specific fuel consumption sfc) to design
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choices (RC, etc.), to design limitations (TET, compressor exit pressure, component
efficiencies, etc.), and to environmental conditions (ambient pressure and temperature,
etc.). From parametric cycle analysis, we can easily determine which engine type (e.g., 1 or
2-shaft), engine characteristics (TET, RC) and component design characteristics best satisfy
a particular need.

The value of parametric cycle analysis depends directly on the realism with which the
engine components are characterized.

Generally, the way of determining the design point analysis is as follows:

Initially the engine layout is specified. This is done by using a block diagram, where every
component of the engine is represented. The inlet and outlet of every component is
characterized by a sequent number (station vector). For example, intake 1-2, compressor
2-3 etc, (Fig.3.1). Thermodynamic equations for every part of the engine are applied,
ensuring the continuity of the values throughout the engine. The thermodynamic status
(namely Po, To, m ) for every station must be calculated.

Fig. 3.1: 1-Shaft simple cycle engine layout

When the above values are known then the performance analysis can be determined. This
includes the calculation of the following:
Compressor Work CW in MW
Turbine Work TW in MW
Useful Work UW in MW
Heat Input HI in MW
Fuel flow fm in kgr/s
Specific Fuel Consumption sfc in kgr/(MW.s) = kgr/MJ
Thermal efficiency ηGT

The most effective method for presenting the performance characteristics of the engine is to
plot the variation of specific fuel consumption and specific work on a single figure for a
range of values of pressure ratio and turbine entry temperature. Each point on such plots
represents a different engine cycle. These plots are very important because they:
 Provide an indication of the optimum combination of cycle parameters for a given

engine type.
 Compare the performance of different engine configurations which may be considered

for a given engine requirement.
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To carry out the calculation procedures using the design point computer programs the
following parameters must be known or defined:
 Ambient conditions (Τα, Pα,)
 Air mass flow ( m )
 Component efficiencies (ηisc, ηin, ηb, ηexh)
 Component pressure losses (ΔPloss)
 Specific Heat Cp throughout the engine (depending on the chemical composition of the

working fluid and to the temperature)
 Cooling air percentage
 Fuel calorific value (FCV)
 Turbine entry temperature TET (depending on the thermal durability of the inlet blades

of the first turbine row)
 Exhaust pressure

3.3 Calculation Procedure of the Off-Design Performance
Focus was techno economics and not off-design programming. If required more detailed
gas turbine codes could replace those used here. Nevertheless, the results are realistic.

The off-design point simulation is considered to be a substantially more complicated
process than the design point one. The thermodynamic relationships used are similar in
both cases but off design simulation requires additional considerations on the performance
of the engine components at levels of operation which differ to those of design (part load,
transient operation etc.)

Ιn engine performance analysis, we consider the performance οf an engine that was built
(constructed physically or created mathematically) with a selected compressor pressure
ratio and its corresponding turbine temperature ratio.

The off-design models attempted in this thesis are simplified versions of existing ones and
are based on specific processes which have been discussed with the supervisor. It must be
noted that for each different engine configuration, a different off-design model is required.
Fundamental simplifications that have been used in this approach are considered to be the
following:
 Instead of using a compressor map a simplified relationship is used.
 In the case of 1-shaft engines the turbine is assumed to be always choked.
 In the case of 2-shaft engines the compressor turbine is assumed to operate between

choked nozzles, (the turbine temperature and pressure ratio remains essentially
constant).

The off design performance of the following engines is simulated
1. 1-shaft GT
2. 2-shaft GT
3. 1-shaft GT with heat exchanger

The 2-shaft GT with heat exchanger was not simulated due to the problem caused by the
contradictory restrictions of continuing operation of the compressor turbine between
choked nozzle and continuous operation of the heat exchanger with positive temperature
difference.
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3.4 Cooling Principles
During last decade there has been an enormous increase in the demand of cooling systems.
Most of them (almost 90%, 2003,[63]) are based on electricity power supply. Recently due
to the fact that electricity becomes more and more expensive power source to use, the
market turned to others cooling technologies, which are using as primary source, instead of
electric power, heat. These systems have high reliability and in some cases are very
economically competitive to the classic electric power supply systems.[73], [74], [75]

The classic refrigerant cycle (see paragraph 4.2) is based in the vapour compression
(compressor), driven by electric mover. In some cases though, there is an excess of heat
power (coming from waste heat from the use of a Gas Turbine or a Steam Turbine, or a
large internal combustion engine), or simply, there is available cheap fuel (for example
natural gas), which can be burn producing heat. The first technology is called indirect and
is proposed for large cooling installations, while the second is called direct fired and suits
smaller, mainly domestic systems.

Let us now consider some thermodynamics principles. The Clausius statement of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics, state that it is impossible to construct a device, that
operates in a cycle, which simply transfers heat from a low temperature heat reservoir to a
higher temperature reservoir. In other words, the statement means that it is impossible to
transfer heat from cold to hot area, without any outside assistance (work input).
Refrigeration systems and heat pumps provide the work necessary transferring the heat.
The difference between the refrigerator and heat pump is one of definition more than the
science behind them. The refrigerator system transfer heat from cold to hot region and so
doing cooling the cold region (Fig.3.2a). The heat pump transfer heat to a high temperature
region, from the heat taken from the low temperature region (Fig.3.2b).

warm environment warm space

QH QH = desirable output

Win = input needed Win = input needed

QL = desirable output QL

refrigeration space                                                      cold environment

(a) Refrigerator (b) Heat pump

Fig.3.2: Block diagrams showing the operation principal of the refrigerator (a) and the
heat pump (b)

The measure of performance of a refrigeration system is given in terms of the coefficient
of performance COPR, which is defined as

COPR =
in

L

W
Q

(3-1)
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where QL, is the heat t(he refrigeration power) coming out of the space which must be
refrigerated, and Win, is the work (the power) which must be added into the cycle.

The refrigeration power usually is defined in kW and sometimes in Tons of Refrigeration
(RT), which is the ability of the refrigeration system to freeze 1 ton of water (with
temperature 0oC) to ice (with temperature 0oC) in 24h.

Notation
Power units: 1RT= =12,000BTU/hr=3.5172kW,
Energy units: 1BTU=1.055kJ, 1BTU=0.252kcal,
Enthalpy units: 1BTU/lb=2.3259kJ/kgr.

In the same way the coefficient of performance COPHP of the heat pump, is defined as

COPHP =
in

H

W
Q

(3-2)

where QH, is the heat (the heating power) coming into the space which must be heated, and
Win, is the work (the power) which must be added into the cycle.

These to coefficients can take prices over unity. A high coefficient of performance is
attractive because it shows that a given amount of refrigeration requires only a small
amount of work input. [49], [50], [51].

3.5 Vapour Absorption Refrigeration Cycle
3.5.1 Overview
All the power plants are using coal, natural gas, oil or biomass, as burning fuel in order to
produce power. In all cases, large amounts heat is produced. On the other hand, most of
industrial process uses a lot of thermal energy by burning fossil fuel to produce steam or
heat. After the processes, heat is rejected to the surrounding as waste. This waste heat can
be converted to useful refrigeration by using a heat operated refrigeration system, such as
an absorption refrigeration cycle.

Electricity purchased from utility companies for conventional vapour compression
refrigerators can be reduced. The use of heat-operated refrigeration systems help to reduce
problems related to global environmental, such as the so-called greenhouse effect from CO2
emission from the combustion of fossil fuel in utility power plants.

Another difference between absorption systems and conventional vapour compression
systems is the working fluid used. Most vapour compression systems commonly use
chlorofluorocarbon refrigerants (CFCs), because of their thermophysical properties. It is
though, the restricted use of CFCs, due to depletion of the ozone layer that will make
absorption systems more prominent. However, although absorption systems seem to
provide many advantages, vapour compression systems still dominates all market sectors.
In order to promote the use of absorption systems, further development is required to
improve their performance and reduce their cost.

The early development of an absorption cycle dates back to the 1700's. It was known that
ice could be produced by an evaporation of pure water from a vessel contained within an
evacuated container in the presence of sulfuric acid. In 1810, ice could be made from water
in a vessel, which was connected to another vessel containing sulfuric acid. As the acid
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absorbed water vapour, causing a reduction of temperature, layers of ice were formed on
the water surface. The major problems of this system were corrosion and leakage of air into
the vacuum vessel. In 1859, Ferdinand Caue introduced a novel machine using
water/ammonia as the working fluid. This machine took out a US patent in 1860. Machines
based on this patent were used to make ice and store food. It was used as a basic design in
the early age of refrigeration development.

In the 1950's, a system using lithium bromide/water as the working fluid was introduced
for industrial applications. Α few years later, a double-effect absorption system was
introduced and has been used as an industrial standard for a high performance heat-
operated refrigeration cycle. [64]

Nowadays, this technology is used in Europe, but is more common in the USA and Japan,
where much has been done to improve its performance. Absorption chillers use heat as
primary energy to produce cold, instead of mechanical rotation work for compression
chillers. They can use the heat of steam, hot water or direct gas combustion, depending on
technologies. There are various possibilities of use. They can be integrated in a steam, hot
water or gas district network. This is the main district cooling policy in Germany and in
Japan. They can also be used in industrial processes. Their application is optimal when
low-grade heat is available, under conditions where a steam turbine cannot be driven. For
example, two steam absorption chillers with lithium bromide are used in Paris-Orly Airport
DCS, driven by steam from the thermoelectric plant. [55]

Commercially proven absorption cooling systems, ranging in size from 3 to 2,500 RTs, are
readily available today. These systems come as stand-alone chillers or as chillers with
integral heating systems. In addition, absorption heating and cooling systems suitable for
residential or commercial use are under development and should be on the market within
the next few years.

Gas absorption systems feature several advantages over conventional vapour compression
electric systems:

1. Lower operating costs (operating with waste heat).
2. No ozone-damaging refrigerants (no use of CFCs or HCFCs).
3. No need for extra electric power (no overcharge of the existing electric power network,
especially during the peak hours).
4. Lower-pressure systems with no large rotating components.
5. Low maintenance.
6. Safer operation.
7. High reliability.
8. Smaller total space requirements compared to an electric chiller with separate boiler.
9. Long lifetime, (25-30 years, compare to the 10-15 years of the vapour compression
systems).
10. Silent operation. Except for two hermetically sealed pumps, absorption chillers do not
have any moving parts. They run more quietly (there are few vibrations) than compression
chillers. This difference could be significant in office buildings, hotels or hospitals.
11. Potential financial support from National Government, EU, etc.

The basic operating principle of an absorption chiller (see paragraph 4.6.2) is the same with
that of a conventional vapour compression chiller, namely, cooling is provided by
evaporating a refrigerant. However, large absorption systems are different in that they:
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 use water rather than standard refrigerants
 operate at low pressure/vacuum conditions, rather than at moderate to high pressure
 use heat rather than a compression energy as their driving force

All water-cooled absorption systems on the market today, use water as the refrigerant
and a lithium bromide solution as the absorbent material and they used for medium and
large scale applications (3-2,500RTs or 10-9,000kW), while the COPR is between 0.6 and
1,3. Α typical air-cooled absorption chiller uses ammonia as the refrigerant and water as
the absorbent material and they used for rather small applications
(3-30RTs or 10-100kW), while the COPR is between 0.6 and 0.7. [67],[72],[73],[74], [75]

Steam fired absorption is used today where there is a low cost of steam such as a cogen or
waste energy plant. In the case of direct-fired units, electricity must be at a high cost or
there must be a CFC refrigerant or other environmental issue. Larger tonnages (above
500RTs) have a more favourable first cost when compared to electric technologies, so unit
must be big. They maybe also are used in places like campuses with a central steam loop
and not enough electrical power distribution to run decentralize electric chillers. This may
be the case where buildings either did not have chillers or used older single-effect
absorption units and have upgraded to double-effect or direct fired technology.
However, gas absorption systems have three important disadvantages [59], [66], [72],
[73], [74], [75]:
1. Low COPR, the usual range for a absorption chillers is 0.6-1.3 depending to the

technology used, instead of the 3.5-5.5 of the vapour compression systems.
2. In cases where there is no waste heat available, absorption chillers cost more to operate

than electric chillers. They also cost about 50% more to purchase.
3. Water consumption in cooling tower.

3.5.2 Principle of operation
The working fluid in an absorption refrigeration system is a binary solution consisting of
refrigerant and absorbent. In Fig.3.3(a), two evacuated vessels are connected to each other.
The left vessel contains liquid refrigerant while the right vessel contains a binary solution
of absorbent/refrigerant. The solution in the right vessel will absorb refrigerant vapour from
the left vessel causing pressure to reduce. While the refrigerant vapour is being absorbed,
the temperature of the remaining refrigerant will reduce as a result of its vaporization. This
causes a refrigeration effect to occur inside the left vessel. At the same time, solution inside
the right vessel becomes more dilute because of the higher content of refrigerant absorbed.
This is called the "absorption process". Normally, the absorption process is an exothermic
process; therefore, it must reject heat out to the surrounding in order to maintain its
absorption capability.

Whenever the solution cannot continue with the absorption process because of saturation of
the refrigerant, the refrigerant must be separated out from the diluted solution. Heat is
normally the key for this separation process. It is applied to the right vessel in order to dry
the refrigerant from the solution as shown in Fig.3.3(b). Transferring heat to the
surroundings will condense the refrigerant vapour. With these processes, using heat energy
can produce the refrigeration effect.
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Fig.3.3: (a) Absorption process occurs in right vessel causing cooling effect in the other;
(b) Refrigerant separation process occurs in the right vessel as a result of additional heat

from outside heat source.

However, the cooling effect cannot be produced continuously as the process cannot be
done simultaneously. Therefore, an absorption refrigeration cycle is a combination of these
two processes as shown in Fig.3.4. As the separation process occurs at a higher pressure
than the absorption process, a circulation pump is required to circulate the solution.

Coefficient of Performance of an absorption refrigeration system is obtained from:

COPRA =
pump thefrominputworkgeneratorfor theinputheat

evaporatoratobtainedcapaciltycooling


(3-5)

The work input for the pump is almost negligible relative to the heat input at the generator;
therefore, the pump work is often neglected for the purposes of analysis [61].

Fig.3.4: Α continuous absorption refrigeration cycle composes of two processes

3.6 Discussion-conclusions
Losses

Because absorption machines are thermally activated, large amounts of power input are not
required. Hence, where power is expensive or unavailable, and gas, waste, geothermal or
solar heat is, available, absorption machines provide reliable and quiet cooling. Because it
takes about the same amount of heat to boil the refrigerant in both the generator and
evaporator, it might be assumed that single effect cycles are capable of a COPR of 1. Yet,
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the best single effect machines reach COPR of only 0.5 to 0.7, as already said. The losses
responsible for the COP degradation are traced to the following four phenomena:
 Circulation loss. When the cold solution from the absorber (1), is heated in the

solution heat exchanger (3), the temperature at 3 is always less than the saturation
temperature corresponding to the generator pressure and solution concentration, even
for cycles with high heat exchanger effectiveness. Hence, heat must be added to boil the
solution, which increases the generator heat input.

 Heat of mixing. Separating the refrigerant from the solution requires about 15% more
thermal energy than merely boiling the refrigerant. This additional energy must be
supplied to break the intermolecular bonds formed between the refrigerant and
absorbent in solution. The heat of mixing also increases the generator ο! Heat input.

 Expansion loss. As the refrigerant expands from the condenser to the evaporator, a
mixture of liquid and vapour enters the evaporator. Not the entire refrigerant is
available as liquid because some vapour was already produced by the expansion
process. Thus, the evaporator heat transfer is reduced when vapour forms in the
expansion process. This loss can be reduced by subcooling the liquid from the
condenser.

 Reflux condenser loss. In the ammonia-water cycle another loss is introduced due to
the volatility of water. In this cycle the refrigerant is ammonia and the absorbent is
water. In the generator water vapour evaporates along with the ammonia. However, the
proper operation, the water vapour must be removed from the ammonia vapour. The
water vapour is separated in a distillation column, which has a reflux coil that
condenses some ammonia-water. The heat removed in the reflux coil must be added to
the generator, thus decreasing the COPR.

In addition, other losses occur during transient operating conditions. For instance, if more
refrigerant is produced than can be handled by the evaporator, the refrigerant is directly
returned to the absorber via a spill over (point 11 in Figs.4.4 and 4.5). Liquid refrigerant
returned directly to the absorber is a loss, and machines of recent design are tightly
controlled to avoid this loss during transients.

Single-effect or double-effect
Thus, one of the limitations of single-effect absorption cycles is that they cannot take
advantage of the higher availability of high temperature heat sources to achieve higher
COPR. Although the COPR of a reversible cycle is quite sensitive to heat input temperature,
the COPR of a real absorption machine is essentially constant due to the irreversible effects
associated with heat transfer. Thus, the cooling COPR of a single-effect water/lithium
bromide machine is around 0.7, essentially independent of the heat input temperature. To
achieve higher cycle performance, it is necessary to design a cycle that can take advantage
of the higher availability (or exergy) associated with a higher temperature heat input.
Double-effect technology represents one such cycle variation.

In this cycle an additional generator and condenser are added (higher installation cost) to a
single effect cycle. The heat input to the high temperature generator is used to drive off
refrigerant, which on condensing drives a lower temperature generator to produce yet more
refrigerant. In this way the heat input 10 the higher temperature generator is used twice. So
the efficiency is increased, less heat is needed and thus less heat must be rejected. The
double effect absorption chiller requires about 45% less energy input than a single effect
absorption chiller; i.e. double effect chillers have a maximum COP of 1.2. Thus the double
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effect chillers are proposed for applications where heat is “valuable” regardless the increase
of the complexity and the capital cost of the machine-installation.

Simple-effect chillers can be used from 65°C to 140°C in the generator, and double- effect
chillers with a temperature up to 170°C. This temperature difference will determine their
conditions of use.

Triple-effect absorption chillers are under development with a COP close to 1.5. The main
technical problems are the high temperatures and pressures inside the machine. [59]

Capacity
Absorption cooling machines are available in sizes ranging from 10 to 6,000kW of
refrigeration. Usually the single-effect machines vary from 300kW up to 2,500kW while
the double effect from 350kW up to 6,000kW. These machines are configured for direct-
fired operation as well as for waste heat or heat integration applications. The heat in
indirect machines is transferred either by superheated water closed circuit (waste heat
temperatures below 120oC) or by steam closed circuit.

The capacity of an absorption chiller will drop concurrently with the decrease in
temperature of the driving energy. More heat transfer surface is required for a given
amount of cooling, resulting in higher investment cost per unit of cooling capacity.

Goteborg Energi examined the impacts on investment cost of installing chiller capacity to
use the normal 75°C summertime hot water of its DHS, and concluded that it was more
economical to increase the summer operating temperature to 100°C [72].

The other technical shortcoming is the re-cooling of the absorber and condenser of the
absorption chiller. If re-cooling is done with a circuit using cooling towers, they must have
large surfaces, and could have important plumes of water vapour. Price and environmental
effects are increased.

Α manner to avoid this shortcoming is the use of the rejected heat to produce hot water.
Double-effect chillers, and especially direct fired chillers, can produce hot water up to
79.4°C while producing chilled water. [62]

Operation and maintenance
In the USA opinions vary regarding the comparison between maintenance costs for
absorption and compression chillers. When taking in consideration their related equipment,
costs seem almost the same for absorption as for electric centrifugal compression chillers.
Maintenance is reduced because there are few moving parts, and their operating life is
typically 30 years.

Start up and shut down take long time, which reduces the flexibility of operation in
comparison with centrifugal chillers. Easy regulation of absorption chillers has to be
noticed: the cooling performance can be easily regulated in the area between 10 and 100%
of nominal load. The cooling performance can thus be well adjusted to the big differences
in the required cooling caused by the ambient temperature and by solar insulation, with
relatively low related COP variation. [59]
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Investment and operating cost
The main problem for the development of this technical solution is the capital cost of the
absorption chillers compared to compression chillers. The situation in the USA market is
shown in Table 5.3.

Site-specific factors, such as additional costs to upgrade electrical service to power electric
drive chillers; can change the comparative capital costs. Besides electricity “prices” are
generally high in summer, which encourages the absorption chiller solutions.

Α simple calculation shows that the gas price for a direct fired absorber should be roughly
3 to 4 times lower than the electricity price, to compensate the investment over cost.

One should notice that sales of absorption chillers are the far most important part of the
Japanese air-conditioning market as well in individuals’ chillers as in District Cooling
Systems (DCS). In Germany, progression of sales of absorption chillers has changed in
1990, because they offer a simple solution to replace CFCs, and they can be associated with
existing DHSs. The part of their turnover was 5 to 10% before, but since it is in the range
of 40 to 50%. Depending on the nature of primary energy, the energetic consumption has to
be evaluated for each heat source and situation. It is also the case for the calculation of CO2
emissions. The experience shows that 1MW of cooling power, corresponds to 120,000€
approximately (purchase, installation).
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4. ECONOMIC EVALUATION

4.1 Introduction
Although it is not possible to predict the future some prediction and scenario studies can be
useful to reduce the risk of the investment.

Investment in any new equipment is driven by economic return and so investment in
trigeneration always competes with other projects that could prove more successful
financially. A sophisticated discounting technique -based in Net Present Value method- is
presented to allow the reader to make an initial assessment of the likelihood of
trigeneration being attractive in a specific situation and hence whether further investigation
into trigeneration would be worthwhile.

In order to carry out a realistic evaluation of a trigeneration plant, three actual cases studies
were taken into account considering an airport, an island and finally a hotel. The energy
demand data of the previous cases were analyzed in CHAPTER 2. Of course the overall
investigation based in hypothetical scenarios that are likely to be perform in the future.
This had been done with a simulation program using FORTRAN as programming
language.

4.2 Economic data
In order to perform feasibility study or an economic analysis, there is need to know the cost
for constructing and operating a system. Related information is given in this chapter. It
must be emphasized that cost information given here is indicative and it can be used for
first estimates only. Furthermore, cost changes with time and with the place where the plant
will be installed. Therefore, the final decisions should be based on cost data -provided by
companies, which will supply, install and, perhaps, maintain the equipment- adapted to the
exact time and location where the investment will take place. An effort has been taken so
the prices given at this thesis are referring in year 2004 (1€=1.23$), while the delivery
country is Greece. The average inflation of Greece for the years 2004, 2005 and 2006 is
3.5%. The economics of trigeneration are made up of the investment costs, the unforeseen
cost and the ongoing costs.

1. Investment cost is also called capital cost or initial cost or first cost.
This is the expenditure required for the establishment of an operational cogeneration on the
site. It consists of equipment cost, installation cost, and “soft” (called also “project” or
“engineering and management”) costs:

 Equipment costs
Equipment costs consist of the cost for purchase of the equipment, including any taxes, and
transportation on the site. They depend on the components comprising the system and their
particular specifications. The most important of those are the following.
Prime mover and generator set.  Power output, alternative fuel capability, generator

voltage, emission control techniques in prime mover, noise reduction.
Heat recovery and rejection system.  Required media (steam, hot or chilled water), quality

of thermal energy (pressure and temperature), number of pressure and temperature
levels required, emission control equipment, water treatment unit.

Supplementary firing.  Additional thermal capacity, alternative fuel capability.
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Absorption cooling system. Including the purchase of the absorption chiller, the water-
cooling tower, and the necessary additional infrastructure such as pippins etc.

Exhaust gas system and stack.  Exhaust gas temperature, single or multiple stacks for
multiple engines, emission control equipment, need for bypass valve.

Fuel supply.  Interconnection with fuel supply system, storage capability, fuel metering; in
particular for natural gas, need for compressor, if the line pressure has to be increased.

Control board.  Extent of automation, requirements for unattended operation, inter-
connection with the user’s facility.

Interconnection with the electric utility. Connection line, one or two-way connection,
safety and metering equipment.

Piping.  Connection with the water, steam, compressed air (if needed) circuits.
Ventilation and combustion air systems. Ducts, filters, sound attenuation equipment.
Shipping charges.
Taxes, if applicable.

 Installation costs
They consist of:
Installation permits,
Land acquisition and preparation,
Building construction,
Installation of equipment,
Documentation and as built drawings.
Grid connections, including reinforcement of local/national electricity networks
First set of spare parts and any special tools needed for servicing and repair
Some of these costs may not be applicable, e.g. if the space is already available for the
trigeneration system.

 “Soft” costs
Design and professional service fees for the analysis, planning and development of a
cogeneration system are frequently referred to as soft costs. They may be in the range of
15-30% of the equipment cost. The most significant professional fees and other costs are
the following.
 Architectural / engineering design fees.
 Construction management fees.
 Environmental studies and permitting costs.
 Special consultants and inspectors.
 Legal fees.
 Letters of credit.
 Training.
 Additional costs may incur under certain financial arrangements (e.g. interest paid

during construction, bank fees, and debt insurance).

2. Unforeseen cost that is obviously extra cost which cannot be predicted. It is desirable
that cost to be as mush as low cans it be. In budget estimates, a contingency or allowance
for unforeseen costs is taken into consideration. Early in the design process, the
contingency may be in the range of 15-20% of the above three costs. At the completion of
the design, when uncertainty is reduced, the contingency may be reduced to 5%.

3. Ongoing costs consists of fuel, staffing and maintenance
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Examples of investment costs breakdown for cogeneration plants are given in the
following tables.

Table 4.1: Breakdown of investment costs for small-scale cogeneration [78].
Type of cost % of total
Cogeneration unit including heat recovery system (prime mover, ect)
Instrumentation, regulation and control
Auxiliary systems
Connection to grid
Civil work and/or acoustic enclosure
Installation and commissioning
Project costs

55
15
5
5

10
5
5

Total 100

Table 4.2: Examples of breakdown of investment costs for a gas turbine and a steam
turbine cogeneration system [78].

Type of cost % of total
Gas-turbine(1) Steam-turbine(2)

Turbine-Generator
Heat recovery steam generator
Instrumentation, regulation, control
Auxiliary systems
Connection to grid
Civil work (land, buildings, roads)
Engineering and construction management
Contingency

34
20
4
7
3
6

11
15

50 (3)

-
3
4
6

11
11
15

Total 100 100
(1) Nominal power 10 MW.
(2) Non-condensing turbine. Nominal power 30 MW.
(3) Boiler cost is included.

A range of typical installed costs ($/kWe or €/kWe) for gas turbine cogeneration systems
referred to year 1995 or 2001 respectively, can be seen from Figs 4.1, 4.2. Generally,
systems less than 500kWe in size, cost between 800 and 1,300$/kWe with the specific cost
rising sharply for the smallest systems. Systems greater than 500kWe in size have a lower
specific cost. The graph does not show the neat curve of Fig. 4.1. The reasons for this is
that, these systems have been installed at various times during the last five years, are
operating in highly different situations and are designed for a variety of fuel types. Where
fuels other than natural gas are used there is greater variation: projects that have converted
diesel standby units cost less than $500/kWe while systems fuelled digester gas cost as
much as $1,700/kWe.

Capital costs typically vary from 600€/kWe (for larger schemes) to more than
2,000€/kWe for the very small and depending on the choice of cogeneration plant and
auxiliaries required (2004).

Costs for steam turbine systems which were also provided by companies are between:
200-500$/kWe. Conventional thermal power burning lignite has a total installed cost
between 800-900E/kW, while a future similar using new low emissions technology
fulfilling the emissions restrictions of the year 2008 will cost 1,500E/kW.
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In Greece the new thermal power plants (burning lignite) are estimated (2004) to have
a production cost 35-45€/MWh, (taking into consideration the any emission penalty) and
they produce approximately 75% of the total national electric power. On the other hand
the production cost of the non-interconnected national grid (see CHAPTER 2), is 80-
500€/MWh, because the use of burning fuel is oil (diesel). For comparison reasons it is
referred that the production cost of a power plant using renewable sources will be 60-
80€/MWh.

The total specific cost is between 20 and 40% higher for a combined cycle than for a
simple cycle. Manufacturing cost of a new Thermal Power Station 500-600MW is
approximately 360-430 million Euros and depends to the technology that is going to use.
(2005). As a rough estimate, the total cost of a trigeneration plant can be calculated as
2.8 times the budget price for the gas turbine quoted by the manufacturers. [78], [79], [83]

Fig.4.1: Installed $/kWe of gas
engine cogeneration systems
based on survey of equipment
suppliers (1995). [77]

Fig.4.2: Specific investment
cost of medium- to large-
scale cogeneration systems
(2001). [73]
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It is evident that the investment cost of a cogeneration project depends on a lot of factors,
which characterise the particular project. Comparison of equipment costs can give only
indicative figures as each manufacturer offers different levels of quality, reliability,
associated equipment etc. Furthermore, the standards set for pollution and noise emission
differ from country to country. Any generalised costs cannot be useful but only for an
initial and very rough estimate. Costs may have an uncertainty of ±(20-25)%
Obviously, the above information needs a slight mortification, in order to include the
absorption cooling system, which is also included to a trigeneration power plant. (Fig. 4.3)
[77][78] [81]

Fig.4.3: $/kWe information from demonstration projects (1995). [77]

4.2.1 Gas turbine system cost
While several major factors determine industry price levels, the major one has always been
the balance between supply and demand for the product. As a result of huge ονer-ordering
from 1998 through 2002 an excess of 60Ηz units was built to be shipped by original
equipment manufacturers for the U.S. market. There may have been as many as 150 units
(or more) in storage back in 2003, when the glut was at its peak, waiting for final delivery
and installation. In addition, several plants that were installed had less demand for their
kWh production than was needed to be profitable, and were essentially put into mothballs
at site until they could be used or sold.

Settling on a consensus can be challenging due to especially low prices in the large 60Ηz
market as owners unloaded new equipment that they nο longer needed (or wanted) and
suppliers peddled surplus capacity. For 60Ηz machines, particularly those 150MW+ units
in popular demand for independent and merchant power plants and as components of
popular 2-on-l combined cycle packaged plants, prices eroded by as much as 25 to 30
percent.

Ιn contrast, 50Ηz large machines prices have either stabilized or seen a very smal1 decline,
influenced by a general slowdown in global economies and wildly fluctuating fuel prices
rather than disruption in market demand and supply. (Fig.4.4) The 50Ηz market was never
'over bought' and continued at a reasonable pace for power generation equipment. And, as
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most manufacturing plants around the world are specialized for either 50Ηz or 60Ηz
production, there was very little bleed- through of the 60Ηz price deterioration into the
50Ηz market. Some of the smaller 60Ηz units in U.S. storage have been modified (geared
or rebladed) to be sold into the Mid-East and a few other 50Ηz market. All indications are
that their prices did not represent a distress sale.

Fig.4.4: 50Hz simple cycle plants (2004). [79]

In general, smaller machines in the 30MW -and- below category are relatively easy to
evaluate because that market has been fairly flat over the last few years and prices remain
fairly stable. Taking a global look at the 1-30MW segment, sources indicate that the
inquiry level is generally up. Europe and Japan are each accounting for about one-third of
the total worldwide sales, with Νοrth America plus South America plus China and the rest
of Asia Pacific accounting for the remaining one third. In the 1-30MW range, specifically
in the Europe-Middle East-Africa theatre, a market slip occurred in 2000-2002, but
recovered about halfway through 2003. It has remained strong through 2004, with genera1
expectations that the current level is likely to hold on well into 2005. This is almost entirely
CHP indusial power with- a waste boiler and sometimes an extraction steam turbine
gensets.

Industry practice is to reference plant prices to base load design output rating on natural gas
fuel at 59°F (15°C) ambient sea level site conditions and 60% relative humidity. Units are
normally rated without water or steam injection for ΝΟx reduction or power augmentation
(unless otherwise specified) and without duct losses. The quoted nominal ΙSO output rating
is measured across the electric generator terminals. As such, it includes electric generator
efficiency and any reduction gearing losses. When evaluating the pricing of competitive
machines, it is important tο make sure that kW ratings are quoted for electric generator and
not shaft output. Equipment and installation costs for the electrical substation, switchyard,
pipe1ine connections, fuel gas compressor skids and black-start generator sets are not
included in the prices quoted. Nor are storage tanks, fuel forwarding, and treatment systems
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for liquid fuel installations. Administrative offices, separate modular control room,
workshops, storage buildings, spares, and consumables are not included. They also do not
include water or steam injection systems for ΝΟx control; complex multi-level inlet
filtration; inlet chillers and anti-ice systems; tall exhaust stacks and chimneys. Electrical
distribution, main step-up transformers, switchgear and motor control centres, poured
concrete foundations and foundation bolting are not included.

Prices of single shaft gas turbines for various power output are shown in APPENDIX
C. Two shaft gas turbines with similar power output have almost the same price. On
the other hand gas turbines with heat exchanger or intercooler cost 30% and 20%
respectively more than the simple cycle gas turbines with similar power output.

Capital cost plus installation cost of a gas turbine using fuel cells is estimated at 650-
1500€/kW (2004), having efficiency at about 27-32%.

Installation prices, as is already said, are not included. However, they vary considerably
depending on site location and local labour rates, and also the need for access roads, fuel
gas pipeline extensions, training centres, repair facilities, and the like. The installation cost
of the gas turbine estimated around 10% of price shown in APPENDIX C. [92]

Budgetary $/kW prices listed here are intended for preliminary project assessment and
eva1uation of simple cycle electric power generating equipment. In genera1, installed and
complete turnkey plant costs can conservatively add between 60-100% to the equipment-
only prices shown here. Actua1 prices will depend on the changing situations in which
competitive suppliers find themselves, geographic area of business interest, marketing
strategies, and manufacturing capacity. All of these factors enter into the bid and evaluation
process when shopping for new gas turbine generation.

4.2.2 Generator system cost
Generators convert the mechanical energy in the rotating engine shaft into electricity.  They
can be either synchronous or asynchronous. A synchronous generator can operate in
isolation from other generating plant and the grid.  This type of generator can continue to
supply power during grid failure and so can act as a standby generator. An asynchronous
generator can only operate in parallel with other generators, usually the grid.  The unit will
cease to operate if it is disconnected from the mains or if the mains fail, so they cannot be
operated as standby units. However, connection and interface to the grid is simple.
Synchronous generators with outputs below 200kWe are usually more expensive than
asynchronous units. This is because of the additional control, starting and interfacing
equipment that is required.  In general, above 200kWe output the cost advantages of
asynchronous over synchronous types disappear. There is a trend however, to use
synchronous generators even on cogeneration units with low power output. Primarily air-
cooled designs below 150MW output and hydrogen- cooled above 150MW. Even for the
larger units, however, air-cooling is being chosen as a lower priced alternative.

Experience indicates that the electrical efficiencies realized are 97.5-98.5% of the
guaranteed values, although these levels can only be achieved by good maintenance.

Usually the cost of the generator is included in the gas turbine package, paragraph
4.2.1. (APPENDIX C)
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The gearbox, which sometimes is necessary to use, for the reduction of speed, has
efficiency approximately 98.5%. The cost of the gearbox (if needed) is included in the
gas turbine package, paragraph 4.2.1. (APPENDIX C) [79],[80], [81]

4.2.3 Heat exchanger and boiler system cost
The trigeneration plant needs the use of a heat exchanger which transfer heat from the gas
turbine exhaust gases either to the heating system or to the absorption cooling system via
water closed loop.

The average capital cost of the heat exchanger 48€/kWt (2004) with the installation
included (10% of the capital cost). The thermal efficiency of the heat exchanger varies
ηth, HE = 0.7-0.85

On the other hand, the average capital cost of the boilers, which are going to be
replaced by a CHP system, is 45€/kWt (2004) plus 10% of that for the installation
cost. The thermal efficiency of the boilers varies ηth, b = 0.75-0.85 [80] [90] [91] [98]

4.2.4 Absorption chillers and electric centrifugal cost
Absorption cooling systems are considerably more expensive than conventional
electric compressor chillers (Table 4.3). In addition, absorption chillers will often require
larger cooling towers and larger condenser water pumps, which further increase system
costs. [73][74] [75]

Table 4.3: Capital plus installation cost for the electric and absorption chillers
of various capacities (2004)

Capacity (kWc) 500 1,000 1,800 3,500 5,000 10,000
Installed cost (€/kWc)

Electric centrifugal (10% installation) 128 80 79 65 57 40
Single effect absorption chiller (20% installation) 185 120 100 85 80 55
Double effect absorption chiller (20% installation) 210 145 130 120 110 70

4.2.5 District heating
An approximate estimation of the cost of a city district heating system could be derived of
an existing case in Greece. The city of Ptolemaida is served by a CHP system with a
capacity of 120MWth, with an overall efficiency of 0.85-0.90. The thermal power station is
located 4km away from the town and is piping superheated water (120oC) to the town using
pre-isolated pipelines. The total cost of the installation system is estimated about
3.5€/kW, (2004). [83],[91],[103]

4.2.6 Connection to the grid cost and cost of back up generator
It is obvious that there are some expenses having to do with the connection of the
trigeneration power plant to the local national gird. These are dependable from the power
and the location of the plant. A first estimation might be a 1€/kWe connection to the grid
cost.

The capital and the installation cost of back up generator for large power installations is
approximately 80€/kW. The maintenance cost is usually offered for free. [102]
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4.2.7 Operation and Maintenance Costs
Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs depend to a certain extent on decisions taken at
the design and construction phase of the system. The O&M, as it will be seen, depends a lot
to the fuel prices (fuel contributes about 70% of the total O&M costs).
It is possible that actions reducing the initial cost may lead to increased operation and
maintenance costs, with a negative impact on the total economic performance of the
project.

Typical O&M costs for a cogeneration plant referring to the year 2004 are [72],[77], [80]:
for gas turbine cycles 0.005-0.0115E/kWh, for reciprocating engine 0.008-0.016E/kWh,
and for steam cycles 0.0035E/kWh

The major operation and maintenance costs are the following:

Fuel is usually the most significant operation cost, which may reach 70% of the total
operation cost, over a typical service life of 20 to 30 years. An exception can be when fuel
is a by-product of a process or produced by wastes (biomass products). The particular fuel
tariff or the agreement between the cogenerator and the fuel supplier has to be taken into
consideration in calculating fuel cost. Much lower costs are due to other consumables, such
as lubricating oil, made up water and chemicals. For a base load combined cycle plant in
the 400-500MW range, burning $4 to $5MMBTU (106BTU) natura1 gas fuel, even a single
percentage point in efficiency can reduce operating costs by more than $20 million over the
life of the plant. [79]

Gas turbine performance is calculated on the basis of the lower heating value (LCV) of the
fuel to be burned. Purchase contracts for the amount of fuel required, however, are
determined by the higher calorific value (ΗCV) of that fuel. The difference between the
lower and higher heating value is Btu content that you pay for, but never see as gas turbine
output. Technically, it is difficult to explain. But it all has to do with fuel-bound hydrogen
that forms water as a by-product of combustion and is wasted.

ΗCV is measured on the basis of the chemical energy in the fuel, which accounts for the
total heat given up when the fuel is burned -including formation of water vapor while LCV
measures the useable energy. The bottom line is that some 6% by weight of liquid fuels
ends up being "wasted" in the gas turbine combustion process versus 11% for natural gas
fuel. Or, put another way, the LCV fuel consumption must be increased by a factor of
1.06 for liquid fuels and by a factor of 1.11 for natural gas. Cycle studies for gas turbine
projects are carried out on an LCV basis and fuel requirement on a ΗCV basis. In short,
figure on having to buy more fuel than you might expect by using the heat rate in the
performance specifications to calculate your fuel requirements.

Consequently, the oil prices one of the most important factors, which determine the
profitable investment of a trigeneration plant. These prices are following the laws of the
offer-demand in a universal scale. On the other hand they are very dependable to the global
politic scene and to the “stock market deals”. Fig. 4.5 shows the trend of the oil market in
Europe the last years.
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Fig.4.5: Crude oil prices [72]

The calculations of crude oil prices are based on the equation:
COpr=2.9t+42.1                                                    (4-1)

where COpr in $/ bbl is the crude oil price in the year t=1 which corresponding to the year
2004. This equation based on the assumption that the crude oil prices is 45$/bbl for the first
year of the operation (2004), and the 20th year (2024) of the operation the crude oil prices
will be 100$/bbl. It is obvious that there will be many fluctuations throughout theses 20
years, for example in 2006, the price of the crude oil went well over 65$/bbl, reaching a
peak of 78$/bbl.  (1barel=42gallons=159lt, Fig. 4.6)

It is evident that the price per liter of the crude oil given by the international oil markets
should be multiply by a factor (2.2 for motor oil, 1.8 for light heating oil, 1.7 for medium
heating oil and 1.6 foe heavy heating oil), which takes into account the transportation,
distillation fees, taxes, quantities, etc.

Fig.4.6: Typical end products from crude oil. Α single refinery produces some, but not all,
of the products shown. The percentages refer to overall production from total refinery

output. [105]
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As it has been said in CHAPTER 2, approximately 80% of the national electric power is
coming from plants using Natural Gas (NG) as burning fuel. 80% of that comes through
pipelines from Russia and the rest from Algeria in liquid form (LNG), by ships. The
national energy policy promotes the use of NG in power production. The pipeline is
entering Greece from The North and is ending to the capital, Athens. It is passing through
the major cities of Greece including Thessaloniki. The contracts so far, are until 2016 and
2021 for the NG and LNG respectively. The calorific value of the two types is about the
same and the price is in general the same. The price policy of the Natural Gas depends to
the consumer namely if he is a big and constant consumer. For example:
 Power less or equal 300kW up to 180days/year, the price will be 0.020€/kWh

(0.27€/kgr)
 Power less or equal 300kW up to 365days/year, the price will be 0.019€/kWh

(0.256€/kgr)
 Power less or equal 1MW up to 365 days/year, the price will be 0.018€/kWh

(0.243€/kgr)
 Power over 1MW for 365days/year, the price will be 0.015€/kWh (0.20€/kgr)
All the above are approximate prices in 2004, when crude oil costs 45$/bbl.

Again, the equations calculating the NG price the next 20 years should be as follow and
they are based in the assumption that at any time the NG price has a constant relation with
the crude oil price.

NG1pr=2.39t+17.61                                             (4-2)
NG2pr=2.39t+16.61                                             (4-3)
NG3pr=2.39t+15.61                                             (4-4)
NG4pr=2.39t+14.61                                             (4-5)

where NGpr are the NG prices in €/MWh corresponding to the four previous mentioned
demand categories, t is the number of the years after 2004 e.g. year t=1 (2004), t=2 (2005),
ect.  It is also assumed that the gradient of the NGpr is equal to the Copr gradient in
€/MWh.

Table 4.4 shows the basic properties of the most frequently used fuels.
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Table 4.4: Typical properties of common gaseous, liquid and solid fuels [99]

FUEL Mass
Composition

FCV (lower) Density (ISA)

(MJ/kgr) (MJ/m3) (kgr/m3) (kgr/lt)

Russian NG
CH4:98%

C2H6:0.6%
48.6 36.2 0.74

Algerian NG
CH4:91.2% C2H6:6.5%

C3H8:1.1%
48.9 38.2 0.78

Motor gasoline

(diesel)

C:85.5% H:14.45%

S:0.05%
43.5 0.762

Kerosene
C:86.5% H:13.2%

O:0.01% S:0.6%
43.2 0.81

Motor diesel

(oil)

C:86.0% H:13.2%

O:0.2% S:0.6%
42.7 0.84

Light heating oil
C:85.5% H:12.5%

O:0.8% S:1.2%
42.5 0.86

Medium heating oil
C:85.3% H:11.6%

O:0.6% S:2.5%
41.0 0.92

Heavy heating oil
(residual, mazut)

C:84.0% H:11.0%

O:1.1% S:3.5%

N:0.39%

40.3 0.97

Coke
C:97.5% H: 0.3%

O:0.3% S:0.9%

N:1.0%

29.0

Lignite
C:65.0% H: 5%

O:27% S:0.5%

N:1.5%

5.0

Turf
C:57.0% H: 5.5%

O:34.0% S:1.0%

N:3.0%

7.5

Coalgas

(Syngas)

CH4:4.5% H2:16.0%

N2:55.0% CO:32.0%

CO2:10.0%

6.1

Biodiesel 8.0 0.6

Biogas 22.5

Personnel costs depend on the size of the system and the degree of automation. Smaller
cogeneration systems (up to about 10MW) can operate unattended. Medium-size systems
(10-30MW) will typically require attended operation (one person may be sufficient).
Larger systems will require attended operation with two or more persons. If the system
includes an exhaust gas boiler, then safety regulations may require attended operation even
for smaller systems. If solid fuel is used, then increased personnel may be required. It is
important to clarify whether additional personnel are needed, or if the personnel already
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available (e.g. in an industry) can operate the system. In the latter case, the incremental
personnel cost will be zero.
Assumption
 No extra expenses for personnel are needed.

Maintenance costs depend on factors such as type of prime mover, type of fuel, operation
cycle and operating environment. Heavy-duty engines usually require less maintenance
than light-weight engines. Gas turbines operating with high TETs usually have increased
maintenance cost, due to creep phenomena appearing in the turbine section. The use of
heavier or dirty fuels and operation in a dirty environment will increase maintenance costs.
Frequent cycling (starting up and close down) will increase thermal stresses, which results
in increased maintenance costs.

If skilled personnel are available on site, then the incremental maintenance cost will be
lower. A variety of maintenance contracts may also be available; if such a contract is
signed, it will directly affect the cost. If a performance monitoring system is installed with
the capability to identify and predict potential failures, then maintenance as-needed instead
of as-scheduled can be followed. In such a case, it is expected that maintenance costs will
be reduced.

Another important consideration, apart from routine maintenance requirements, is lifetime,
or hours run, before a major overhaul is required. Oil assays and routine inspections will
determine precisely when an overhaul is necessary. As a guide, a typical cogeneration unit
might operate for 4-5000 hours/year and need an overhaul after 6-7 years. Any economic
evaluation should be extended to encompass this period as the rebuild cost may be around a
third of the engine's replacement cost. Over time, wear leads to deterioration in
performance and efficiency and these will be returned to nearer design levels following an
overhaul. [77]

One ordinary gas turbine can operate up to 30,000h, before stopped for a major overhaul.
In the mean time slight inspections and corrections in the settings were taking place. The
maintenance costs of gas turbine, which is stopping every hour, might be triple compare to
another, which stops every 1,000h. On the other hand, the need for maintenance rise
dramatically when the gas turbine is running for long period off design. Finally the
maintenance costs of gas turbine, which is using oil as fuel, are triple compare to another
using natural gas.

Typical maintenance costs of gas turbine using natural gas is 2.8-3.4€/MWh for larger
plants (above 1MW) 3.4-4.6€/MWh for small plants (under 1MW) (2004)[79]
Expressed as an annual cost the value is between 4 and 6% of the total installed price
for small plants (0.5-5MW) and between 0.5 and 1.5% for large multiple turbine
plants. [79]

Generators are considered to have negligible maintenance cost.

Heat exchanger has rather low maintenance cost in order of 2% heat exchanger
capital cost, while boilers have maintenance cost in order of 2% boiler capital cost.
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Although it costs more to maintain absorption chillers than electric chillers (expect to pay
an additional 0.8 per RTh, less as capacity increases), maintenance can be a minimal
expense for facilities with on-site maintenance personnel. Maintenance costs for
absorption chillers range from about the same as for electric chillers to as much as
one-third more (consider: electric chillers maintenance cost 3% of the chiller capital
cost).

Most manufacturers offer long-term maintenance contracts to minimise the risk to end
users and give visibility to the costs incurred.[80]

Insurance adds also to the operation costs. It may be only for equipment failure, or it may
be extended also to loss of income, loss of savings, or business interruption. The cost of
insurance varies depending on the type of prime mover, the equipment performance
history, and the system design and operating mode. It can be in the range of 0.25-2% of the
capital cost. In some cases, particularly for smaller units, the insurance may be covered
under the owner’s overall insurance program at no additional cost.
Other operation costs include administrative and management fees, taxes, interest on
loan (if any).

It can be considered that operation and maintenance costs consist of fixed and variable
costs. Fixed costs are those which occur no matter whether the system operates or not.
Variable costs depend on the operation load and schedule of the system. As with the
investment cost, operation and maintenance costs are system-specific. For a first estimate
only, cost information published in the literature can be used, which often does not separate
between fixed and variable costs, but provides average costs. This is the case with the
values given in Table 4.5

Table 4.5: Operation Maintenance costs for cogeneration systems (2004). [76]
CHP System based on Maintenance cost* (E/MWhe)

Steam turbine
Gas turbine
Combined cycle
Reciprocating engine

2.5 – 1.6
5.8 – 4,9
8.1 – 6.9
9.9 – 6.2

* Lower values are applicable to larger systems.

4.2.8 Emissions price penalty
The most important issue regarding the environmental impacts is whether cogeneration
improves or degrades air quality. This issue is especially critical in urban areas, where air
quality may be lower than the national average, and the tolerance for additional emissions
may be small. Assessment of the effects of cogeneration on air quality is often complicated,
because effects vary from one location to the other. For example, the effect may be positive
(decreased emissions) in the vicinity of the central power plant serving the region, but it
may be negative (increased emissions) at the site where the cogeneration system is located.
This difference makes it necessary to perform the analysis at two levels: local level, global
level.

Depending on fuel type, and allowable emission levels, the cost of gas turbine emissions
controls and post combustion treatment systems can add substantially to the base price of a
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plant. In general, the tighter the air quality emission regulations, the more you will have to
spend on gas turbine and plant equipment.

Exhaust Gas Emissions
The components of the exhaust gases, which are of concern because they are hazardous, are
the following: carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur
oxides (SOx, usually sulfur dioxide: SO2), unburned hydrocarbons (CxHy, also symbolised
with the letters HC or UHC), solid particles, called also “particulates”. Laws and
regulations specify maximum emission levels for power plants. They usually are applicable
for cogeneration systems too. Some countries may have a special legislation for
cogeneration systems. Table 4.6A gives typical levels of uncontrolled emissions for various
cogeneration technologies. It should be mentioned that the emission level depends on the
cogeneration technology, the year of manufacture, the condition (age) of the unit, the rated
power, the load of operation (percent of the rated power), the type and quality of the fuel
used, the operation of pollution abatement equipment, etc. Consequently, it is evident that
tables such as are appropriate for first estimates only. Accurate assessment of a system
should be based on data pertinent to the particular case.

Table 4.6: Typical
values of [78]:

A. uncontrolled
emissions from
cogeneration

B. emissions from
central power
plant systems

C. emissions from
water and stem
boilers.
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CO2 Emissions (effect: global warming)
Carbon dioxide emissions depend primarily on the type, quality and quantity of the fuel
used. To a satisfactory approximation, complete combustion can be assumed, which is very
close to reality, when combustion takes place with excess air and the combustion
equipment is in good condition and adjusted correctly. Then, the quantity of the emitted
CO2 is calculated by the equation

2 2CO CO fm m  (4-6)

where
2CO

44 c
12

  (4-7)

FCVη
Em f 

 (4-8)

2COm mass of emitted CO2,

2CO emissions of CO2 per unit mass of fuel (e.g. kg CO2/kg fuel),
c mass content of carbon in fuel (e.g. kg C/kg fuel),
mf mass fuel consumption,
E useful energy produced by the system,
 efficiency of the system, based on the lower heating value of fuel,
FCV fuel calorific value (lower)

Equations (4-6)-(4-8) are applicable not only to cogeneration systems, but to any system
burning fuel. For example, when they are applied to a power plant or a cogeneration
system, E is the electricity produced and  is the electrical efficiency; e. Typical values of
c,

2CO and FCV for various fuels are given in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Typical properties of fuels for calculation of CO2 emissions.

Fuel Carbon content (c100) %
CO2 emissions

μCO2
(kgCO2/kgfuel)

FCV lower
(MJ/kg)

Natural gas
(Russian) 0.7430,002

58

48
0.002

44

36
0.006

30

24
0.98

16

12
 2.7243 48.6

Natural gas
(Algerian)

0.7460.002
58

48
0.011

44

36
0.065

30

24
0.912

16

12
 2.7363 48.9

Motor diesel (oil) 0.86 3.1533 42.7

Light heating oil 0.855 3.135 42.5

Medium heating oil 0.853 3.1276 41.0

Heavy heating oil
(residual, mazut) 0.84 3.08 40.3

Lignite* 0.65 2.3833 5.0
* Data are valid for fuel with no moisture and ash.

It has to be clarified that if the values of the parameters appearing in Eqs. (4-7) and
(4-8) change for any reason (e.g. change in efficiency due to partial load, change in quality
and consequently in c and Hu of fuel), then the total CO2 emitted during a period of time
results as an integral over time (or summation over various times intervals) of Eq. (4-6).
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The only way to decrease the CO2 produced for a certain quantity of useful energy
production is to increase the efficiency of the fuel utilization (if the fuel remains the
same). However, the quantity of CO2 finally released to the environment would be lower
than the one produced, if CO2 could (at least partially) be used in a process. Large-scale
applications, perhaps not easily combined with cogeneration, include the enhancement of
crude oil and coal recovery from oil wells and coalmines, respectively. Also, CO2 can be
used with hydrogen for production of synthetic hydrocarbons. More close to cogeneration
applications is the use of CO2 for enhancing the growth rate of plants cultivated in
greenhouses.

In the case of Greece, in the period 1990-2003 the electric power generation has increased
67%, while the CO2 emissions about 32%. The average CO2 emission factor of the electric
generation system was 1.3kgr/kWh in 1990 and decreased to the level of 1.03kgr/kWh
(1.08kgr/kWh for the lignite fuelled thermal power plants, 470kgr/kWh for the natural gas
fuelled combined power plants) in 2003 (32% decrease). The estimations are 1kgr/kWh and
0.851kgr/kWh in 2005 and 2010 respectively.

After the Kyoto agreement, every country that participates in that has to restrict the CO2
emissions below a certain limit. This limit stands for the country, or for the Public Power
Company or for any Company which producing CO2 emissions. If that limit is exceeded
then a price penalty should be paid. In the case of Greece, that limit corresponds to the
quantities of CO2 emissions, which the country had already from the year 2002. Therefore,
the limit is well overtaken and the PPC will pay 40E/additional tone of CO2 emissions
for the period 2004-2007 and 80€/additional tone of CO2 emissions for the period
2008-2024.

The other solution for a CO2 over productive company is to buy CO2 emissions rights
from another company (the market price is 8-10€/ton CO2, 2004). In 2006 this price
went up to 22-25€/tonCO2

Emissions of CO and HC (effect: toxic)
In spite of the excess air, at certain points in the combustion region the conditions are such
that molecules of carbon monoxide are not further oxidised to carbon dioxide, or molecules
of hydrocarbons are not burned to produce carbon dioxide and water vapor. The quantities
of these two constituents in the exhaust gases are kept at a minimum; significant amounts
would indicate low efficiency of combustion due to improper mixing of fuel with air, or
bad operating conditions. There is no simple way to calculate the concentration of CO and
HC in the exhaust gases. Experimental measurements performed by the manufacturers are
used to derive results such as those presented in Table 4.6 A,C.

Proper maintenance and adjustment of the combustion equipment is absolutely
necessary to keep CO and HC emissions inside specified limits. If a system does not satisfy
legal limits or if further reduction is required, then a catalytic converter can be installed to
promote the oxidation of both CO and CxHy. Supplementary air may be required for this
oxidation, in particular if low excess air is used in the combustion.
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NOx Emissions (effect: toxic, depletion of zone within stratosphere)
Nitrogen oxides are formed in the combustion process from nitrogen chemically bound in
the fuel or present in the air. It is the pollutant that causes the greatest concern and
legislative attention; the toxic effects of NOx occur at concentrations which are at least 10
times lower than the levels at which CO becomes toxic.

Research and development in combustion equipment succeeded in reducing NOx emissions
from gas turbines by nearly an order of magnitude during the last years. Also, boilers and
steam power plants have relatively low NOx emissions (Table 4.6). However, Diesel and
gas turbine have much higher levels, which are due to the high combustion temperature and
pressure. The most important parameters that determine the level of NOx formation in a
Diesel or gas turbine are
the combustion temperature in the primary zone of combustion chamber,
the retention time in the primary combustion zone,
the combustion pressure,
the mixing rate of air and fuel.
The stoichiometric air ratio

real mass of combustion air
stoichiometric mass of combustion air

  (4-9)

often called “lambda ratio” for convenience, has a direct or indirect effect on the
aforementioned parameters and, consequently, on the NOx emissions. It also affects CO
and HC emissions, efficiency and power output of the engine. Fig. 4.7 gives an example of
this effect.

Fig.4.7: Effect of stoichiometric air ratio (λ) on NOx, CO and HC emission, power output
and efficiency of a gas engine [78]

In gas turbines, low-NOx burners, steam injection in the combustion chamber and catalytic
reduction of the exhaust gases are the most usual techniques for NOx abatement. The
methods for reduction of NOx emissions in Diesel and gas engines could be classified in
two categories:
active reduction of NOx formation through modified engine design and operation,
passive reduction of NOx in the exhaust gases.
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Active reduction of NOx
Several methods are used by the manufacturers, which aim at reducing the combustion

temperature and achieving complete and quick combustion:

Basic emission control systems include water or steam injection for combustion ΝΟX
reduction on both natural gas and distillate fuels. Nearly one half of the turbines are
equipped with water or steam injection, and both types are equally represented.

Delaying the ignition timing. It decreases the temperature in the combustion chamber.
However, it has adverse effects on the power output and efficiency of the engine, which
limits the period by which the ignition timing may be delayed.

Changing the stoechiometric air ratio (). As shown in Fig. 4.7, NOx emissions are
maximum when 1.1 (for the particular engine). They can be reduced either by rich
combustion (<1), or by lean combustion (>1.1). Values of <0.9 are not acceptable,
because they cause excessive formation of CO and HC (incomplete combustion). The
value of  finally selected is the result of a compromise between low emissions and
high power and efficiency. Supercharging helps in meeting NOx limits with no loss of
power.

Air-fuel control. During partial load operation, the air and fuel flow rate must be controlled
so that the performance of the engine is good and the emissions are low. The values of
 at partial load may be considerably different than the value at nominal power.

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). Part of the exhaust gases (up to 40%) is combined with
the air and fuel mixture. Thus, the mixture entering the cylinders has a lower heating
value. Consequently, the maximum combustion temperature is lower resulting in
decreased NOx formation. However, EGR may lead to increased corrosion rate, and
decreased power output and efficiency.

Passive reduction of NOx
While active techniques aim at decreasing the quantity of NOx produced during
combustion, passive techniques aim at decreasing the NOx content in the exhaust gases by
catalytic reduction of NOx to nitrogen and oxygen. Catalytic converters can be divided into
two groups:

Non-selective catalytic reduction (NSCR). As the name implies (non-selective), it reduces
not only NOx, but also CO and CxHy. This is why the devices are called three-way
catalytic converters. The process is based on the property of rhodium to temporarily
bind oxygen present in NOx, thus releasing the nitrogen. The oxygen subsequently
reacts with CO and CxHy to form CO2 and H2O. Control of  is of utmost importance in
the proper functioning of the converter, because exhaust gases must have no oxygen.
For this reason, such a converter can be used only with rich-burn engines (low ) or
engines with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). The effect of  on the conversion
efficiency of the process is illustrated in Fig 4.8. As it is shown in the figure, the
operating margin with respect to  values is narrow. The conversion reactions are
exothermic. If too much unburned fuel leaves the engine, it will result in too high
temperatures in the converter, causing damage. EGR and non-selective catalytic
converters reduce NOx emissions by 80-90%, CO by about 80% and HC by about 50%.
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Selective catalytic reduction (SCR). It is used to reduce only NOx in the exhaust gases. It is
used with engines, which operate with excess air, such as two-stroke, supercharged, and
lean-burn engines. Ammonia (NH3) has to be added in the exhaust gas for the NOx
reduction. The cheapest way is to inject liquid ammonia solution into the converter.
Since the quantity of the solution depends on the load of the engine, a control system is
required to adjust the flow of ammonia.

Adding exhaust flow ΝΟX and CO catalytic reduction to achieve single-digit emissions (in
strict attainment areas) can increase equipment costs by 40-50%. Some installations
also add pοst-firing treatment with ΝΟX and CO catalytic reduction, adding
substantially to ba1ance-of-plant and operating costs.

Fig.4.8: Effect of stoichiometric air ratio (λ) on conversion of non-selective catalytic
reduction [78]

More and more gas turbines are being equipped at the factory with standard dry low-
ΝΟX/CO combustors for operation on natural gas fuel. Α few systems are coming out with
dry low emissions on distillate as well, but this generally calls for fluid injection systems
when burning liquid fuels. Dry Low Emissions systems (DLE) are often provided as
standard equipment on large heavy frame engines without any appreciable increase in price
level. This is generally true because the DLE system designs are relatively simple to
engineer and install (more room in the combustion section). For aeroderivative machines,
on the other hand, the complexity of dry low emissions systems can add 5-10% and more to
the engine price.

For example, if no reduction method is used, ΝΟX, emissions for reported plants are
between 0.5-1gr/kWh. When water or steam injection is applied, the emissions are between
0.16-0.27gr/kWh. The amount of water injected varies between 0.4-0.9kg water/kgfuel.

The corresponding values for steam injection are between 0.8-1.2kg/kgfuel.
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SOx Emissions (effect: corrosive, toxic)
Sulphur present in the fuel appears in the exhaust gases as sulphur oxides, primarily as
sulphur dioxide (SO2). If it is considered that all sulphur is burned to SO2, then the mass of
emitted SO2 is

 2 2SO SO fm 2 1 r s m  (4-10)

where:
2SOm mass of emitted SO2 with the exhaust gases,

2SOr SO2 retention factor,
s mass content of sulphur in fuel (e.g. kg S/kg fuel),
mf mass fuel consumption.

For liquid and gaseous fuels, it is
2SOr = 0. For solid fuels burned on a grate or in a

fluidised bed, retention of part of SO2 may occur in the solid material. In such a case, it is

2SOr > 0. The exact value of
2SOr depends on the particular equipment. With natural gas,

SOx is usually of no concern, because the sulphur content in the fuel is very low. It is
possible to remove up to 95% of SO2 from the exhaust gases by flue gas desulphurisation
techniques using, e.g., water and limestone (post-process abatement). These techniques are
applied on rather large plants. For smaller systems, like those of small to medium size
cogene5ration, the use of low-sulphur fuel is more economical; fuels with a high sulphur
content (e.g. fuel or Diesel oil) are chemically treated in the refinery and low-sulphur fuels
are produced (pre-process abatement). In case of solid fuels burned on a grate or in a
fluidised bed, retention of SO2 by mixing limestone with the combustible material is also
possible (process abatement).

Emissions of particulates (effect: visible)
Particulates are of concern primarily for plants burning solid fuel, e.g. coal, and for Diesel
engines burning fuel oil or Diesel oil (Fig. 4.7A). For the former, filters or scrubbers are
installed. For the latter, good quality fuel and proper control of combustion are the means
to keep particulates emission at acceptable levels.

Emissions Balances
It is useful to compare a cogeneration system with the separate production of electricity and
heat (systems replaced by cogeneration) from the point of view of pollutant emissions. This
can be done with an emissions balance for each pollutant. However, the balance equation,
and consequently the result, depends on the boundary of the region under study. In the
separate production of electricity and heat, electricity usually comes from central power
plants, which are far from the cogeneration site, while heat in produced locally by boiler(s).
If all sources of pollutants are taken into consideration, no matter where they are, a global
balance is obtained. If only on site sources are considered, a local balance is obtained.

Examples of global emissions balance for six different combinations of cogeneration
systems and systems for separate production of electricity and heat are given in Table 4.8.
Specific emissions from Table 4.6 have been used. As the examples demonstrate, an
impressive reduction of CO2 emissions is achieved: 50-100 kg per 100 kWh of cogenerated
electricity. Even with the lower value, i.e. 50kg/100 kWhe, for every TWh (109 kWh) of
cogenerated electricity, a reduction of 500,000 tons of CO2 emissions is achieved. When
natural gas replaces other fuels, such as fuel oil, emissions of SOx and particulates nearly
vanish (a reduction by 90-99.8% is achieved).
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Another application example, global and local emissions balances of a gas engine
cogeneration system as compared with three different combinations of systems for separate
productions of electricity and heat have been performed. Data and results are given in
Table 4.9. Values of specific emissions have been taken not from Table 4.6 but from data
available for particular systems. The importance of the boundary of the region, for which
the analysis is performed, is revealed by the results of Table 4.9. [11][78][80][85]

Table 4.8: Examples of global emissions balance: comparison of cogeneration with
separate production of electricity and heat (results per 100 kWh.)[78]

Table 4.9: Example of annual global and local emissions balances of a gas turbine
cogeneration system [78].

* Negative sign indicates reduction while positive sign incretion
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4.2.9 Electricity price of the national grid
Figs. 4.9, 4.10 show the average electricity prices of two consumers sectors for the year
2004. The average price of electricity energy for commercial use is 5.5€cent/kWh, (2004).

As it can be seen the prices in Greece are relatively low. This is due to the fact that 60%-
65% of the total Electric Power of Greece is coming from Thermal Power Plants burning
lignite. These power plants supply the interconnected system while the non- interconnected
(islands, including Crete), are supplied by Power Plants burning diesel. It is evident that the
above prices might be up to 100% higher when referring to the non- interconnected grid
consumers. On the other hand, the average electricity price in Greece is increasing almost
equally to the average national inflation rate.

Denmark
Italy
The Netherlands
Germany
Belgium
Austria
EU Average
Sweden
Luxembourg
Portugal
Ireland
France
Spain
Finland
U.K.
Greece

E cent/kWh
Fig.4.9: Final selling price (including taxes) for typical domestic consumer, with annual

consumption3.5MWh and annual night consumption 1.3MWh.(2004) [101]
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Ireland
Austria
EU Average
Belgium
Spain
Portugal
Sweden
Finland
Greece
Luxembourg
U.K.

E cent/kWh
Fig.4.10: Selling price (before taxes) for typical industrial consumer, with annual

consumption 70MWh and annual night consumption 1.3MWh.(2004) [101]
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Every public or private producer is selling energy to the Hellenic Transmission System
Operator, (HTSO). The HTSO is buying electricity coming from cogeneration plants, in
the price of 6.8 or 7.88€cent/kWh (2004), dependently to the type of the national system is
the plant supplying power, namely interconnected or non- interconnected.

To give an idea of the Greek economic energy policy, it is refer that the corresponding
prices (2004), for renewable sources are: [101]
 Wind: 6.8 or 7.88€cent/kWh
 Sun: 6.8-41.9 or 7.88-46.5€cent/kWh depending on the power output.
 Geothermic: 6.8 or 7.88€cent/kWh

4.2.10 Financing
Although trigeneration is a long-term investment, with equipment lifetimes of up to forty
years, in most cases it has to compete with other potential business projects that are
expected to yield rapid returns. In addition, since cogeneration is often not considered to be
core business plant, it receives a lower priority.  These factors may mean that schemes fall
outside a company's investment criteria for utility plant so alternative methods of financing
often need to be investigated if cogeneration is to be implemented. The source of finance,
ownership and degree of risk are the main factors to be taken into account. If financed by
direct capital injection using equity funds, debt or a combination of both, the purchaser
takes on full ownership and risk. The risk will normally be offset by the terms of contract
negotiated with all relevant parties.

There are two basic alternatives that may help to overcome the problems of justifying full
self-financing of cogeneration. These schemes also have an effect on ownership and risk:
 to lease the plant, whilst undertaking all aspects of operation and maintenance; In this

method, also known as equipment supplier leasing (ESL), the cogeneration unit is
installed and owned by the equipment supplier. The host agrees to purchase heat and/or
electricity at a discounted rate for a fixed contract period, often five or ten years. The
price includes an element to cover maintenance, is subject to annual review and is often
linked to the prevailing utility prices. Risk to the energy user is minimal but typically,
only around 25% of the savings are passed on. Hosts may choose to purchase the unit
after a few years of operation and thereafter benefit from all of the savings.

 to offer the opportunity to a Energy Service Company (ESCO) company which will
manage the facility and may finance and own the installation as well.  This third party
company would offer the client guaranteed outputs, thermal and electrical, at a discount
against present and projected costs. ESCOs can provide a complete range of services,
from design, finance, installation, operation, maintenance and monitoring. Most
importantly, the ESCO should undertake the technical risk, whilst sharing the economic
risk and profit with the client.

Numerous variations of these basic concepts are available: contracts are negotiated between
the ESCO and the client to take account of the particular circumstances and requirements
of the site.  These include Build Own and Operate (BOO), Build, Own, Operate and
Transfer (BOOT), and Joint Venture Company.
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The choice between these types of contract is dependent upon the nature of the
cogeneration (large or small), the company's investment and accounting policy, the level of
financial risk the purchaser is willing to bear and the financial return required. A number of
financing options are available.  Capital purchase is the traditional option where a company
raises, or borrows, the investment itself. It has the highest associated risk but ail of the
savings are returned directly to the host. Obtaining project finance from commercial
bankers is often difficult to arrange for projects of this scale. Α minimum investment of,
typically, USD 15 million is required because of the necessary complexities of establishing
contracts and satisfactorily spreading the risk. Many organizations, particularly in the pubic
sector, find that raising capital internally can be very awkward and one of the following
options can be more attractive. In the frame of new National Energy Policy the Greek
government is offering financial support (grant) up to 40% of the initial cost of the
plant. [72] [80] [81].
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4.3 Economic model
4.3.1 Long-term decision-making
In economic analysis, certain parameters are used to evaluate measures of economic
performance, which are used as criteria for any decisions regarding the investment. A
measure or index of economic performance is used either as an indication of whether an
investment (e.g. in a trigeneration system) is viable in itself, or as a basis for comparison
among alternative investments (e.g. among various trigeneration systems or among
trigeneration and completely different activities). The most common measure, which is
appropriate also for investments in trigeneration, is defined below. In certain cases, there is
need of a reference system, for comparison. If not otherwise specified, the conventional
approach for covering electrical cooling and thermal needs will be considered as reference,
i.e. purchase of electricity from the grid and production of heat by a boiler on site.
Net present value of the investment (NPV)
It is called also net present worth. It is the present worth of the total profit of an investment,
which results as the difference between the present worth of all expenses and the present
worth of all revenues, including savings, during the life cycle of the investment (system). A
general expression for the net present value is
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where
dt is the market interest rate during the period t, and when it is considered constant dt=d. N
is the number of periods, for which the investment is assumed to operate. Any time period
can be used: day, month, six-months, year, etc; a year is the most usual one.
Ft is the profit or net cash flow (revenue + savings – expenses) in year t. The term “profit”
here is used with a general meaning: Ft can be negative, when the net result of year t is a
loss. F0, in particular, usually represents the present worth of the investment (t = 0) and it is
negative.
If the construction period has lasted for a few years, Eq. (4-13) or (4-14) can be used to
calculate the present worth of each year’s expenses. Their summation is F0.
The present worth of a past cash flow can be determined by the equation
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where n is the number of construction periods or, if dt is considered constant:

 nP F 1 d  (4-14)
Since d is used to discount future amounts to their present worth, it is called also market
discount rate
There are three characteristic situations:
NPV>0: The investment is economically viable under the specified conditions (N, d). The

return on investment is higher than d.
NPV=0: The investment is economically viable and it has a return on the investment equal

to d.
NPV<0: The investment is not viable economically, under the specified conditions (N, d).

[78]
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4.3.2 Procedure for economic analysis of cogeneration systems
In order to calculate the value of each measure using the equations of the previous

paragraph, there is need to estimate (a) the initial cash flow, F0, and (b) the net cash
flow Ft in year t1. A procedure for these estimates is presented in the following.

a. Initial Cash Flow (F0, t=0)
Vendor quotations or information from other sources (see paragraph 4.2) is used to
estimate the investment cost C of the system, where C is considered as the present worth of
the cost (time t = 0). If there is need, instructions given paragraph 4.3.1, can be used to
determine the present worth of costs occurring during the years of construction.

In certain countries (among them Greece), investment grants are provided for promotion of
cogeneration. They are given with no obligation on cogenerator’s side, other than
observing certain standards, in particular regarding the real operating efficiency of the
system. In addition, the investor may borrow a certain amount of money from a bank or
another institution. In order to take these possibilities into consideration, it is written

 0 g gF C L C c 1 C      (4-15)

where
C, investment cost of the system,
Cg, amount of grant,
L, amount of loan,
cg, grant as a fraction of the investment cost: cg = Cg/C,
l, loan as fraction of the investment cost: l = L/C.

Of course, zero values for Cg or L are acceptable and do not cause any problems with the
rest of the calculations.

Assumptions
 The construction duration is one year, so the investment cost C, is paid only in the

first year, t=0 (corresponds to the year 2003)
 In all following scenarios it is assumed that cg = 0.4 and l = 0.

b. Net Cash Flow for the Years of Analysis (Ft, t  1)
Annual operation profit
The operation of a trigeneration system causes expenses, but it also results in savings
(avoided cost of electricity that otherwise would be purchased from the grid and heat that
would be produced by a boiler), and also in revenues, if excess electricity is sold. The
annual operation profit of the cogeneration system is defined as

ft = (Ce + Re + Ch + Cr - Cf -Com)                                 (4-16)
where Ce avoided cost of electricity, i.e. cost of electricity that, if not cogenerated, it would
be purchased from the grid. The avoided cost of electricity, Ce, is a function of the
cogenerated electricity which is consumed on site, and on the tariff structure for electricity
supplied by the grid, which may consider not only energy, but also power, power factor,
time of the day, peak demand, etc. A cost component which is often overlooked, but it may
be non-negligible, is an increase of the electricity bill due to taxes: utilities often include
some tax imposed on behalf of a government body (state and/or local municipality). For
example, such a tax of 8% on the total cost of electricity is imposed on apartments in
Athens. Since all these parameters are site-specific, it is not possible to give a general
expression for Ce here.
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Re revenue from selling excess electricity, if any. The revenue Re from excess electricity
sold to the grid or to a third party is a function of the electrical energy and of the tariff
structure for electricity sold to the grid or of the agreement between the parties involved.
For the same reasons as with Ce, no general expression for Re will be attempted here.

Ch avoided cost of heat, i.e. cost of heat that, if not cogenerated, would be produced by
boiler(s). The avoided cost of heat includes cost of fuel for the boiler that would produce
the thermal energy, if not cogenerated, as well as other operation and maintenance
expenses for the boiler and related auxiliary equipment. The fuel cost is a function of the
fuel quality and the fuel tariff structure. Capital cost of boiler is usually not taken into
consideration, because it is assumed that a boiler would be installed anyway for back up.
However, if this is not the case, then the capital cost of boiler should be included.

Cogenerated heat can be used to drive an absorption air conditioning unit, in which case the
compression air conditioning unit is not operated. Then Cr is the avoided costs related to
the compression unit (should be included with a positive sign), plus operating costs related
to the absorption unit (should be included with a negative sign). In such a case, proper
modification of the investment cost might be required, depending on assumptions about the
reference system and the alternative configuration.

Cf cost of fuel for the cogeneration system. The cost of fuel for the cogeneration system is a
function of the fuel quantity and the fuel tariff structure

Com operation and maintenance cost (except fuel) of the cogeneration system.

Subscript t indicates the year (t = 1, 2, …, N).

Assumptions
 A trigeneration power plant proposed here is not similar with an ordinary

company or commercial investment from the point of view of profit and expenses.
The managerial authority of the airport or the hotel or power corporation, which
operating a trigeneration power plant, is not really earning money operating that
plant, but actually saving money compared with the operation of a conventional
power, heat and cooling producing case. Having this in mind the author decided to
calculate the NPV (negative) of the conventional case and compare it with the
NPV’s of the different scenarios (also negatives, because Ce = Ch = Cr = 0). In other
words, it is consider no virtual profits.

 The operation of the plant starts from the beginning of the first year, t=1 (2004).
Usually, these types of investments are investigated for a time period of 15, 20 or
even 25years. In this thesis is a time period of 20 years (2004-2024) is chosen.

 The scenario with the lower absolute NPV will be the recommended.
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Annual net cash flow (Ft)
In order to determine the annual net cash flow due to the investment in cogeneration, there
is need to know the taxation system, the terms of loan (if any), and the method of
depreciation. Certain assumptions can be made in the following, which will allow
completing the procedure. Proper modifications will be necessary for different conditions.
The following equation can be used

t t Lt T t NF f A r T SV    ,     t = 1, 2, …, N                      (4-17)

where
Ft :net cash flow in year t,
ft :operation profit in year t, Eq. (4-11),
ALt :equal yearly payments of principal and interest for repayment of the loan,
rT ;tax rate,
Tt :taxable income in year t, due to cogeneration,
SVN :salvage value of the investment at the end of the economic life cycle, i.e. at the end of
year N.

Assumptions
 For simplicity reasons:  ALt = Tt = SVN = 0

At this point the procedure is completed: everything needed for calculating the measures of
economic performance of an investment in cogeneration is obtained by means of the
previous equations and the accompanying instructions.

A comment should be made here: The procedure presented in this chapter is based on
certain considerations and assumptions. In spite of the attempt to be generally applicable, it
is impossible to incorporate all the different situations that are encountered in practice. It is
left to the reader to make the modifications that may be needed for each particular
application. [78]
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4.4 Island energy scenarios
4.4.1 Conventional case
In this paragraph, the different costs of energy will be analytically presented, for the
conventional namely the present energy situation of the Rhodes Island. This can be done
with the essential assistance of the data presented in CHAPTER 2. Tables 2.3 and 2.4 are
presenting the power demand and the energy consumption respectively, for a typical day
each month of the year. As it has been said in paragraph 2.1, these values do not include
either the hypothetical future increase, or the estimation of the worst case for the energy
demand point of view. After a relevant discussion with the supervisor, the author decided
to multiply by a factor of 1.2 all the prices or demand of the above mentioned Tables, in
order to include the worst case situation. The results are shown in Tables 4.10 and 4.11

Table 4.10: Rhodes power demand in MW

MONTHS
(30 days per month)

COOLING
(MWC)

LIGHTING &
OTHER
(MWe)

HEATING MWth TOTAL
MWELECTRIC BOILERS

JAN 0 53.604 19.824 19.824 93.252
FEB 1.560 64.692 11.688 11.700 89.640
MAR 5.856 60.060 7.320 7.332 80.556
APR 19.548 46.068 4.188 4.188 73.992
MAY 26.976 52.272 5.052 5.064 89.364
JUN 37.824 65.148 2.100 2.100 107.172
JUL 52.128 75.588 2.604 2.604 132.960
AUG 60.084 75.456 4.140 4.248 143.880
SEP 40.092 63.924 4.332 4.332 112.680
OCT 25.164 56.400 5.208 5.208 91.980
NOV 1.752 50.388 6.456 6.432 65.040
DEC 0 54.600 21.240 21.228 97.068

Table 4.11: Rhodes energy demand MWh

MONTHS
(30 days per month)

COOLING
(MWhC)

LIGHTING &
OTHER
(MWhe)

HEATING MWhth TOTAL
MWhELECTRIC BOILERS

JAN 0.0 1,286.4 475.2 476.4 2,238.0
FEB 37.2 1,552.8 280.8 280.8 2,151.6
MAR 140.4 1,441.2 176.4 175.2 1,933.2
APR 469.2 1,105.2 100.8 100.8 1,776.0
MAY 648.0 1,254.0 121.2 121.2 2,144.4
JUN 908.4 1,563.6 50.4 50.4 2,572.8
JUL 1,251.6 1,814.4 61.2 63.6 3,189.6
AUG 1,442.4 1,810.8 99.6 102.0 3,453.6
SEP 962.4 1,534.8 103.2 104.4 2,704.8
OCT 603.6 1,353.6 124.8 124.8 2,208.0
NOV 42.0 1,209.6 154.8 154.8 1,561.2
DEC 0.0 1,310.4 510.0 508.8 2,329.2

1 Cost of electricity (lighting, motion, etc)
As it has been said in CHAPTER 2, Rhodes is an island and its electrification, which is
based on autonomous petrol stations. The PPC has estimated that the selling price of the
electricity is about the double comparing to the electricity price for the interconnected
system of the country. For political and national reasons the PPC is forced to balance the
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prices and finally keep the same price for all the Greek consumers wherever they live
inside the country. In this study the real price will be used namely the double price. Using
the date of Table B.4 in APPENDIX B.1 and the prices presented in paragraph 4.2.9, Table
4.12 is made.

Table 4.12: Electricity prices and percentage of different types of electrical consumption
Type of Use Final selling prices (€/MWh), 2004 Percentages % of electric energy

Domestic 2 X 67.1 = 134.2 38.9
Commercial 2 X 55.0 = 110 43.6

Industrial 2 X 43.4 = 86.8 4.4
Remaining 2 X 50.0 = 100 13.1

Taking into account the data from Table 4.12 a formula can be created, calculating the
electricity price for a day/month.
El. Cost per month= ((A * 0.389) * 134.2 + (A * 0.436) * 110 + (A * 0.044) * 86.8 + (A *
0.131) * 100) * 30 = 117.08 * A * 30 = €/month (4-18)
where A is a value from cell of the column 3 of Table 4.11 and 117.08€/MWh is the
equivalent electricity price for the entire Island.
The electricity cost of the year (12 months) is

Cost of Electricity = 
12

1
(El. Cost per month) = €/year (4-19)

which varies accordingly to the inflation rate.

2 Cooling
Electric compression refrigeration system.
The capital cost plus the installation cost -which has fix value- is

Capital Cost + Installation Cost = MW * €/MW = € (4-20)
where MW is the maximum value of the cells of column 2, Table 4.10, and €/MW is the
price of electricity per MW (see paragraph 4.2.4)
Notice: The maximum cooling power is cumulated, because it includes installations of
various types (domestic, commercial, industrial, etc.). Therefore, the capital cost plus the
installation cost, is considered to be 70,000€/MW.

Operation cost
The electric energy per month supplied from the local grid for cooling (We, c), can be
calculated as follows:

COP = 4  (Eq. 4-3)  We, c= MWh / 4 = MWh
where MWh are the corresponding values of cells of column 2, Table 4.11.
Then the operation cost per month is given by the following equation:

Operation Cost per month = We, c * 117,08 * 30 = €/month                  (4-21)
where 117.08€/MWh is the equivalent electricity price for the entire Island and 30 is
assumed the number of days of the month.
The operation cost of the year can easily calculated as

Operation cost = 
12

1
(€/month) = €/year (4-22)

which varies accordingly to the inflation rate
Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given accordingly to
paragraph 4.2.7:
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Maintenance Cost = (Capital cost + Installation cost) * 0.90 * 0.03 = €/year (4-23)
We assume that the maintenance of the cooling system is taking place in January (last
week)

3 Heating
Heating is coming from two sources: a) from individual boilers using light diesel as fuel
and b) from electric inverters, heaters etc, which consume electricity.

a) Individual boilers using light diesel as fuel (from Table 4.4: ρ = 0.86kgr/lt,
FCV=42.5MJ/kgr).
The capital cost -which has fix value- is given by

Capital Cost = MW * €/MW = € (4-24)
where MW is the maximum value among the cells of column 5, Table 5.10 and €/MW is
the price of boiler per MW (see paragraph 4.2.3)

The installation cost -which has fix value- is given by
Installation cost = Capital Cost * 0.10 = € (4-25)

where factor 0.10 is explained in paragraph 4.2.3

The energy provided from the light diesel per month is calculated as follow:
ηth, b = 0.8  <Eq. (3-3)>  Qf, b = (MWh * 30)  / 0.8 = MWh per month

where ηth, b is given in paragraph 4.2.3, MWh are the corresponding values of cells of
column 5, Table 5.11 and 30 is assumed the number of days of the month.

The mass of light diesel per month and per year are calculated as follow:
bfm,m = [(Qf, b * 3,600) / FCV ] = kgr/month (4-26)

bfy,m = 
12

1
bfm,m = kgr/year (4-27)

where FCV is taken from Table 4.4.
And so the cost of light diesel per year -which varies accordingly to the international oil
prices can be estimated:

Cost of light diesel = (( bfy,m / 0.86 ) * (2.9t+42.1) / 159) * 1.9 = €/year (4-28)
Where 0.86 is the density ρ of the light diesel (paragraph 4.2.8),  (2.9t+42.1) is equation (4-
1), while the factor 159 is the capacity of barrel (paragraph 4.2.7) and 1.9 is due to the
isolated consumption area namely Island paragraph 4.2.7.

Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given accordingly to
paragraph 4.2.7:

Maintenance Cost = Capital cost * 0.02 = €/year (4-30)
We assume that the maintenance of the heating system is taking place when there is no
need for heating e.g. summer time.

b) Electric inverters, heat pumps, heaters etc
Capital cost and installation cost and maintenance cost is negligible due to the fact that the
majority of them are used for cooling and heating purposes, so the capital cost of them is
already calculated in the previous cooling section
Operation cost

COP = 2.5 (3-3)  We, h = [MWh] / 2.5 = MWh                        (4-31)
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where 2.5 is the assumed average COP of heat pumps heaters, etc, (paragraph 4.6.1) and
MWh are the cells of column 4 (Table 4.11).

Operation cost per month = We, c * 117.08 * 30= €/month                    (4-32)

Operation cost =
12

1
(€/month) = €/year (4-33)

(varies accordingly to the inflation rate)

4. CO2 emissions estimation and penalty
The energy per year supplied from national grid (PPC) is calculated as follow:

Energy per year = 
12

1

values per typical day * 30 = MWh/year (4-34)

where the values per typical day are the cells of columns 2 plus 3 plus 4 of Table 4.11 and
30 is assumed the number of days of the month.

The island is part of the non-interconnected national grid of Greece. Taking into account
the data from Table A.5, it can be estimated how many MWh/year are produced from the
available kind of power plants, (obviously, renewable excluded) assuming that the total
electric energy per year is supplied only diesel power plants:
Diesel (medium heating oil): MWh/year * 0.985 = MWh/year
Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 4.2.8, the mCO2 produced from
every type of power plant respectively, can be estimated:
(4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.36, APPENDIX B.1)
Assuming that medium diesel power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 6% then
the mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,DiM,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.06 = kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost paid by PPC = mCO2,Di,pen * €/1,000kgr<paragraph 4.2.8> =
€/year (varies with the CO2 penalty price)

The island is using boilers burning only light heating oil. Thus, the electric energy per year
produced burning light heating oil will be:

Heating energy per year of boilers = 
12

1

MWh * 30 = MWh/year           (4-35)

where the values per typical day are the cells of column 5, Table 4.13 and 30 is assumed
the number of days of the month.

Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 5.2.8, the mCO2 produced by
boilers burning light heating oil will be
(5-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7) mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.8, APPENDIX B.1)
Assuming that diesel power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 3% then the
mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Di,L,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.03 = kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost paid by island consumers=mCO2,Di,b,pen*(€/1,000)=€/year (varies
with the CO2 penalty price) where 1,000 is for units similarity (paragraph 4.2.8)
Total CO2 emission cost = CO2 emission cost paid by PPC + CO2 emission cost paid by
island consumers = €/year
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4.4.2 Hypothetical operation scenarios
A scenario-mode of operation is characterised by the criterion on which the adjustment of
the electrical and useful thermal-cooling output of a trigeneration system is based. There
are various modes of operation possible, the most distinct of those being the following:

Scenario 1: Maximum capacity GT, operation scenario
There is complete coverage of the electrical, thermal and cooling loads at any instant of

time. The possible excess in electric power supplies the national local grid.

The block diagram of the technical configuration is showed in Fig. 4.11.

UW ElW
Gas Turbine Generator

Oout,A ηG = 0.98

Excess Absorption CoW
Electric Cooling
Energy, EElW System

Qout,H Heating            HeW
Local grid System

Notice: Continue arrows display definite transfer

Fig. 4.11: Technical block diagram of the scenario 1

In this mode the following points (key points) must be taken into consideration:

Selection of the GT power (choosing the TET, Rc and regulating the mass flow of the
engine at the DP performance in such way to cover the electric, heating and cooling
power and energy demand of the most energy-demanded month. The yearly operation
is characterised by constant TET (the same with the DP), while the ambient conditions
Pa Ta are vary according to the conditions referred in Table 2.1 (OD performance).

The selected engine has the best ηth for the maximum TET without cooling system.
The proportional factor z, is representing the way of the power or the energy of the GT

exhaust gasses is split between the heating and cooling demand every month.
The availability of the plant is assumed to be about 98%, in other words the plant is

assumed to shut down for one week (the first of November, when total needs are
minimum) for the annual service of the entire system. During that week electricity is
supplied from the local grid while heating is supplied from a stand by boiler.

Salaries for extra personnel are assumed to be negligible.

I this case there is coverage of the electric (light & others plus 60% of electric heating),
60% of thermal and 60% of cooling loads at any instant of time. The possible excess in
electric power cannot supply the national local grid due to the autonomous grid of the
island.
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In this thesis the author aims to investigate the general case where the island is not near
continental land or another big island. On the other hand the possible submarine
connection with other islands is practically prohibitive due to:

Excessively increase of the “connection to the grid cost”
Relatively low excess of electric power to secure the financial viable of the investment.
Fluctuant excess of electric power, which means that there must be and another

autonomous plant on the possible neighbour island to secure the electric power supply.

For the above reasons this scenario is actually not economically feasible.

Scenario 2: Maximum capacity GT, following the total demand load scenario
It is the same scenario with the previous, but the system is always working only to cover all
its needs at any time. There is no excess of electric energy to export to the national grid.
The block diagram of the technical configuration is showed in Fig. 4.12.

UW                                        ElW
Gas Turbine Generator

Oout,A ηG = 0.98

Excess Absorption       CoW
Electric Cooling
Energy, EElW System

Qout,H Heating            HeW
Local grid System

Notice:
Continue arrows display definite transfer, Dot arrows display possible transfer

Fig. 4.12: Technical block diagram of the scenario 2

In this mode the following points (key points) must be taken into consideration:
selection of the GTs power (choosing the TET, Rc and regulating the mass flow of the

engine at the DP performance) in such way to cover the electric (100% of light &
others plus 40% of electric heating plus 40% cooling), 60% of thermal and 60% of
cooling loads at any instant of time.  The monthly operation is characterised by variant
TET (less than that of the DP performance,), while the ambient conditions Pa Ta are
vary according to the conditions referred in Table 2.1 (This is actually part load
performance of the GT).

The number of the engines is two for better reliability and availability, factors extremely
crucial for the local grid of an isolated island with autonomous power station. The
selected engines are same and they have the best ηth for the maximum TET without
cooling system

The proportional factor z, is representing the way of the power or the energy of the GT
exhaust gasses is split between the heating and cooling demand every month.

The availability of the engines is assumed to be about 96%, in other words each engine is
assumed to shut down for two weeks (in November, when total needs are minimum) for
the annual service. During those weeks electricity is supplied from the conventional
diesel plant and the second GT, while heating is supplied from stand by boilers.
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Salaries for extra personnel are assumed to be negligible.

Having the above in mind the economic simulation procedure for the 1-Shaft GT, is as
following:
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1-Shaft GT, 2-Shaft GT
Two GT package cost -which has fix value- including the necessary generator, the

contribution devices, while the price of the gear box is assumed relatively negligible:
GT Package Cost = 2 * [MW/2] * [$/kW] * 1000 / 1.23 = € (4-36)

where MW is the useful work of the GT at the design point, $/kW is the corresponding
price of column (see APPENDIX C), the factor 1000 is due to transformation from kW
to MW and finally factor 1.23 is due to transformation from $ to €.

The GT package installation cost -which has fix value- is given by the following
equation:

GT Package Installation Cost = GT Package Cost * 0.1= € (4-37)
where factor 0.1 is explained in paragraph 4.2.1.

The GT package maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given by the
following equation:

GT Package Maintenance Cost = GT package cost * 0.01 = €/year (4-38)
where factor 0.01 is explained in paragraph 4.2.7.

The heat exchanger cost -which has fix value- including the installation cost, is given by
the following equation:

Heat Exchanger Cost = 0.6 * [MWa + MWb + MWc] * [€/MW] = € (4-39)
where MWa, MWb and MWc are cells of columns 2, 4 and 5 (Table 4.10) respectively and

€/MW is explained in paragraph 4.2.3.
Heat Exchanger Maint. Cost = 0.9 * [Heat Exchanger Cost] * 0.02 = €/year (4-40)

The district heating installation cost -which has fix value- is given by the following
equation:

District heating installation cost = 0.6 * MWa * [€/MW] * (MWb) / 120 = € (4-41)
where factor 0.6 is scenario constrain,  MWa are cells of column 2 plus cells of column 4

plus cells of column 5, (Table 4.10), €/MW is the corresponding price (paragraph
4.2.5), MWb is the maximum sum of cells of columns 2+4+5, (Table 4.10) and the
factor 120 is due to the relatively small system (paragraph 4.2.5).

The four absorption chillers cost -which has fix value- including the installation cost is
given by the following equation:

Absorption Chiller Cost = 4 * ([MW]/4) * [€/MWc] = € (4-42)
where MW is the maximum cell of column 2 (Table 4.10) and €/MWc is the

corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.4).
Absorption Chiller Maint. Cost =0.8*Absorption chiller cost * 0.031= €/year (4-43)

 Electric compression refrigeration system
The capital cost plus the installation cost -which has fix value- is

(4-20)  Capital cost + Installation cost = MW* €/MW= €
where MW is the maximum cell of column 2, Table 4.10. The maximum cooling power
is cumulated, because it includes installation of various types (domestic, commercial,
industrial, etc.). Therefore, the capital cost plus the installation cost, is considered to be
70,000€/MW.
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Operation cost
The electric energy per month supplied from the conventional plant for cooling
(We, c), can be calculated as follows:

COP=4.5(Eq.4-3)We, c=[0.4*MWha*30+0.6*MWhb*15]/4.5=MWh
where MWha are the corresponding values of cells of column 2, (Table 4.11), MWhb is
the value of November-cell of column 2, (Table 4.11), 30 is the number of days of the
month and 15 is the number of days of November.
Then the operation cost per month is given by the following equation:

(4-21)  Operation Cost per month = We, c * 117,08 * 30 = €/month
where 117.08€/MWh is the equivalent electricity price for the entire Island and 30 is
assumed the number of days of the month.
The operation cost of the year can easily calculated as

(4-22)  Operation cost = 
12

1
(€/month) = €/year

which varies accordingly to the inflation rate.
Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given accordingly
to paragraph 4.2.7:

Maintenance Cost = (Capital cost + Installation cost) * 0.90 * 0.03= €/year
We assume that the maintenance of the cooling system is taking place in January (last
week)

The NG mass flow per month is given by
NG mass flow per month = fm * 60 * 60 * 24 * 30 = fmm kgr/month (4-44)

where first factor 60 is for the conversion of seconds to minutes, second factor 60 is for
conversion of minutes to hours, factor 24 is for the conversion of hours to days, while
factor 30 corresponds to the number of days of the month, except from November
which is assumed to operate 15 days, due to shut down for annual service

Thus, the NG mass flow per year is

NG mass flow per year = fym = fm

12

1
m kgr/year (4-45)

The cost of NG per year -which varies accordingly to the international oil prices- is
given by the equation:

Cost of NG per year = fym * 1.11 * 48.9 * 0.0002778 * (2.39t+14.61) = €/year (4-46)
where factors 1.11 and 48.9MJ/kgr is accordingly to paragraph 4.2.7, while the factor
0.0002778 is due to transformation from MJ to MWh. Finally the factor (2.39t+14.61) is
eq. (4-5).

The heating power of the GT is proved to produce enough heat to cover the 60% of the
boilers heating demand. So, the power of boilers will be the needed 40% of the boilers
heating power, which working regularly and the 60% of the boilers heating power,
which are for back up reasons working regularly only for 15 days in November

The capital cost -which has fix value- is given by
(4-24)  Capital Cost = MW * €/MW = €

where MW is the maximum value among the cells of column 5, Table 4.11 and €/MW is
the price of boiler per MW (see paragraph 4.2.3)

(boilers using light heating oil from Table 4.4: ρ =0.92kgr/lt, FCV=41MJ/kgr)
The installation cost -which has fix value- is given by
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(4-25)  Installation cost = Capital Cost * 0.10 = €
where factor 0.10 is explained in paragraph 4.2.3
Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given accordingly
to paragraph 4.2.7:

(4-30)  Maintenance Cost = Capital cost * 0.02 = €/year
We assume that the maintenance of the heating system is taking place when there is no
need for heating e.g. summer time (last week of June)
Energy provided from the light heating oil is calculated as follow:
ηth, b = 0.8  Qf, b = (0.4 * MWha * 30) * 30 + (0.6 * MWhb * 15)/ ηHE = MWh/m per
month.
where ηth, b is given in paragraph 4.2.3, MWha are the corresponding values of cells of
column 5 -except November- (Table 4.11), MWhb is the corresponding values of
November-cell of column 5 (Table 4.11) and 30 is assumed the number of days of the
month (15 for November).
The mass of light diesel per month and per year are calculated as follow:

(4-26)  bfm,m = [(Qf, b * 3,600) / FCV ] = kgr/month

(4-27)  bfy,m = 
12

1
bfm,m = kgr/year

where FCV is taken from Table 4.4.

And so the cost of light diesel per year -which varies accordingly to the international
oil prices, can be estimated:

Cost of light diesel = (( bfy,m / 0.86 ) * (2.9t+42.1) / 159) * 1.9 = €/year (4-47)
where 0.86 is the density ρ of the light diesel,  (2.9t+42.1) is equation (4-1), while the
factor 159 is the capacity of barrel (paragraph 4.2.7) and 1.9 is due to the isolated
consumption area namely Island paragraph 4.2.7.

The power of the GTs is proved to produce not enough electricity to cover the lighting &
others demand. So, the electricity power for the electric heating power will come from
the conventional plant.

Operation cost of electr. heating energy=
12

1
[(0.4*MWha)*30+(0.6*MWhb)]* €/MWh

where MWha are the cells of column 4 -except November-, (Table 4.11) MWhb is the ell
of column 4, November, (Table 4.11), €/MWh is the corresponding price (paragraph
4.2.9) and 30 is assumed the number of days of the month (15 for November).

 Connection to the grid cost = 0 € (fix)

 Electricity cost = 0 €/year (varies accordingly to the inflation rate)
<due to the scenario constrain>

 Greek government is offering financial support -which has fix value- is given by the
following equation:

Greek Government Financial Support = 0.4 * (GT package cost + GT package
installation cost + Heat exchanger cost + District heating installation cost + Absorption
chiller cost + Capital cost of back up boiler + Installation cost of boiler + Connection to
the grid cost) = € (4-48)
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where factor 0.4 is explained in paragraph 4.2.10

CO2 emissions estimation penalty.
CO2 emission cost paid by PPC = 0€ because we assume that trigeneration plants do not

exceeds the official limits of CO2 emissions.

The island is using boilers burning only light heating oil. Thus, the electric energy per
year produced burning light heating oil will be:

Heating energy per year of boil.=
12

1
([MWh]*30-(z/z+1)*[MW]*24*30)=MWh/y

where MWh are cells of column 5, (Table 4.11), (z/z+1) is the portion of GTs exhaust
heat, going for heating, MW is the heat power of the GTs per month 30 is the number of
days of the month, except November, which is assumed 15, due to shut down period

Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 4.2.8, the mCO2 produced by
boilers burning light heating oil will be:
(4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7) mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.8, APPENDIX B.1)
Assuming that diesel power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 3% then the
mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Di,L,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.03 = kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost paid by island consumers = mCO2,Di,b,pen * €/1,000kgr = €/year
(varies with the CO2 penalty price)

Total CO2 emission cost = CO2 emission cost paid by PPC + CO2 emission cost paid by
island consumers = €/year

1-Shaft GT, HE
The only difference is concerning the GT package cost, (+30%).
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Scenario 3: Minimum electric capacity GT
In this scenario the GTs have the power at the design point, of the minimum lighting &
others electric power between the months of the year (minimum value of column 3, -
November - Table 5.12). Thus, the needed surplus electric energy is supplied from the
conventional plant. This also means that if there is a lack of heating energy, which is
necessary for the proper operation of absorption chiller system or the heating system, will
be covered with conventional air conditions and boilers respectively. The block diagram of
the technical configuration is showed in Fig. 4.13.

UW                                        ElW
Gas Turbine Generator

Oout,A ηG = 0.98

Absorption          CoW
Cooling
System

Qout,H Heating            HeW
System

Lack Electric Energy, LElW
Local grid

Lack Electric Cooling Energy, LElCW

Boiler Lack Heating Energy, LHW

Notice:
Continue arrows display definite transfer

Fig. 4.13: Technical block diagram of the scenario 3

In this mode the following points (key points) must be taken into consideration:
Selection of the GT power (choosing the TET, Rc and regulating the mass flow of the

engine at the DP performance) in such way to cover only the electric, power and energy
demand of the lowest energy demand month. The monthly operation is characterised by
constant TET (the same with the DP performance), while the ambient conditions Pa Ta
are vary according to the conditions referred in Table 2.1 (OD performance).
The selected engine has the best ηth for the maximum TET without cooling system.

2.  3., 4. and 5. key points are same as scenario 2

Having the above in mind the economic simulation procedure is as following:

1-Shaft GT, 2-Shaft GT
Two GT package cost -which has fix value- including the necessary generator, the

contribution devices, while the price of the gear box is assumed relatively negligible:
GT Package Cost = 2 * [MW] * [$/kW] * 1000 / 1.23 = € (4-49)

where MW is the minimum of cells of column 3, November (Table 4.10), $/kW is the
corresponding price of column (see APPENDIX C), the factor 1000 is due to
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transformation from kW to MW and finally factor 1.23 is due to transformation from $
to €.

The GT package installation cost -which has fix value- is given by the following equation:
GT Package Installation Cost = GT Package Cost * 0.1= € (4-50)

where factor 0.1 is explained in paragraph 4.2.1.

The GT package maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given by the
following equation:

GT Package Maintenance Cost = GT package cost * 0.01 = €/year (4-51)
where factor 0.01 is explained in paragraph 4.2.7.

The heat exchanger cost -which has fix value- including the installation cost, is given by
the following equation:

Heat Exchanger Cost = 2 * [MW] * [€/MW] = € (4-52)
where factor 2 is due to the number of GTs, MW is the  Maximum capability of GT heat

power production and €/MW is explained in paragraph 4.2.3.
Heat Exchanger Maint. Cost = 0.9 * [Heat Exchanger Cost] * 0.02 = €/year (4-53)

where factors 0.9 and  0.02 are explained in paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.7 respectively

The district heating installation cost -which has fix value- is given by the following
equation:
District heating installation cost=2 * 0.6 * MWa * [€/MW] * (MWb) / 120 = € (4-53)

where factor 2 is due to the of two GTs, 0.6 is due to the fact that the exhaust heat
capability of the GTs is over covering the 60% of the demand in cooling, MWa are cells
of column 2 plus cells of column 4 plus cells of column 5, (Table 4.10) multiply 0.6,
€/MW is the corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.5), MWb is the maximum sum of cells
of columns 2+4+5, (Table 4.10) and the factor 120 is due to the relatively small system
(paragraph 4.2.5).

The four absorption chillers cost -which has fix value- including the installation cost is
given by the following equation:

Absorption Chiller Cost = 4 * 0.6 * ([MW]/4) * [€/MWc] = € (4-54)
where MW is the maximum cell of column 2 (Table 4.10) and €/MWc is the corresponding

price (paragraph 4.2.4).
Absorption Chiller Maint. Cost =0.8*Absorption chiller cost * 0.031= €/year (4-55)

where factors 0.8 and 0.031 are explained in paragraphs 4.2.4 and 4.2.7 respectively.

The cooling power of the GTs is proved to produce enough heat to cover the 60% of the
cooling demand. So, the power of the conventional cooling systems will be the needed
40% of the cooling power, which working regularly and the 60% of the cooling power,
which are for back up reasons working regularly only for 15 days in November
Electric compression refrigeration system (conventional cooling system)
The capital cost plus the installation cost -which has fix value- is

Capital cost + Installation cost = MW* €/MW= €
where MW is the maximum cell of column 2, Table 4.10.

Operation cost
The electric energy per month supplied from the conventional plant for cooling
(We, c), can be calculated as follows:
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COP=4.5(Eq.4-3)We, c=[0.4*MWha*30+0.6* MWhb * 15]/4.5=MWh
where Mwha are the corresponding values of cells of column 2, (Table 4.11), MWhb is
the value of November-cell of column 2, (Table 4.11), 30 is the number of days of the
month and 15 is the number of days of November.
Then the operation cost per month is given by the following equation:

(4-21)  Operation Cost per month = We, c * 117,08 * 30 = €/month
where 117.08€/MWh is the equivalent electricity price for the entire Island and 30 is
assumed the number of days of the month.
The operation cost of the year can easily calculated as

(4-22)  Operation cost = 
12

1
(€/month) = €/year

which varies accordingly to the inflation rate.
Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given
accordingly to paragraph 4.2.7:

Maintenance Cost = (Capital cost + Installation cost) * 0.90 * 0.03= €/year
We assume that the maintenance of the cooling system is taking place in January (last
week)

The NG mass flow per month is given by
NG mass flow per month = fm * 60 * 60 * 24 * 30 = fmm kgr/month

where first factor 60 is for the conversion of seconds to minutes, second factor 60 is for
conversion of minutes to hours, factor 24 is for the conversion of hours to days, while
factor 30 corresponds to the number of days of the month, except from November
which is assumed to operate 15 days, due to shut down for annual service

Thus, the NG mass flow per year is

NG mass flow per year = fym = fm

12

1
m kgr/year

The cost of NG per year -which varies accordingly to the international oil prices- is
given by the equation:

Cost of NG per year= fym * 1.11 * 48.9 * 0.0002778 * (2.39t+14.61)= €/year
where factors 1.11 and 48.9MJ/kgr is accordingly to paragraph 4.2.7, while the factor

0.0002778 is due to transformation from MJ to MWh. Finally the factor (2.39t+14.61)
is equation (4-5).

The heating power of the GT is proved to produce enough heat to cover the 60% of the
boilers heating demand. So, the power of boilers will be the needed 40% of the boilers
heating power, which working regularly and the 60% of the boilers heating power,
which are for back up reasons working regularly only for 15 days in November
The capital cost -which has fix value- is given by

Capital Cost = MW * €/MW = €
where MW is the maximum value among the cells of column 5, Table 4.12 and €/MW
is the price of boiler per MW (see paragraph 4.2.3)

(boilers using light heating oil from Table 4.4: ρ =0.86kgr/lt, FCV=42.5MJ/kgr)
The installation cost -which has fix value- is given by

Installation cost = Capital Cost * 0.10 = €
where factor 0.10 is explained in paragraph 4.2.3
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Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given
accordingly to paragraph 4.2.7:

Maintenance Cost = Capital cost * 0.02 = €/year
We assume that the maintenance of the heating system is taking place when there is no
need for heating e.g. summer time (last week of June)
Energy provided from the light heating oil is calculated as follow:
ηth, b = 0.8  Qf, b = (0.4 * MWha * 30) + (0.6 * MWhb * 15)/ ηHE = MWh/m per month.

where ηth, b is given in paragraph 4.2.3, MWha are the corresponding values of cells of
column 5 -except November- (Table 4.11), MWhb is the corresponding values of
November-cell of column 5 (Table 4.11) and 30 is assumed the number of days of the
month (15 for November).

The mass of light diesel per month and per year are calculated as follow:
bfm,m = [(Qf, b * 3,600) / FCV ] = kgr/month

bfy,m = 
12

1
bfm,m = kgr/year

where FCV is taken from Table 4.4.

And so the cost of light diesel per year -which varies accordingly to the international
oil prices, can be estimated:

Cost of light diesel = (( bfy,m / 0.86 ) * (2.9t+42.1) / 159) * 1.9 = €/year
where 0.86 is the density ρ of the light diesel,  (2.9t+42.1) is equation (4-1), while the
factor 159 is the capacity of barrel (paragraph 5.2.7) and 1.9 is due to the isolated
consumption area namely Island paragraph 4.2.7.

The power of the GTs is proved to produce not enough electricity to cover the lighting &
others demand. So, the electricity power for the electric heating power will come from
the conventional plant.

Operation cost of electr. heating energy=
12

1
[(0.4*MWha)*30+(0.6*MWhb)]* €/MWh

where MWha are the cells of column 4 -except November-, (Table 4.11) MWhb is the
ell of column 4, November, (Table 4.11), €/MWh is the corresponding price (paragraph
4.2.9) and 30 is assumed the number of days of the month (15 for November).

 Connection to the grid cost = 0 € (fix)

 The electricity cost -which varies accordingly to the inflation rate - is given by

Electricity cost =
12

1
{[MWh]*30-[MW]*24*30*[€/MWh]}= €/year (4-56)

where MWh are the cells of column 3 (Table 4.11), MW is the GT production
capability of cooling energy per day, €/MWh is the corresponding price (paragraph
4.2.9) and 30 is assumed the number of days of the month (15 for November).

 Greek government is offering financial support -which has fix value- is given by the
following equation:

Greek Government Financial Support = 0.4 * (GT package cost + GT package installation
cost + Heat exchanger cost + District heating installation cost + Absorption chiller cost
= € (4-57)
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where factor 0.4 is explained in paragraph 4.2.10

 CO2 emissions estimation and penalty

Energy per year <produced from the conventional plant, PPC> = 
12

1
{(MWha*30-

MWa*24*30)+{[0.4*MWhb*30+0.6*MWhc*15]/4.5}+{
12

1
(0.4*MWhd*30+0.6*MWhe*15)

*30)}=MWh/year (4-58)
where MWha are the cells of Column 3, (Table 4.11), 30 is the number of days of the
month, MWa is the GT production capability of cooling energy per day, 30 is the
number of days of the month -November 15-, MWhb are the cells of column 2, (Table
4.11), MWhc is November-cell of column 2 (Table 4.11), MWhd are the cells of column
4, (Table 4.11), 30 is the number of days of the month, MWhe is the November-cell of
column 4, , (Table 4.11) and 30 is the number of days of the month.

The island is part of the non-interconnected national grid of Greece. Taking into
account the data from Table A.5, it can be estimated how many MWh/year are produced
from the available kind of power plants, (obviously, renewable excluded) assuming that
the total electric energy per year is supplied only diesel power plants:
Diesel (medium heating oil): MWh/year * 0.985 = MWh/year
Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 4.2.8, the mCO2 produced
from every type of power plant respectively, can be estimated:
(4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.36, APPENDIX B.1)
Assuming that medium diesel power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 6%
then the mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,DiM,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.06 = kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost paid by PPC = mCO2,Di,pen * €/1,000kgr = €/year (varies with
the CO2 penalty price)

The island is using boilers burning only light heating oil. Thus, the electric energy per
year produced burning light heating oil will be:

Heating energy per year <boilers> = 
12

1
{(0.4*MWha* 30)+(0.6*MWhb*15)/ηHE}

=MWh/year (4-59)
where MWha are the cells of column 5, (Table 4.11), 30 is the number of days of the
month, MWhb is the November-cell of column 5, (Table 4.11) and 15 is the number of
days of November.
Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 4.2.8, the mCO2 produced by
boilers burning light heating oil will be
(4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7) mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.8, APPENDIX B.1)
Assuming that diesel power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 3% then the
mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Di,L,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.03 = kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost paid by island consumers = mCO2,Di,b,pen * €/1,000kgr = €/year
(varies with the CO2 penalty price)
Total CO2 emission cost = CO2 emission cost paid by PPC + CO2 emission cost paid
by island consumers = €/year
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1-Shaft GT HE
The only difference is concerning the GT package cost, (+30%).

Scenario 4:. Covering the thermal and cooling demand GT,
The useful thermal and cooling output of the GTs, is equal to the 60% demand of thermal
and cooling load, of any month. If the generated electricity is higher than the load, surplus
electricity is sold to the grid; if it is lower, supplementary electricity is produced by the
conventional power plant. The block diagram of the technical configuration is showed in
Fig. 4.14.

UW ElW
Gas Turbine                                    Generator

Oout,A ηG = 0.98

Absorption          CoW
Excess Cooling
Electric System
Energy, EElW

Qout,H Heating            HeW
System

Local grid                         Lack Electric Energy, LElW

Notice:
Continue arrows display definite transfer
Dot arrows display possible transfer

Fig. 4.14: Technical block diagram of the scenario 4

In this mode the following points (key points) must be taken into consideration:
selection of the GT power (choosing the TET, Rc and regulating the mass flow of the

engine at the DP performance) in such way to cover the heating and cooling power and
energy demand of the most demanded month. The monthly operation is characterised
by constant TET (the same with the DP), while the ambient conditions Pa Ta are vary
according to the conditions referred in Table 2.8 (OD performance)

2., 3. 4. and 5. key points are same as scenario 2

Having the above in mind and observing the numbers of the Tables 4.12 and 4.13, it can be
seen that in the case of the Island the scenario 4 is actually the same with scenario 3.
This is because following the criteria of the scenario 3, results in almost equal cooling
power of the GTs with the demand in January and December. So there is no change
margin in the GTs power to fulfil the criteria of scenario 4.
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4.5 Hotel energy scenarios
4.5.1 Conventional case
In this paragraph, the different costs of energy will be analytically presented, for the
conventional namely the present energy situation of the Sani Beach Hotel. Essential
assistant to that will be given by the data presented in CHAPTER 2. Tables 2.15 and 2.16
are presenting the energy consumption and the power demand respectively, for a typical
day each month of the year. As it has been said in paragraph 2.1, these values do not
include either the hypothetical future increase, or the estimation of the worst case for the
energy demand point of view. After a relevant discussion with the supervisor, the author
decided to multiple by a factor of 1.2 all the prices of the above mentioned Tables, in order
to include the worst case situation. The results are shown in Tables 4.13 and 4.14

Table 4.103: Sani Beach Hotel power demand in kW

MONTHS
(30 days per month)

COOLING
(kWC)

LIGHTING &
OTHER

(kWe)

HEATING kWt TOTAL
POWERELECTRIC BOILERS

JAN 24.00 98.94 0.06 1.94 124.92
FEB 24.00 78.23 0.05 1.93 104.21
MAR 24.00 61.36 0.04 1.94 87.34
APR 94.68 168.00 5.40 182.52 450.60
MAY 240.84 356.28 7.08 240.36 844.44
JUN 293.88 429.24 0.00 229.08 952.20
JUL 347.16 610.32 0.00 251.28 1,208.40
AUG 393.72 672.12 0.00 298.80 1,364.40
SEP 327.60 660.48 6.96 230.64 1,225.20
OCT 257.28 508.20 3.48 175.32 944.28
NOV 24.00 303.60 0.00 1.96 329.52
DEC 24.00 64.56 0.05 1.96 90.55

Table 4.14: Sani Beach Hotel energy demand kWh

MONTHS
(30 days per month)

COOLING
(kWhC)

LIGHTING &
OTHER
(kWhe)

HEATING kWht TOTAL
POWERELECTRIC BOILERS

JAN 288 1,982 16 0.0 2,286
FEB 288 1,600 16 0.0 1,903
MAR 288 1,288 15 1.2 1,592
APR 1,202 3,682 2,189 66.0 7,140
MAY 4,045 7,024 2,882 86.4 14,038
JUN 5,771 7,579 2,749 0.0 16,099
JUL 7,232 10,445 3,016 0.0 20,692
AUG 7,662 12,014 3,586 0.0 23,262
SEP 6,998 11,288 2,767 84.0 21,138
OCT 5,287 8,867 2,104 42.0 16,300
NOV 288 5,760 16 0.0 6,064
DEC 288 1,348 16 0.0 1,651

1. Cost of electricity (lighting, motion, etc)
The electricity cost of each month (€/month) is

[€/month] = [MWh] * [€/MWh] * 30 (4-60)
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where MWh is the corresponding to each month value of the cells of column 3, Table 4.13,
€/MWh is the price of electricity per MWh (see paragraph 4.2.9) and 30 is assumed the
number of days of the month.

The electricity cost of the year (12 months) is

Cost of Electricity = 
12

1
(€/month) = [€/year]

which varies accordingly to the inflation rate

2. Cooling
Electric compression refrigeration system.
The capital cost plus the installation cost -which has fix value- is

Capital Cost + Installation Cost = MW * €/MW = €
where MW is the maximum value of the cells of column 2, Table 4.13, and €/MW is the
price of electricity per MW (see paragraph 4.2.4)

The electric energy per month supplied from the local grid for cooling (We, c), can be
calculated as follows:

COP = 4.5  (Eq. 4-3)  We, c= MWh / 4.5 = MWh
where MWh are the corresponding values of cells of column 2, Table 4.14.
Then the operation cost per month is given by the following equation:

Operation Cost per month = We, c * [€/MWh] * 30 = €/month
where €/MWh is the price of electricity per MWh (see paragraph 4.2.9) and 30 is assumed
the number of days of the month.
The operation cost of the year can easily calculated as

Operation cost = 
12

1
(€/month) = €/year

which varies accordingly to the inflation rate

Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given accordingly to
paragraph 4.2.7:

Maintenance Cost = (Capital cost + Installation cost) * 0.90 * 0.03 = €/year
We assume that the maintenance of the cooling system is taking place in January (last
week)

3. Heating
Heating is coming from two sources: a) from boilers using light heating oil as fuel and b)
from electric inverters, heaters etc, which consume electricity and are heating the rooms.
a) Individual boilers using light diesel as fuel (from Table 4.4: ρ = 0.86kgr/lt,
FCV=42.5MJ/kgr).
The capital cost -which has fix value- is given by

Capital Cost = 300kW * €/kW = € (4-61)
where MW €/MW is the price of boiler per kW (see paragraph 5.2.3)
The installation cost -which has fix value- is given by

Installation cost = Capital Cost * 0.10 = €
where factor 0.10 is explained in paragraph 4.2.3

The energy provided from the light heating oil per month is calculated as follow:
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ηth, b = 0.8  Qf, b = (MWh * 30)  / 0.8 = MWh per month
where ηth, b is given in paragraph 4.2.3, MWh are the corresponding values of cells of
column 5, Table 4.14 and 30 is assumed the number of days of the month.

The mass of light heating oil per month and per year are calculated as follow:
bfm,m = [(Qf, b * 3,600) / FCV ] = kgr/month

bfy,m = 
12

1
bfm,m = kgr/year

where FCV is taken from Table 4.4.
And so the cost of medium heating oil per year -which varies accordingly to the
international oil prices can be estimated:

Cost of light heating oil = (( bfy,m / 0.86) * (2.9t+42.1) / 159) * 1.8 = €/year (4-62)
Where 0.92 is the density ρ of the light heating oil (paragraph 4.4),  (2.9t+42.1) is equation
(4-1), while the factors 159 is the capacity of barrel (paragraph 4.2.7) and 1.8 is due to the
isolated consumption area namely Island, paragraph 4.2.7.

Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given accordingly to
paragraph 4.2.7:

Maintenance Cost = Capital cost * 0.02 = €/year
We assume that the maintenance of the heating system is taking place when there is no
need for heating, for example when the hotel is close.

b) Electric inverters, heat pumps, heaters etc
Capital cost and installation cost and maintenance cost is negligible due to the fact that the
majority of them are used for cooling and heating, so the capital cost of them is already
calculated in the previous cooling section
Operation cost.
COP = 3.0 is the average COP of heat pumps heaters, etc, (paragraph 4.6.1). Thus with the
help of equation (4-3) in paragraph 4.6.1:

We, h = [Cells of Column 4 (Table 4.15)] / 3.0 = kWh                     (4-63)
Operation cost per month = We, c X €/kWh X 30<days of the month> = €/month

Operation cost = 
12

1
(€/month) = €/year (varies accordingly to the inflation rate)

4. Back up generator
Capital Cost and Installation Cost of back up generator = kW * €/kW= € (fix) (4-64)

where kW is the maximum sum of cells of columns 2 plus 3 plus 4 (Table 4.13) and €/kW
is the corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.6).

5. CO2 emissions estimation and penalty
The energy per year supplied from national grid (PPC) is calculated as follow:

Energy per year = 
12

1

values per typical day * 30 = MWh/year

where the values per typical day are the cells of columns 2 plus 3 plus 4 of Table 4.14 and
30 is assumed the number of days of the month.
The hotel is connected with the interconnected national grid (continental) of Greece.
Taking into account the data from Table A.5, it can be estimated how many kWh/year are
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produced from the available kinds of power plants, assuming that analogical distribution of
the total electric energy per year:
Lignite: kWh/year * 0.674 = kWh/year
Natural gas: kWh/year * 0.168 = kWh/year
Diesel (heavy heating oil): kWh/year * 0.056 = kWh/year
Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 4.2.8, the mCO2 produced from
every type of power plant respectively, can be estimated:
(4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (Assuming ηLIG=0.3)
Assuming that lignite power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 10% then the
mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Li,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.1 = kgrCO2/year
(4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (Assuming ηNG=0.55)
Assuming that NG power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 0% then the mass
of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,NG,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.0 = kgrCO2/year
Finally, (4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.36, APPENDIX
B.2)
Assuming that diesel power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 7% then the
mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Di,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.07 = kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost paid by PPC = (mCO2,Li,pen + mCO2,NG,pen + mCO2,Di,pen) *
30€/1,000kgr = €/year (varies with the CO2 penalty price)

The hotel is using boilers burning only light heating oil. Thus the electric energy per year
produced burning light heating oil will be:

Heating energy per year of boilers=
12

1

(values per typical day)*30=MWh/y

where the values per typical day are the cells of column 5, Table 4.14 and 30 is assumed
the number of days of the month.
Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 4.2.8, the mCO2 produced by
boilers burning light heating oil will be
(4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.8, APPENDIX B.2)
Assuming that diesel power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 3% then the
mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Di,L,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.03 = kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost paid by the hotel = mCO2,Di,b,pen * €/1,000kgr= €/year (varies with
the CO2 penalty price)

Total CO2 emission cost = CO2 emission cost paid by PPC + CO2 emission cost paid by
the hotel = €/year
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4.5.2 Hypothetical operation scenarios
A scenario-mode of operation is characterised by the criterion on which the adjustment of
the electrical and useful thermal-cooling output of a trigeneration system is based. There
are various modes of operation possible, the most distinct of those being the following:

Scenario 1: Maximum capacity GT, operation scenario
There is complete coverage of the electrical, thermal and cooling loads at any instant of

time. The possible excess in electric power supplies the national local grid. This is the
most expensive strategy, at least from the point of view of initial cost of the system.
The block diagram of the technical configuration is showed in Fig. 4.11.

In this mode the following points (key points) must be taken into consideration:
Selection of the GT power (choosing the TET, Rc) and regulating the mass flow of the

engine at the DP performance in such way to cover the electric, heating and cooling
power and energy demand of the most energy-demanded month. The yearly operation
is characterised by constant TET (the same with the DP), while the ambient conditions
Pa Ta are vary according to the conditions referred in Table 2.1 (OD performance). The
selected engine has the best ηth for the maximum TET without cooling system.

The proportional factor z is representing the way of the power or the energy of the GT
exhaust gasses is split between the heating and cooling demand every month.

The availability of the plant is assumed to be about 98%, in other words the plant is
assumed to shut down for one week (the first of November, when total needs are
minimum) for the annual service of the entire system. During that week electricity is
supplied from the local grid while heating is supplied from a stand by boiler.

Salaries for extra personnel are assumed to be negligible.

Having the above in mind the economic simulation procedure for the 1-Shaft GT, is as
following:

1-Shaft GT, 2-Shaft GT
One GT package cost -which has fix value- including the necessary generator, the

contribution devices, while the price of the gear box is assumed relatively negligible:
GT Package Cost = [kW] * [$/kW] / 1.23 = €

where MW is the useful work of the GT at the design point, $/kW is the corresponding
price of column (see APPENDIX C) and finally factor 1.23 is due to transformation
from $ to €.

The GT package installation cost -which has fix value- is given by the following equation:
GT Package Installation Cost = GT Package Cost * 0.1= €

where factor 0.1 is explained in paragraph 4.2.1.

The GT package maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given by the
following equation:

G T Package Maintenance Cost = GT package cost * 0.01 = €/year
where factor 0.01 is explained in paragraph 4.2.7.

 The heat exchanger cost -which has fix value- including the installation cost, is given
by the following equation:

Heat Exchanger Cost = [MW] *  [€/MW] =  €
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where MW is the maximum cell of columns 2 plus 4 plus 3 (Table 4.13) and €/MW is
explained in paragraph 4.2.3.
The heat exchanger maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given by
the following equation:

Heat Exchanger Maint. Cost = 0.9 * [Heat Exchanger Cost] * 0.02 = €/year
where factors 0.9 and 0.02 are explained in paragraphs 4.2.3 and 4.2.7 respectively

 The district heating installation cost -which has fix value- is given by the following
equation:

District Heating Installation Cost = [kW] * [€/kW] * ([kW]/120,000) = € (4-65)
where MW is the maximum cell of columns 2, 4 plus (Table 4.13), €/MW is the
corresponding price (paragraph 5.2.5), kW is the maximum cell of columns 2 plus 3
(Table 4.13) and the factor 120,000 is due to the relatively small system (paragraph
4.2.5).

 The absorption chiller cost -which has fix value- including the installation cost is given
by the following equation:

Absorption Chiller Cost = [kW] * [€/kWc] =  €
where kW is the maximum cell of column 2 (Table 4.13) and €/kWc is the
corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.4).
The absorption chiller maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given
by the following equation:

Absorption Chiller Maint. Cost=0.8*Absorption chiller cost*0.031= €/year
where factors 0.8 and 0.031 are explained in paragraphs 4.2.4 and 4.2.7 respectively.

 Cost of back up cooling.
The electric compression refrigeration system capital cost including the installation cost
-which has fix value- is given by the following equation:
Electric Compression Refrigeration System Capital Cost+Installation Cost = 0.5 * [kW]
* [€/kW] = €
where the factor  0.5 is due to the assumption that the back up cooling power is the 50%
of the maximum cooling demand power in kW, kW is the maximum value of cells of
column 2, (Table 4.13) and €/kW is the corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.4)
The operation cost of electric compression refrigeration system is calculated as follows:
Operation back up cooling energy: COP=4.5We, c= [kWh]/4.5=kWh
where We, c is the electric energy supplied from the local grid for cooling and kWh
corresponds to the December -cells of column 2 (Table 4.14)-.
Operation cost in December = We, c * [€/kWh] <paragraph 4.2.9> * 7 = €/month
where €/kW is the corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.9), and 7 is the number of
November days when the back cooling system works.

Operation cost = 
12

1
(€/month) = €/year

which varies accordingly to the inflation rate.

The maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given by the following
equation:

Maint. Cost=([Capital Cost]+[Installation Cost])*0.90*0.03*(7/360)=€/year
where factors 0.90 and 0.03 are discussed in paragraphs 4.2.4, 4.2.7, while the factor
(7/360) is simulates the relative duration of the operation
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We assume that the maintenance of the cooling system is taking place in December (last
week)

 The NG mass flow per month is given by
NG mass flow per month = fm * 60 * 60 * 24 * 30 = fmm kgr/month

where first factor 60 is for the conversion of seconds to minutes, second factor 60 is for
conversion of minutes to hours, factor 24 is for the conversion of hours to days, while
factor 30 corresponds to the number of days of the month, except from November
which is assumed to operate 23 days, due to shut down for annual service
Thus, the NG mass flow per year is

NG mass flow per year = fym = fm

12

1
m kgr/year

The cost of NG per year -which varies accordingly to the international oil prices- is
given by the equation:

Cost of NG per year = fym * 1.11 * 48.6 * 0.2778 * (2.39t+15.61) = €/year (4-66)
where factors 1.11 and 48.6MJ/kgr is accordingly to paragraph 4.2.7, while the factor
0.2778 is due to transformation from MJ to kWh. Finally, the factor (2.39t+15.61) is
equation (4-4).

Cost of back up boilers (assume 50% of the maximum heating demand power in MW)
using light heating oil. Table 4.4: ρ =0.86kgr/lt, FCV=42.5MJ/kgr
Using the same methodology as in paragraph 4.4.1 and especially the part labeled
heating. The capital cost (fix value) and the installation cost (fix value) can be
calculated with the help of equations (4-25) and (4-26) respectively, while the
maintenance cost (fix value, for every year) is given by the equation (4-30) with a
slight modulation:

Maintenance Cost = [capital cost] * 0.02 * (7/360) = €/year
where the factor (7/360) is due to the fact that operates regularly only 7 days per year.
Assume no operation cost.

 The connection to the grid cost -which has fix value- is given by the following
equation:

Connection to the grid Cost = kW * [€/kWe] = €
where kW is the maximum difference between the monthly GT power production and
the corresponding cell of column 3 (Table 4.13), because that is the maximum power
difference that might be sold to the local grid and €/kWe is the corresponding price
(paragraph 4.2.6).

 The electricity cost -which varies accordingly to the inflation rate- is given by the
equation

Electricity cost = kWh * €/kWh * 7  = €/year (4-67)
 Where kWh are the December-cells of column 2+3+4, (Table 4.14), factor €/kWh is the

corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.9) and because no electric energy is imported,
except from the 1 week = 7 days in December, when service works are in process.

 Excess of electric energy per month = (energy produced by the GT when it is operating
24 hours per day for 30 days per month, -23 for December-) – (cells for each month of
column 3, Table 4.14) = kWh
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Electricity profit per year = 
12

1

Excess of electric energy per month * 30 * 68

€/kWh<paragraph 4.2.9> = €/month (varies accordingly to the inflation rate)

 Greek government is offering financial support -which has fix value- is given by the
following equation:

Greek Government Financial Support = 0.4 * (GT package cost + GT package installation
cost + Heat exchanger cost + District heating installation cost + Absorption chiller cost
+ Capital cost of back up boiler + Installation cost of boiler + Connection to the grid
cost) = €

where factor 0.4 is explained in paragraph 4.2.10

CO2 emissions estimation penalty.
Total CO2 emission cost = 0€ because it is assumed that trigeneration plants do not exceeds

the official limits of CO2 emissions. Emissions from the operation of the back up boiler
or from the power plants of PPC to produce the electricity during the shut down period
of the GT, are assumed negligible.

CO2 emissions estimation profit.
The excess of energy per year is supplied to national grid is given by the equation

Excess of energy per y=
12

1

Excess of electric energy per month = MWh/year

The hotel is connected with the interconnected national grid (continental) of Greece.
Taking into account the data from Table A.5, it can be estimated how many kWh/year
are produced from the available kinds of power plants, assuming that analogical
distribution of the total electric energy per year:
Lignite: MWh/year * 0.674
Natural gas: MWh/year * 0.168
Diesel (heavy heating oil): MWh/year * 0.056
Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 4.2.8, the mCO2 produced
from every type of power plant respectively, can be estimated:
Eq.(4-6)  [Eqs (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)]  mCO2 = kgrCO2/year (Assuming
ηLIG=0.3)
Assuming that lignite power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 10% then
the mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Li,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.1 = kgrCO2/year
Similarly (4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/year (Assuming
ηNG=0.55)
Assuming that NG power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 0% then the
mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,NG,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.0 = kgrCO2/year
Finally, (4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7) mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.36, APPENDIX
B.2)
Assuming that diesel (heavy) power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 7%
then the mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Di,pen = kgrCO2/year * 0.07 = kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost -which varies with the CO2 penalty price- paid by PPC is
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CO2 emission cost paid by PPC = (mCO2,Li,pen + mCO2,NG,pen + mCO2,DiH,pen) * (€/1,000) =
€/year
where factor 1,000 is for units similarity (paragraph 4.2.8)

1-Shaft GT, HE
The only difference is concerning the GT package cost, (+30%).

Scenario 2: Maximum capacity GT, following the total demand load scenario
It is the same scenario with the previous, but the system is always working only to cover all
its needs at any time. The distribution of the power demand is such (cooling power is
higher than heating and electric) that covering the cooling power  there is an excess of
electric energy to export to the local national grid.The block diagram of the technical
configuration is showed in Fig. 4.12.

In this mode the following points (key points) must be taken into consideration:
1. selection of the GT power (choosing the TET, and regulating the mass flow of the

engine at the DP performance) in such way to cover the electric, heating and cooling
power and energy demand at any month. The monthly operation is characterised by
variant TET (less than that of the DP performance,), while the ambient conditions Pa Ta
are vary according to the conditions referred in Table 2.1 (This is actually part load
performance of the GT)

The selected engine has the best ηth for the maximum TET without cooling system.
2. 3. and 4. key points are same as scenario1

Having the above in mind the economic simulation procedure is as following:

1-Shaft GT, 2-Shaft GT
One GT package cost (generator, included) = € [same as in scenario 1]

GT package installation cost = € [scenario 1]
GT package maintenance cost = €/year [scenario 1]

Heat exchanger cost (installation cost, included) = € [scenario 1]
Heat exchanger maintenance cost = €/year [scenario 1]

District heating installation cost = € [scenario 1]

Absorption chiller cost (installation cost, included) = € [scenario 1]
Absorption chiller maintenance cost = €/year [scenario 1]

Cost of back up cooling
The electric compression refrigeration system capital cost -which has fix value-
including the installation cost can be calculated with the help of equation Electric
Compression Refrigeration System Capital Cost+Installation Cost = 0.5 * [kW] *
[€/kW] = €
where the factor  0.5 is due to the assumption that the back up cooling power is the 50%
of the maximum cooling demand power in kW, kW is the maximum value of cells of
column 2, (Table 4.13) and €/kW is the corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.4)
Operation cost = €/year [scenario 1]
Maintenance cost = €/year [scenario 1]
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We assume that the maintenance of the cooling system is taking place in December
(one week)

 NG mass flow per month = [scenario 1]
NG mass flow per year = [scenario 1]
Cost of NG per year = [scenario 1]

Cost of back up boilers (assume 50% of the maximum heating demand power in MW)
using light heating oil. Table 4.4: ρ =0.86kgr/lt, FCV=42.5MJ/kgr

Capital cost = € [scenario 1]
Installation cost = € [scenario 1]
Maintenance cost = €/year [scenario 1]

Cost of medium heating oil = €/year [scenario 1]

 Connection to the grid cost = € [scenario 1]

 Electricity cost = €/year [scenario 1]

 Electricity profit = €/year [[scenario 1]

 Greek government is offering financial support = € [scenario 1]

 CO2 emissions estimation penalty = €/year [scenario 1]

1-Shaft GT HE
The only difference is concerning the GT package cost, (+30%).

Scenario 3: Minimum electric capacity GT
In this scenario the GT has the power, of the minimum electric power between the months
of the year (minimum value of columns 3, -March- Table 4.13). Thus, the needed surplus
electric energy is supplied from the local national grid. This also means that if there is a
lack of heating energy, which is necessary for the proper operation of absorption chiller
system, will be covered with conventional air conditions. Finally, the possible lack of
heating power will be covered from the use of boilers. The block diagram of the technical
configuration is showed in Fig. 4.13.

In this mode the following points (key points) must be taken into consideration:
1. Selection of the GT power (choosing the TET, Rc and regulating the mass flow of the

engine at the DP performance) in such way to cover only the electric, power and energy
demand of the lowest energy demand month. The monthly operation is characterised by
constant TET (the same with the DP performance), while the ambient conditions Pa Ta
are vary according to the conditions referred in Table 2.1 (OD performance) The
selected engine has the best ηth for the maximum TET without cooling system.

2. 3. and  4. key points are same as scenario1

Having the above in mind the economic simulation procedure is as following:
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1-Shaft GT, 2-Shaft GT
One GT package cost -which has fix value- including the necessary generator, the

contribution devices, while the price of the gear box is assumed relatively negligible:
GT Package Cost = [kW] * [$/W] * 1000 / 1.23 = €

where MW is minimum of cells of column 3 (Table 4.13), $/kW is the corresponding price
of column (see APPENDIX C) and finally factor 1.23 is due to transformation from $
to €.

GT package installation cost = € [scenario 1]
GT package maintenance cost = €/year [scenario 1]

The heat exchanger cost -which has fix value- including the installation cost, is given by
the following equation:

Heat Exchanger Cost = [kW] * [€/kW] = €
where kW is the maximum capability of GT heat power production and €/kW is explained

in paragraph 4.2.3.
Heat exchanger maintenance cost = €/year [scenario 1]

The district heating installation cost -which has fix value- is given by the following
equation:
District Heating Installation Cost = [kW] * [€/kW] * ([kW]/120,000) = €

where kW is the capability of GT heat power production, €/kW is the corresponding price
(paragraph 4.2.5), kW is the maximum capability of GT heat power production and the
factor 120,000 is due to the relatively small system (paragraph 4.2.5).

The absorption chiller cost -which has fix value- including the installation cost is given by
the following equation:

Absorption Chiller Cost = [kW] * [1/(z+1)] * [€/kWc] = € (4-68)
where kW is the maximum capability of GT heat power production, factor 1/(z+1) is the

portion of GT exchaust heat going for cooling and €/kWc is the corresponding price
(paragraph 4.2.4).

The absorption chiller maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given by
the following equation:
Absorption Chiller Maint. Cost =0.8*Absorpt. chiller cost * 0.031= €/year

where factors 0.8 and 0.031 are explained in paragraphs 4.2.4 and 4.2.7 respectively.

Cost of back up cooling.
The electric compression refrigeration system capital cost including the installation cost
-which has fix value- is given by the following equation:
Electric Compression Refrigeration System Capital Cost + Installation Cost = [kW] *
[€/MW] = €
where kW is the maximum value of cells of column 2 (Table 4.13) and €/kW is the
corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.4)
The operation cost of electric compression refrigeration system is calculated as follows:
Operation cooling energy: COP = 4.5  We, c= {kWh * 30 - kW * [1/(z+1)] * ηΗΕ * 24 *
30} / 4.5  = kWh
where We, c is the electric energy supplied from the local grid for cooling and kWh
corresponds to the December-cell of column 2 (Table 4.14), kW is the capability of GT
heat power production and [1/(z+1)]  is the portion of GT exhaust heat, going for
cooling.
Operation cost in December = We, c * [€/kWh] = €/month
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where €/MW is the corresponding price (paragraph 4.2.9).

Operation cost = 
12

1
(€/month) = €/year

which varies accordingly to the inflation rate.

The maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given by the following
equation:

Maint. Cost=([Capital Cost]+[Installation Cost])*0.90*0.03=€/year
where factors 0.90 and 0.03 are discussed in paragraphs 4.2.4, 4.2.7. We assume that
the maintenance of the cooling system is taking place in December (last week)

The NG mass flow per month is given by
NG mass flow per month = fm * 60 * 60 * 24 * 30 = fmm kgr/month

where first factor 60 is for the conversion of seconds to minutes, second factor 60 is for
conversion of minutes to hours, factor 24 is for the conversion of hours to days, while
factor 30 corresponds to the number of days of the month, except from December
which is assumed to operate 23 days, due to shut down for annual service

Thus, the NG mass flow per year is

NG mass flow per year = fym = fm

12

1
m kgr/year

The cost of NG per year -which varies accordingly to the international oil prices- is
given by the equation:

Cost of NG per year = fym * 1.11 * 48.6 * 0.2778 * (2.39t+15.61) = €/year
where factors 1.11 and 48.6MJ/kgr is accordingly to paragraph 4.2.7, while the factor
0.2778 is due to transformation from MJ to kWh. Finally the factor (2.39t+15.61) is
equation (4-4).

The heating power of the GT is proved to produce not enough heat to cover the heating
demand in every month. (Cost of boilers using light heating oil <from Table 4.4: ρ
=0.86kgr/lt, FCV=42.5MJ/kgr>)
The capital cost -which has fix value- of boilers, is given by

Capital Cost of boilers = {kWa- kWb * [z/(z+1]} * €/kW=€ (5-95)
where kWa are the cells of column 4 plus 5 (Table 4.13), kWb is the capability of GT
heat power production, [z/(z+1)] is the portion of GT exhaust heat, going for heating
and €/MW is the price of boiler per MW (see paragraph 4.2.3)
The installation cost -which has fix value- is given by

Installation cost = Capital Cost * 0.10 = €
where factor 0.10 is explained in paragraph 4.2.3
Finally, the maintenance cost -which has fix value, for every year- is given
accordingly to paragraph 4.2.7:

Maintenance Cost = Capital cost * 0.02 = €/year
We assume that the maintenance of the heating system is taking place in December

Energy provided from the light heating oil is calculated as follow:
ηth, b = 0.8  Qf, b = {(kWh * 30) + (kW * 24 * 30)}/ ηHE = kWh/m per month.
where ηth, b is given in paragraph 4.2.3, kWh are the corresponding values of cells of
column 4 plus 5 (Table 4.14), kW is the GT production capability of heat energy and 30
is assumed the number of days of the month (23 for December).
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The mass of light diesel per month and per year are calculated as follow:
bfm,m = [(Qf, b * 3,600) / FCV ] = kgr/month

bfy,m = 
12

1
bfm,m = kgr/year

where FCV is taken from Table 4.4.

And so the cost of light diesel per year -which varies accordingly to the international
oil prices, can be estimated:

Cost of light diesel = (( bfy,m / 0.86 ) * (2.9t+42.1) / 159) * 1.8 = €/year
where 0.86 is the density ρ of the light diesel, (2.9t+42.1) is equation (4-1), while the
factor 159 is the capacity of barrel (paragraph 4.2.7) and 1.8 is due to relatively large
consumption (paragraph 4.2.7).

 Cost of electricity for the months April – October. (varies accordingly to the inflation

rate) = 
12

1

[kWh - kW* 24 X 30] X €/kWh= €/year

where kWh are cells of column 3, Table 4.14, kW is the electric power produced every
month from GT, 30 is the number of days of the month -December 23-.
Connection to the grid cost = kW* €/kWe = € (fix)
where kW is the maximum difference between the monthly GT power production and
the corresponding cell of column 3, Table 4.13, because that is the maximum power
difference that might be sold to the local grid and €/kWe is the corresponding price
(paragraph 4.2.6).

 Greek government is offering financial support -which has fix value- is given by the
following equation:

Greek Government Financial Support = 0.4 * (GT package cost + GT package installation
cost + Heat exchanger cost + District heating installation cost + Absorption chiller cost
+ Compression refrigeration system cost + Capital cost of boilers + Installation cost of
boilers) = €

where factor 0.4 is explained in paragraph 4.2.10

 CO2 emissions estimation and penalty
The energy per year supplied from national grid (PPC) is calculated as follow:

Energy per year =
12

1

[ kWh - kW* 24 * 30]  =  kWh/year

where kWh are the cells of column 3 (Table 4.14), kW electric power produced every
month from GT and 30 is assumed the number of days of the month.

The hotel is connected with the interconnected national grid (continental) of Greece.
Taking into account the data from Table A.5, it can be estimated how many kWh/year
are produced from the available kinds of power plants, assuming that analogical
distribution of the total electric energy per year:
Lignite: kWh/year * 0.674 = kWh/year
Natural gas: kWh/year * 0.168 = kWh/year
Diesel (heavy heating oil): kWh/year * 0.056 = kWh/year
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Using the CO2 calculation method presented in paragraph 4.2.8, the mCO2 produced
from every type of power plant respectively, can be estimated:
(4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/year (Assuming ηLIG=0.3)
Assuming that lignite power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 10% then
the mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Li,pen = kgrCO2/year
Similarly (4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/year (Assuming
ηNG=0.55)
Assuming that NG power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 0% then the
mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,NG,pen =  kgrCO2/year
Finally, (4-6)  (4-7), (4-8) (Table 4.7)  mCO2 = kgrCO2/y (ηDIE=0.36, APPENDIX
B.2)
Assuming that diesel (heavy) power plants exceed the CO2 emission limit at about 7%
then the mass of CO2, which must be accounted for penalty, will be:
mCO2,Di,pen =  kgrCO2/year
Thus, CO2 emission cost paid by PPC = (mCO2,Li,pen + mCO2,NG,pen + mCO2,DiH,pen) *
€/1,000kgr <paragraph 4.2.8> = €/year (varies with the CO2 penalty price)

1-Shaft GT HE
The only difference is concerning the GT package cost, (+30%).

Scenario 4: Covering the thermal and cooling demand GT,
The useful thermal and cooling output of the GT, is equal to the 100% demand of thermal
and cooling load, at any instant of time. If the generated electricity is higher than the load,
surplus electricity is sold to the grid; if it is lower, supplementary electricity is produced by
the conventional power plant. The block diagram of the technical configuration is showed
in Fig. 5.14.

In this mode the following points (key points) must be taken into consideration:
1. selection of the GT power (choosing the TET, Rc and regulating the mass flow of the

engine at the DP performance) in such way to cover the heating and cooling power and
energy demand of the most demand month. The monthly operation is characterised by
constant TET (the same with the DP), while the ambient conditions Pa Ta are vary
according to the conditions referred in Table 2.8 (OD performance)

2., 3. 4. and 5. key points are same as scenario 2

Having the above in mind and observing the numbers of the Tables 4.13 and 4.14, it can be
seen that in the case of the Island the scenario 4 is actually the same with scenario 1. This is
because following the criteria of the scenario 4, when covering the heating and cooling
demand results in exactly covering of the lighting demand.
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4.6 Economic evaluation
4.6.1 Rhodes Island case
The basic characteristics of the different operational modes and the economic results of the
economic simulation are presented in Tables 4.15 and 4.16.

Table 4.15:  Summary of the GT design point basic characteristics of the different
operational modes for Rhodes Island

MODE 1-Shaft simple cycle 2-Shaft simple cycle 1-Shaft cycle with HE
Scenario 1
TET (K) - - -

RC - - -
m (kgr/sec) - - -

UWDP (MW) - - -
ηDP (%) - - -

ηTOTAL,AVER (%) (1) - - -
Scenario 2
TET (K) 1,300 1,300 1,300

RC 20 25 16.3
m (kgr/sec) 139.6 157.5 2 .131,4

UWDP (MW) 2 .34.7 2 .37 2 .33.9
ηDP (%) 33.04 33.57 33.02

ηTOTAL,AVER (%) 71.88 72.76 75.94
Scenario 3
TET (K) 1,300 1,300 1,300

RC 20 25 16.3
m (kgr/sec) 2 .78,5 2 .82,7 2 .73

UWDP (MW) 2 .19,5 2 .19,4 2 .18,7
ηDP (%) 33.04 33.57 33.02

ηTOTAL,AVER (%) 73.69 73.25 72.49
Scenario 4
TET (K) - - -

RC - - -
m (kgr/sec) - - -

UWDP (MW) - - -
ηDP (%) - - -

ηTOTAL,AVER (%) - - -
(1) Shows the net indicative average coefficient of performance of the 12 months of the year, taking into account
only the performance in producing power, heat and cooling. The profits from selling the excess of electricity to the
local grid and from reducing the CO2 emissions are not included.

Table 4.16:  Summary of the economic evaluation of the different operational modes for
Rhodes Island case

Net Present Value (NPV) x 103 €
MODE 1-Shaft simple cycle 2-Shaft simple cycle 1-Shaft cycle with HE

Conventional -1,078,135 - - -
Scenario 1(2) - - - -
Scenario 2 - -545,373 -570,428(1) -638,481
Scenario 3 - -593.621 -584,131 -602,008

Scenario 4(2) - - - -
(1) This value comes from a case where the assumptions of scenario 2 are not fulfilled totally. Actually, the TET is
not reduced as low as it should, due to the program code restriction of operating with choked turbines at any time.
(2) The reason that there is no data for the scenario 1 and 4 is explained in paragraph 5.5.2.

Fig. 4.15 shows the cost distribution of the conventional case. Similarly, Figs 4.16-4.21
show the cost distribution of the hypothetical modes. Notice that in these figures, there are
no positive percentages, due to the autonomous local grid of the island.
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The economic evaluation is based on a twenty-year hypothetical period of operation of the
CHCP plant.

In the conventional case it is observed that the dominant cost is the fuel cost. As it will be
obvious and from the following sensitivity analysis (Table 4.17) the electricity price
variations affect almost exclusively the operation cost of the conventional case.

The aim of this thesis is to optimise a CHCP system. Ιn order to achieve this, different
cases of a CHCP system were studied. The best case was revealed to be Scenario 2 using
1-shaft simple cycle, with an overall economic savings of 47%.

Sensitivity analysis of the best case
The sensitivity analysis (the results are shown in Table 4.18), is carried out independently
based on the following basic assumptions:
1. Match the national electricity price to the EU average price (paragraph 4.2.9)
2. 30% increase of the oil price and NG price (paragraph 4.2.9).
3. 30% decrease of the oil price and NG price (paragraph 4.2.9).
4. Double the CO2 penalty price (paragraph 4.2.9).
5. Simultaneous stand of the 1, 2 and 4 assumptions.
6. Simultaneous stand of the 1, 3 and 4 assumptions

Table 4.18: Sensitivity analysis results of the best island case
Assumption 1 2 3 4 5 6

Conventional.
NPV (x 103 €) -1,176,811 -1,099,987 -1,056,282 -1,090,076 -1,210,605 -1,166,899

Scenario 2
1-shaft simple

cycle
-550,170 -689,657 -401,090 -545.605 -694,686 -406,119

The economic analysis leads to some important conclusions:
 The results show that all the investment options were profitable compared with the

conventional case. (Table 4.17)
 Due to the restriction of operating with the turbine unchoked uncertainty results

concerning which configuration is the best of scenario 2. As has been said in the airport
case (paragrph 4.7.1), we would expect the 2-shaft case to be more profitable. By
comparing the NPVs of scenario 3, we would expect the corresponding values of the
two configurations of scenario 2 to be very close.

 The cases of scenario 3 are not so competitive, mainly due to the lack of profit coming
from the exports of electricity to the local grid.

 The fuel price is the dominant cost-effective factor. The price of NG is generally
follows the fluctuations of crude oil. Thus, these variations similarly affect the NPV of
conventional and the other cases.

 CO2 penalty, capital cost and O&M are not critical either for the conventional case, or
for the rest of the cases
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4.6.2 The Hotel case
The basic characteristics of the different operational modes and the economic results of the
economic simulation are presented in Tables 4.19 and 4.20.

Table 4.19:  Summary of the GT design point basic characteristics of the different
operational modes for the case of the Hotel

MODE 1-shaft simple cycle 2-shaft simple cycle 1-shaft cycle with HE
Scenario 1
TET (K) 1,300 1,300 1,300

RC 20 25 16.3
m (kgr/sec) 2.47 2.77 2.33

UWDP (MW) 0.6 0.7 0.6
ηDP (%) 33.04 33.57 33.02

ηTOTAL,AVER (%) (1) 71.03 70.68 69.69
Scenario 2
TET (K) 1,300 1,300 1,300

RC 20 25 16.3
m (kgr/sec) 2.47 2.77 2.33

UWDP (MW) 0.6 0.7 0.6
ηDP (%) 33.04 33.57 33.02

ηTOTAL,AVER (%) 66.83 69.78 76.97
Scenario 3
TET (K) 1,300 1,300 1,300

RC 20 25 16.3
m (kgr/sec) 0.25 0.26 0.24

UWDP (MW) 0.1 0.1 0.1
ηDP (%) 33.04 33.57 33.02

ηTOTAL,AVER (%) 71.03 70.68 69.69
Scenario 4
TET (K) - - -

RC - - -
m (kgr/sec) - - -

UWDP (MW) - - -
ηDP (%) - - -

ηTOTAL,AVER (%) - - -
(1) Showsthe net indicative average coefficient of performance of the 12 months of the year, taking into account
only the performance in producing power, heat and cooling. The profits from selling the excess of electricity to the
local grid and from reducing the CO2 emissions are not included.

Table 4.20:  Summary of the economic evaluation of the different operational modes for the
case of the Hotel

Net Present Value (NPV) x 103 €
MODE 1-shaft simple cycle 2-shaft simple cycle 1-shaft cycle with HE

Conventional -3,574 - - -
Scenario 1 - -5,457 -4,905 -5,580
Scenario 2 - -5,378 -5,079(1) -5,859
Scenario 3 - -2,877 -2,828 -2,904

Scenario 4(2) - - - -
(1) This value comes from a case where the assumptions of scenario 2 are not fulfilled totally. Actually, the TET is
not reduced as low as it should, due to the program code restriction of operating with choked turbines at any time.
(2) The reason that there is no data for the scenario 4 is explained in paragraph 4.6.2.

Fig. 4.22 shows the cost distribution of the conventional case. Similarly, Figs 4.23-4.32
show the cost distribution of the hypothetical modes.
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Notice that in some of these figures, there are positive percentages. They show the relative
individual profit (electricity or CO2 profit) in percentage, which we gain in accordance with
the sum of the negative costs (capital+fuel+O&M).

The economic evaluation is based on a twenty-year hypothetical period of operation of the
CHCP plant.

In the conventional case it is observed that the main costs are firstly the electricity (58,7%)
and secondly the CO2 penalty (33,9%). As is made obvious from the following sensitivity
analysis (Table 5.25) the electricity price and the CO2 penalty variations considerably
affect the operation cost of the conventional case.

The aim of this thesis is to optimise a CHCP system. Ιn order to achieve this, different
cases of a CHCP system were studied. The best case was revealed to be Scenario 3 using
2-shaft simple cycle, with an overall economic savings of 20.8%.

Sensitivity analysis of the best case
The sensitivity analysis (the results are shown in Table 4.21), is carried out independently
based on the following basic assumptions:
1. Match the national electricity price to the EU average price (paragraph 4.2.9) and

relatively equal matching of the electricity-selling price of the excess of electricity to
the local grid.

2. 30% increase of the oil price and NG price (paragraph 4.2.9).
3. 30% decrease of the oil price and NG price (paragraph 4.2.9).
4. Double the CO2 penalty price (paragraph 4.2.9).
5. Simultaneous stand of the 1, 2 and 4 assumptions.
6. Simultaneous stand of the 1, 3 and 4 assumptions

Table 4.21: Sensitivity analysis results of the best hotel case
Assumption 1 2 3 4 5 6

Conventional.
NPV (x 103 €) -5,422 -3,357 -3,352 -4,467 -6,537 -6,532

Scenario 3
2 shafts simple

cycle
-4,234 -3,165 -2,490 -3,052 -4,795 -4,120

The economic analysis leads to some important conclusions:
 The results shown that all the investment options were profitable compared with the

conventional case. (Table 4.20)
 It is observed that in all three scenarios, the profitable order of engine configurations

(namely, 1-shaft simple cycle, 2-shaft simple cycle and 1-shaft simple cycle with HE) is
sustained. This can be explained by the superiority of the 2-shaft engine in terms of off
design performance and especially by the increased UWod, and Qoutod (resulting from
the increased exhaust mass flow, which outweighs the slightly increased of EGT of 1-
shaft GT). As far the 1-shaft GT with HE concerned the poor Qoutod is the dominant
reason for the less efficient overall operation of the trigeneration plant

 The cases of scenario 3 are far the more competitive, mainly due to the lack of
electricity excess. The electricity price at which the state buys the excess of electricity
seems to be satisfactory. But the electric energy to be export is not capable of giving
enough profit, to justify the operation of a large GT.
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 The electricity price is critical for all the cases and especially the conventional case as
already mentioned. This is due to the large consumption of electricity for cooling for
air-conditioning purposes.

 The fuel price is the dominant cost-effective factor. The price of NG is generally
follows the fluctuations of crude oil. Thus, these variations of them similarly affect the
NPV of conventional and the others cases.

 CO2 penalty is critical for the conventional case, while for the rest of the cases it is
relatively low.

 Capital cost and O&M in modes seem to have an appreciable effect on the overall
performance.

4.6.3 General remarks of the two cases
Observing columns 2 and 3, referring to the 1-shaft and 2-shaft GTs, in Tables 4.17, 4.20
and 4.23 it can be seen that same of the basic characteristics (such as Rc, m , UWDP ηDP) are
considerably different. To explain this difference it must underlined that these particular
design point characteristics of the two GT-types have been chosen having in mind not only
the best design point but also the off deign performance. Two engines perform differently
at off design point conditions and this is the reason for different choose of design point
characteristics.

Concluding it can be seen from paragraphs 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, that the suggested from this
thesis tri-generation technology is more economic favourable than the conventional
technology, at least when some particular scenarios are followed. (Table 4.22)

Table 4.22: Overall economic evaluation results of the different operational modes for the
two cases

Net Present Value (NPV) x 103 € for Rhodes Island Case
MODE 1-Shaft simple cycle 2-Shaft simple cycle 1-Shaft cycle with HE

Conventional -1,078,135 - - -
Scenario 1(2) - - - -
Scenario 2 - -545,373 -570,428 -638,481
Scenario 3 - -593.621 -584,131 -602,008
Scenario 4 - - - -

Net Present Value (NPV) x 103 € for the Hotel Case
MODE 1-shaft simple cycle 2-shaft simple cycle 1-shaft cycle with HE

Conventional -3,574 - - -
Scenario 1 - -5,457 -4,905 -5,580
Scenario 2 - -5,378 -5,079 -5,859
Scenario 3 - -2,877 -2,828 -2,904
Scenario 4 - - - -
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5. DISCUSSION - CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Overview of thesis procedure
In this thesis an evaluation tool of specified trigeneration systems under certain simplifying
assumptions have been presented. An effort has been made to solve a difficult problem: to
determine which is the best trigeneration technology and system design for a particular
application and which is the best operation mode at any moment in time. Emphasis have
been given this determination of the best trigeneration to take into account not only the
design point of the GT, but also the also the off design performance (variation of the
ambient condition or the load).

Before any consideration of trigeneration, potential changes in energy requirements must
be investigated. The selection of the optimum trigeneration system should be based on
criteria specified by the investor and user of the system, considering economic
performance, energy efficiency, uninterrupted operation or other performance measures.
The problem posed in the introductory paragraph can be stated more explicitly as a set of
decisions that have to be made regarding
 the type of trigeneration technology (gas turbine, combined cycle etc.)
 number of prime movers and nominal power of each one,
 heat recovery equipment,
 absorption cooling system,
 need of thermal or electric storage,
 interconnection with the grid (one-way, two-way, no connection at all),
 operation mode of the system (i.e. operating electrical and thermal power at any
moment).
Any decisions should also take into consideration legal and regulatory requirements, which
may impose limits on design and operation parameters such as noise level, emission of
pollutants and total operating efficiency.

The whole activity from the initial conception to the final design can be divided in three
stages:

Preliminary assessment: An energy audit of the site is performed in order to reach a first
assessment on whether or not the technical conditions are such that cogeneration could be
economically viable. Aspects, which are examined, include the following:
 Level and duration of electrical and thermal-cooling loads.
 Energy saving measures that could be implemented before trigeneration.
 Any plans for changes in processes, which would affect electrical and thermal- cooling
loads.
 Compatibility of thermal loads with the heat provided by available trigeneration
technologies.
 Availability of space for installing the trigeneration system.
 Ability to interconnect with the electrical and thermal-cooling system of the facility.
 Effect that cogeneration may have on the need to install and on the operation of other
equipment such as boilers, emergency generator and absorption chillers.
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Even though the aforementioned are referring to an existing facility, similar aspects are
also examined when a new facility (either building or industry) is under design. In fact in
such a case, the integration of the trigeneration system with the rest of the installation is
much easier and it has greater potential for improving the economic viability. In large
projects, a pre-feasibility study might be advisable for a better assessment at this stage.

Feasibility study and system selection: It is the crucial stage, which will determine whether
trigeneration is viable and which is the best system for the particular application. It includes
the following actions.
 Collection of data and drawing of load profiles for the various energy forms needed:
electricity, heat in the form of steam at various pressure and temperature levels, heat in the
form of hot water at various temperatures, cooling requirements, etc.
 Collection of information about electricity and fuel tariffs, as well as about legal and
regulatory issues.
 Selection of trigeneration technology that can provide the quality of heat (medium,
pressure, temperature) required. The power to heat ratio might be an additional criterion for
selection but not very strict, because it can be changed either by additional equipment (e.g.
augmented heat recovery, supplementary firing, thermal storage) or by a decision to cover
part of the electrical or thermal load.
 Selection of the number of units and of the capacity of each unit. From the point of view
of energy efficiency, the selection should be such that the cogenerated heat is used,
avoiding rejection to the environment.
 Selection of the operation mode and calculation of the energy and economic measures of
performance. Calculations can be repeated for various operation modes.
 Actions 3, 4 and 5 are repeated for other combinations of technology, number and
capacity of units, additional equipment and operation mode.
 The system with the best performance is selected. A single- or multi-criteria approach can
be followed.
 A study of the environmental, social and other effects of the selected system is
performed.
In cases where there is a strong phase shift between the electrical and thermal load, it is
useful to examine the technical and economic feasibility of thermal storage or (not so
common) electrical storage, in order to increase the utilization of cogenerated electricity
and heat.

The multitude of variations of system structure and operation mode makes an exhaustive
search very difficult, if at all possible, by conventional means. Computer program has been
developed by the author to aid the designer and are commercially available. They differ
from each other with respect to the range of applicability and depth of analysis

Detailed design: For the system selected in Stage II a detailed study follows. There may be
a need to collect more accurate and detailed information about load profiles and repeat
actions 4 and 5 of Stage II at a higher depth, in order to either verify or slightly modify the
main characteristics of the system. Detailed technical specifications of the main unit(s) are
recorded, including not only capacity, efficiency and controls, but also emissions, noise and
vibration levels. Specifications for other major components are also prepared.
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5.2 Gas turbine considerations
Recently much attention has been paid to the trigeneration (CHCP) system, due to its
inherent highly effective energy utilization, and various power-generating machines are
used as prime movers. The gas turbine has relatively lower efficiency, while it releases
large amounts of thermal energy by exhaust gas. For this reason, the gas turbine is suitable
for the topping cycle application in the trigeneration and combined cycle systems. There
have been many efforts to fully use the advantages of the gas turbine and make the
trigeneration system compact and efficient. There are also many high-performance gas
turbine engines which have been constructed with the prime purpose of application to
cogeneration and combined cycle power generation systems. The major advantages of GTs
are:
 High reliability which permits - long-term unattended operation.
 High grade heat available.
 Constant high speed enabling - close frequency control of electrical output.
 High power/weight ratio.
 No cooling water required.
 Relatively low investment cost per kWe electrical output.
 Wide fuel range capability (NG, LPG, diesel, naphtha, associated gas, biomass).
 Multi fuel capability.
 Low emissions.
On the other hand there are some disadvantages, which must be taken into consideration:
 Limited number of unit sizes within the output range.
 Lower thermal efficiency than reciprocating engines.
 If gas fired, requires high-pressure supply or in-house boosters.
 High noise levels (those of high frequency can be easily alternated).
 Poor efficiency at low loading (but they can operate continuously at low loads).
 Can operate on premium fuels but need to be cleaned of dried.
 The performance of a gas turbine engine is greatly affected by the component

performance and the efficiency decrease sharply at off-design conditions, especially at
part load.

 May need long overhaul periods.

For power generation purposes, two fundamental engine configurations are most
commonly used. These are the 1-shaft engines and the 2-shaft ones. These two engine types
demonstrate different performance characteristics in terms of electricity generation
production.

In the 1-shaft configuration case, the engine rotates at the same speed as the load is varied.
Thus, the transient performance of such an engine in terms of electrical frequency stability
(produced by, the directly connected generator) is considered to be good.

Two-shaft engines respond differently to a load variation. In this case, the requirement to
increase or decrease power is satisfied by the variation of the hot gas flow to the power
turbine. For instance, increasing the demanded power output in such an engine, results in
increased production of hot gas at higher pressures. This is achieved by increasing the
speed of the gas generator. Fuel flow is also increased in accordance with the higher speed.
The whole process to be completed requires a finite time and thus the response of the two
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shaft engine in terms of load variation and produced electrical stability is not as good as the
single shaft one.

During part load operation though, the 2-shaft engine performs better than the single shaft
one in both efficiency and produced output torque due mainly to the independence of the
power turbine from the gas generator. The gas generator is able to operate at higher turbine
entry temperatures and rotate at higher speeds irrespective of the power turbine, which can
be set to supply the demanded outcome

For power generation purposes, two fundamental engine configurations are most
commonly used. These are the 1-shaft engines and the 2-shaft ones. These two engine types
demonstrate different performance characteristics in terms of electricity generation
production.

Also, the purpose of this study is to analyze the performance characteristics οf recuperated
gas turbines operating at part load conditions. Differences in part load performance, due to
various factors in design and operation, have been investigated. Maintaining high turbine
exhaust temperature (and thus, the recuperator inlet gas temperature) enhances the part load
efficiency considerably. Ιn particular, the variable speed operation of the single-shaft
configuration provides the most efficient part load operation. As the design turbine inlet
temperature increases, the relative part load efficiency - becomes higher. Α higher design
pressure ratio exhibits better part load efficiency characteristics

Gas turbine performance modeling forms a powerful tool, available to the gas turbine
engineer in order to validate any sort of developments related to the advance or
introduction of new technologies. Computer technology has made possible, the accurate
and fast solution of complex equations possible. This process may be repeat for all different
stages that an engine may follow. Such modeling activities are able to contribute greatly to
an engine development, at many different levels of generality or detail. In the gas turbine
engine concept, the importance of modeling is even greater, since the cost and availability
of test rigs and engines is considered to vary greatly. Engine modeling provides the means
on which certain predictions of an engine performance are made possible to be conducted,
and could form the basis on which development

5.3 Conclusions
Initially, a study was carried out concerning the energy demands of different actual cases.
The research includes sourcing, collecting, classification and evaluation of the available
information. The main outputs stemming from this research are power, cooling and heating
loads.   The data were multiplied by a factor of 1.2 in order to include the worst-case
situation. The case studies are chosen from different locations with different climatic and
geographic characteristics. The cases covered a wide range of economic life and the
resulting data specifies the energy needs which the purposed tri-generation power plant
needed to cover.
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The case studies, which were chosen were:
1. Rhodes island
2. Hotel in Northern Greece

The second part dealt with the prime mover (namely the Gas Turbine, GT) modelling and
simulation.  The technical part of the assessment included the Design Point (DP) and Off
Design (OD) analysis of the GT. The second part is also includes the simulation of the
absorption cooling system alone and/or in co-operation with the prime mover. The
simulation was based upon the premise that the original prime mover is replaceable. Ιn the
analysis of the absorption cooling reasonable assumptions for thermodynamic and
geometric conditions were employed to simulate the real absorption cooling system. The
simulation showed that with the particular assumption the COP was 0.64, which is the
average value that the major manufactures give for similar systems.[73], [74],[75]

Finally, an evaluation methodology of tri-generation plants, was introduced, taking into
account, both technical facts and economic data -based on certain cases from Greek reality-
helping the potential users to decide whether it is profitable to use such technology or not.
The economic analysis included the basic economic facts such as initial cost, handling and
operational cost (fuel prices, maintenance etc), using methodology based on Net Present
Value (NPV).

Three case studies were evaluated, using four different scenarios:
1. Complete coverage of the electrical, thermal and cooling loads at any instant of time.

The possible excess in electric power supplies the national local grid.
2. Similar to the previous scenario, but the system is always working to exactly cover all

its needed power at any time. The distribution of the power demand is such (cooling
power is relatively higher than heating and electric), that when the cooling power is
covered, then there is an excess of electric energy to export to the local national grid.

3. The GT at the design point has the power equal to that month which has the minimum
electric power between the months of the year. Thus, the needed surplus electric energy
is supplied from the local national grid. This also means that if there is a lack of heating
energy, which is necessary for the proper operation of an absorption chiller system, it
will be covered by conventional air conditioners. Finally, the possible lack of heating
power will be covered by the use of boilers.

4. The useful thermal and cooling output of the GT, is equal to the demand of thermal and
cooling load, at any instant of time. If the generated electricity is higher than the load,
surplus electricity is sold to the grid; if it is lower, supplementary electricity is
purchased from the local national grid.

and three GT configurations:

1. 1-shaft GT
2. 2-shaft GT
3. 1-shaft GT with heat exchanger

The results of this analysis were that all of the suggested modes were economically
profitable despite the relatively low electricity price in Greece (due to the utilization in of
cheap lignite as raw material in the power plants -65%-). Particularly the most profitable
combination scenarios and configurations were:
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1. Rhodes Island. Scenario 2 using 1-shaft simple cycle, (saving of 47%).
2. Hotel in northern Greece. Scenario 3 using 2-shaft simple cycle, (saving of 20.8%).

A sensitivity analysis was also carried out concerning: national electricity price, purchase
electricity price, oil price, NG price, and CO2 penalty price.

The overall performance of the various trigeneration plant configurations was compared
and the following results have been obtained.
 Νο significant difference in part load thermal efficiency is observed between 1 and 2-

shaft engines.
 The 2-shaft system offers larger heat recovery than a 1-shaft system at part load. Ιn the

1-shaft system, power reduction accompanies a continuous decrease in total
trigeneration efficiency.

 The superiority of the 2-shaft engine can be found in the application of trigeneration
systems rather than in the gas turbine system alone.

In general, the heat-match mode results in the highest fuel utilization rate (fuel energy
savings ratio) and perhaps provides the best economic performance for cogeneration in the
industrial and building sectors. In the utility sector, the mode of operation depends on the
total network load, the availability of power plants and the commitments of the utility with
its customers regarding supply of electricity and heat.

However, applying general rules is not the most prudent approach in trigeneration. A
number of factors must be considered:
 There is a variety of trigeneration systems (type of the technology, size, configuration).
 The design of a trigeneration system can be tailored to the needs of the user;
 The design of a trigeneration system affects the possible modes of operation, and vice

versa.
 The technical and economic parameters may change with the day and time during the

operation of the system.
All these aspects make it necessary to reach decisions not by rules of thump only, but by
systematic optimisation procedures, based on mathematical programming, for both the
design and operation of the system.

For each particular site, energy and economic performance measures are calculated for
various configurations of cogeneration systems (number of units, capacity of each unit,
heat recovery equipment, etc.). For each configuration, the calculations can be repeated
with various models of operation, as well as with various assumptions on the values of
technical and economic parameters, in particular those subject to an uncertainty. Based on
the results, decisions can be reached on which of the examined systems is the most
appropriate for the particular application.

For the operation of trigeneration systems, in particular, microprocessor-based control
systems are available. They can provide the capability to operate in a base load mode, to
track either electrical or thermal loads, or to operate in an economic dispatch mode (mixed-
match mode). In the latter mode, the microprocessor can be used to monitor trigeneration
system performance; specificaly:
the system efficiency and the amount of useful heat available,
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the electrical and thermal requirements of the user, the amount of excess electricity which
has to be exported to the grid, and the amount of heat that must be rejected to the
environment;

the cost of purchased electricity and the value of electricity sales, as they may vary with the
time of the day, the day of the week, or season.

Using the aforementioned data, the microprocessor can determine which operating mode is
the most economical or even whether the unit should be shut down. Moreover, by
monitoring operational parameters such as efficiency, operating hours, exhaust gas
temperature, coolant water temperatures, the microprocessor can help in maintenance
scheduling. If the system is unattended, the microprocessor can be linked by a telephone
line with a remote monitoring center, where the computer analysis of the data may notify
the skilled staff about an impending need for scheduled or unscheduled maintenance.
Furthermore, as part of a data acquisition system, the microprocessor can produce reports
of the systems technical and economic performance.

5.4 Trigeneration potential and future prospects
The construction and operation of cogeneration systems may affect the national economy
in several ways either direct or indirect (creation of new job positions, increased production
of goods and services, etc.).

The EU Council of Ministers agreed on the directive to liberalise the electricity market at
the end of 1996, after six years of negotiations. The directive obliged a market opening of
at least 25% of the European Eelectricity market by 19 February 1999. This was to be
progressively increased to 28% by 2002 and 33% by 2005.

This directive to liberalise the gas market was agreed about one and a half-years later than
the electricity directive. The liberalisation process has been similar: Member states had to
liberalise their gas market gradually and partially. The deadline for the first step was 10
August 2000. As with the Electricity Directive, the tendency was to liberalise faster and
further than what the Directive required.

As far as the environmental protection is concerned, the most important issue at the
moment is climate change. The contribution of the electricity industry to greenhouse gas
emissions is enormous, and it is easier to regulate than the transport and the building sector
-the other two large contributors.

In December 1997, within the framework of the climate change negotiations in Kyoto, the
ΕU committed itself to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 8% for the period between
2008-2010 in relation to its 1990 levels. This commitment wass then distributed with
different targets among the ΕU member states. Cogeneration has been widely recognised -
both at ΕU and member state level- as a technology that can make a major contribution to
achieving these targets.

Very briefly, ΕU policy documents recognising the importance of cogeneration to achieve
the climate change commitments and defining possible instruments to promote the
technology at the ΕU level. When the EU Energy Strategy was issued in 1997, the share of
electricity produced from cogeneration in the ΕU was about 19%. The Strategy sets a target
of achieving 18% by 2010. Fig. 5.1 shows the percentage of electricity produced from
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cogeneration in the ΕU in 1999. As already described, the share of electricity produced
from cogeneration ίο the ΕU is around 10%. The European Commission has established a
target to achieve a share of 18% by 2010. COGEN Europe estimates that this potential is in
fact at least 30%. In fact, three countries have already achieved a higher share. However, in
the current situation of market stagnation due to the liberalisation process and the
uncertainties arising from it, even the 18% target is unlikely to be achieved. It is very
important that both the ΕU and the member states establish clear policies and actions aimed
at achieving these targets if the climate change commitments are to be met.

Fig. 5.1: Cogeneration as share of national power production in EU countries (1999)[80]

Αs already pointed out, it is universally recognised that cogeneration is one of the most
important -techniques for more efficient use of fuels, savings in natural and economical
resources, and protection of the environment. Attempts have been made in many countries
to remove the barriers and promote cogeneration. Various incentives have been used, such
as relatively high prices for excess electricity sold to the grid and grants on investments.
Other measures have included dissemination of relavent information, energy auditing and
analysis of data, support of research and development, etc.

Most of these measures were designed at a time when most of the barriers to the
development of cogeneration derived from the existence of monopolistic electricity and gas
markets. The most frequently mentioned barriers to cogeneration in the EU when the
markets were not liberalised were:
 low price paid for the surplus of electricity to the grid,
 high fees for top-up and back-up supplies, .
 lack of freedom to ‘wheel’ (third party access) or, when allowed, too expensive to

consider;
 predatory pricing against possible competition.
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 technical barriers.  Cogeneration schemes need to fulfill certain technical and safety
requirements for proper operation.  Sometimes the procedures take too long and are not
transparent enough.

These barriers should be lifted in a truly liberalised market.

However, at this moment are in a transition a situation due to the liberalisation of the
electricity and the gas markets. The process has major consequences both in terms of
barriers to cogeneration and promotional actions. The liberalisation process is far from
being completed and therefore the best word to describe the current market situation is
uncertainty, which has hindering effect in terms of ι investment. Further, the first effect of
electricity liberalisation in many countries has been a sharp decline in electricity prices,
sometimes below production costs. This is not sustainable in the long term and so
electricity prices are starting to increase again. Liberalisation should, in principle, haνe
beneficial effects for cogeneration development, but only if environmental costs are fully
included in energy prices. There is hope however, and many governments acknowledge the
need to continue promoting cogeneration in a liberalised market, in recognition to its
environmental benefits.

5.5 Future Work
The potential for further work in this field of study is considerable. The future work should
be focus on two important guidelines: accuracy and improved complexity

Thus, future work could involve various aspects concerning:
 Collection of greater detail and accurate data from the potentials sources. (Creation of

detailed energy records for the last 2-4 years would be very useful).
 Conduction of the entire plant simulation using different fuels (especially biomass)
 Consideration of potential emissions penalties (NOx), other than CO2.
 Application of “shadow” price to trigeneration projects.
 Optimization of trigeneration systems, using linear programming methods.
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APPENDIX A:
The Greek electric energy production system and market

A.1 General
Extent of Greece: 131,957km2. Population: 10,538,086 (1999). Residents per km2: 79.9.
In the Table A.1 a summary of energy balance of Greece is presented.

Table A.1: Greece: summary energy balance [8]
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The following diagram (Fig.A.2), presents the structure of Greek market of electric energy,
as it was shaped afterwards the application of law 2773/1999 of the release of market of
electric energy:

The Operational Units of Transport and Distribution are compelled to transport and to
distribute respectively electric current on behalf of the Public Power Company, PPC other
and the rests of independent producers and suppliers.

Fig.A.1: Structure of the electric energy market in Greece [2]

The PPC is the bigger company of production, the unique company that has in the property
her system of transmission and distribution of electric energy and, on the present, the
unique company of distribution of electric energy in Greece, which, 31 December 2002,
provided electric energy in 6.7 millions customers. At the duration of year 2002 the
Company produced roughly the 97% from the 50,572GWh of electric energy that were
produced in Greece.

She is the bigger industrial enterprise in Greece as for the constant energetic elements. The
first annual use that expired on 31 December 2002 it presented total sales of height of e
6,497 million and functional result of height of e 2,093 million (pre dumping, with base the
Greek accountant models). The 31 December 2002 the Company had total installed force
11,739MW. Table A.2 presents certain elements with regard to the functional activity of
Company at the last three-year period:

Table A.2: Operation data for the years 2000, 2001, 2002 [4]
31 DECEMBER 2000 2001 2002

Installed Load (MW) 11,121 11,158 11,739
Net Electricity Production (GWh) (1) 48,483 48,054 48,902

Electricity sales (TWh) (2) 42.9 44.5 46.6
Number of Customers at the end of the year (in millions) 6.5 6.6 6.7

(1) The clean production of electric energy counterbalances with the total production of electric energy minus the
internal consumption of electric energy that is owed in the process of production.
(2) Including the sales in the mines of PUBLIC POWER COMPANY and in customers in the abroad.

The Public Power Company is the main Greek energy manager. The Greece's ever-rising
demand for electricity, in the year 2001, raised 4,237kWh per capita from if average of
88kWh per capita in 1950. (Table A.3, A.4, Figs A.2-A.7). In July 2002, moreover, peak
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load rose to 8,924MW - the largest increase ever recorded since the beginning of the
company.

Table A.3: Increase in energy demand (2001 in comparison to 2000) [5]
Εlectricity consumption + 3.6%

Peak load
8,600 MW (July 2001

In July 2002 there was an increase by 3.8% in
comparison to July 2001)

Per capita consumption + 2.3%
Customers + 105,000

Table A.4: Changes in the operation data of PPC for the coverage of the aforementioned
needs (2001 in comparison to 2000) [5]

Availability of thermal stations for 2001 87%
Availability of hydroelectric stations for 2001 97%

Lignite production + 4.5%
Transmissions lines + 350km

Distribution network +6,240km

Fig.A.2:
Installed capacity (MW) [3]

Fig.A.3:
Sales of electricity (GWh) [3]
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Fig.A.4: Annual percentage of
increase in E.U. energy

consumption, by country [3]

Fig.A.5: Yearly per
capita consumption
in kWh [4]

Fig.A.6: Electricity
consumption per

capita by country
(MWh)[4]
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Fig.A.7: Comparison
of E.U. Domestic
electricity prices [4]

The demand and the production of electric current differ per regions of Greece. In
continental Greece, the biggest productive power he is assembled in the northern part of
country, where the majority of the lignite mines is. On the islands, the production of electric
energy depends from the distance of islands from continental Greece, as well as from the
possibility of connection of the islands with the continental transmission system. The
islands of Ionian, as also and certain islands of Aegean, are connected with the system of
transport of electric energy of continental Greece and with this system constitute the
"interconnected system". The remainder islands are served by autonomous stations of
production of electric energy, which function mainly with oil and wind energy. The islands
this are reported as "not interconnected islands". Most stations of production in the not
interconnected islands of are small size, according to the population that they serve. The
stations of production of Crete and Rhodes are considered big stations.

A.2 Production of Electric Energy
On 31 December 2002, in the interconnected system and in the islands Crete and Rhodes
functioned seven lignite stations of production, four petrol stations of production and two
petrol units in the station of production that is found in Lavrio, a station of natural gas in
Keratsini, one unit of Combined Circle of Natural Gas in Komotini (beginning of operation
in 2002) and two in Lavrio, as well as 24 hydroelectric power stations

Besides, in the rests not interconnected islands are functioning 33 autonomous
thermoelectric power stations in total, 21 wind parks and 5 solar (panel) stations. The total
installed capacity of stations is 11.739MW. From the total of installed capacity, the
10.354MW constitute the capacity of stations connected in the interconnected system,
which it supplies electric energy in continental Greece and certain near islands, connected
between themselves or with the interconnected system via submarine cables. The systems
of production of Crete and Rhodes have installed capacity 590MW and 206MW
respectively. The total installed capacity of rests of not linked islands is 589MW. In Fig.A.8
is impressed the geographic distribution of stations of production.
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Fig.A.8: Geographical distribution of power stations [5]

In Table A.5 are mentioned the installed capacity in MW with base the primary source of
energy (use of fuel) for three-year period 2000-2002, as well as the total net production in
GWh for the same period.

All the lignite stations are located close the mines of Company so that is decreased the cost
of transport of lignite, the bigger quantity of which is transported on conveyor belts. The
Company realizes that the excavation of lignite from self-belonging mines is the most
important cost of this thermal source of energy production. Relative with oil as fuel, the
company "Greek Oils S.A." or "ELPE", that is controlled by the Greek State, is on the
present the unique supplier of oil, the prices of delivery of liquid fuels are format in weekly
base and are based on the mean of high prices of relative petroleum products at the duration
of previous week, as these they are published in the Platt's Oilgram Marketscan.

The PPC is the bigger purchaser of natural gas in Greece. It buys roughly the 75% of
quantity of gas that traffics in the company "Public Enterprise of Gas S.A", or "DEPA"
according to the convention of purchase of natural gas that was placed in force in 1994 and
expires 2016. Besides, the Company uses energy produced from hydroelectric power
stations in periods of peak of charge. Because the services of common utility that is
compelled the PPC to provide, as for example the supplies of water of irrigation, certain
from the hydroelectric power stations of Company they even function in periods not-peak.
The hydroelectric power stations need usually lower levels of maintenance and less
personnel than that the other stations of production
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Table A.5: The installed and the total net power production for the years
2000, 2001, 2002 [11]

INSTALLED CAPACITY (MW) TOTAL NET PRODUCTION (GWH)
31 December 2000 2001 2002 2000 2001 2002
Interconnected
System
Thermoelectrical
Power Plants
Lignite Power Plants 4.908 4.933 4.958 30.943 32.042 31.197
Oil power Plants 777 750 750 4.143 3.543 3.394
Natural Gas Power
Plants 1.100 1.100 1.581 5.572 5.814 6.725
Total
Thermoelectrical
Power Plants

6.785 6.783 7.289 40.658 41.399 41.316

Hydroelectric Power
Plants 3.060 3.060 3.060 4.055 2.666 3.381
Wind and other
Renewable Power
Plants

5 5 5 14 11 14

Total
Interconnected
System

9.850 9.848 10.354 44.727 44.076 44.711

Non-Interconnected
Islands
Thermoelectrical
Power Plants
Lignite Power Plants - - - - - -
Oil power Plants 1.238 1.277 1.352 3.678 3.886 4.122
Natural Gas Power
Plants - - - - - -
Total
Thermoelectrical
Power Plants

1.238 1.277 1.352 3.678 3.886 4.122

Hydroelectric Power
Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1
Wind and other
Renewable Power
Plants

32 32 32 77 91 68

Total Non-
Interconnected
Islands

1.271 1.310 1.385 3.756 3.978 4.191

Total Interconnected
System & Total Non-
Interconnected
Islands
Total
Thermoelectrical
Power Plants

8.023 8.060 8.641 44.336 45.283 45.438

Total Hydroelectric
Power Plants 3.061 3.061 3.061 4.056 2.667 3.382
Total Wind and other
Renewable Power
Plants

37 37 37 91 102 82

TOTAL 11.121 11.158 11.739 48.483 48.054 48.902
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Table A.6: Production percentages per fuel (2004)[10]
National Grid Lignite Natural gas Water Diesel Renewable
Interconnected 67.4% 16.8% 10.2% 5.6% 0.03%

Non-Interconnected 98.5% 1.5%

The Company has installed 157 wind generators, total installed force 37MW, with annual
production about 100,000MWh. Also, has installed 5 solar panel stations as well as crowd
of individual solar panel units in small and isolated islands. Her affiliated company "PPC
Renewable”, has installed with other company of production of electric energy from
renewable sources, two wind parks of total installed force 8.4MW, From February 2001, the
PPC submitted applications in the Ministry of Development and in the RAE for issuing of
authorizations of production for 25 wind parks, three geothermal stations and a solar
station. The total power of the above it amounts in the 380MW roughly. Up to today the
Company has received authorization of production for the creation of 1 wind parks of total
installed power 26MW and for the growth of geothermal force 8MW, Eight from the above
wind parks of total installed force 17MW as well as the growth of geothermal field, already
have been included in the Operational Program of Development. Also, her have been
engaged the rights of research and exploitation of three still geothermal fields with
recoverable geothermal 150MW. The timetable of growth of into account of fields will
depend main from the consent of local societies. (Fig.A.9, A.10)

Fig.A.9: Production percentage in the
interconnected system per type of fuel [9]

Fig.A.10: Production percentage in the non-
interconnected islands per type of fuel [9]

The below stations or units of production already have been manufactured or they are found
under manufacture and they are expected to be placed in commercial operation between
2003 and 2005:
 Station of production with fuel of lignite and installed capacity 330MW in Florina. The

commercial operation of station is expected in the first half-year period 2003, while his
operation it began from beginning May 2003.

 Hydroelectric power station with installed capacity 162MW in Mesohora. The
commercial operation of station is expected at 2005.

 Station of production constituted from two oil units total installed capacity 102MW, in
the Atherinolako, Lasithi. This station has been programmed is placed in commercial
operation the second half-year period 2004.

 Station of production with fuel the oil (with parallel faculty of combustion of natural
gas) in the Atherinolako, Lasithi, which will be constituted from two power plants total
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installed capacity 90-100MW. The above station is programmed to begin its operation in
2006.

 Two units of production of electric energy with fuel diesel of installed capacity 28MW
the every, are to install itself in the stations Chania and Linoperamoto. The commercial
operation of units in question is appreciated that it will begin in June 2003.

From the total cost of budget for the manufacture of above stations or units, roughly the
70% it had been spent until 31.12.2002.

In November 2002 the Company submitted application in the Energy Regulation Authority,
RAE for the manufacture of new unit of natural gas of combined circle in the station of
Lavrion of total installed capacity 400MW roughly. In case where the RAE approves the
application, the manufacture of unit in question will be completed in 28 months by the
signature of convention.

A.3 Transmission of Electric Energy
The Operational Unit of Transmission has in her property the electric system of
transmission of continental Greece by which is transmitted electric energy, via the lines
high voltage, in entire the country. The operation of system of transmission is under the
responsibility RAE.

The produced electric energy, by the stations of PPC or by independent producers and in the
case of imported current from the points of interconnection with neighboring electricity
systems, is transmitted in the big industrial consumers and in the network of distribution by
where it is then distributed in the continental country.

The vertebral column of linked system of transport they constitute the three lines of double
circuit of 400kV, that transmit electric energy, mainly from more important for our country
energy center of production of Western Macedonia. In this region, are produced roughly the
70% of total electric energy of country that is then transmitted in the big centers of
consumption Central and Southern Greece, where are consumed roughly the 65% of
current. The system of transmission allocates moreover lines of 400kV, also overhead,
underground lines and submarine cables of 150kV, as well as submarine cables 66kV that
connect the islands of Western Greece, with the interconnected system.

Moreover, the system of transmission is connected with neighboring electricity systems of
Albania, FYROM, and Bulgaria as well as with direct submarine cable of 400kV of
continuous current with the electric system of Italy.

In the Fig.A.11 are presented basic elements of network of transport 400kV. 31 December
2002 the linked system of transport included 10,330km of lines, as it appears in Table A.7.

In the dues 2002, the system of transmission included also 493 transformers and
autotransformers with total nominal power 36,845MVA. Today, the Operational Unit of
transmission executes the daily natural operation, the maintenance and the development of
interconnected system of transmission, according to the indications HTSO.
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Fig.A.11: Network of high-voltage transmission lines and international connections [5]

Table A.7: High voltage transmission lines (km)[4]
400 KV DC 400 KV 150 KV 66 KV Total

Overhead lines 2,272.17 105.95 7,761.19 39.05 10,178.36
Submarine lines - - 107.84 15.00 122.84

Underground lines - - 28.37 - 28.37
Total 2,272.17 105.95 7,897.40 54.05 10,329.57

The Electric System of Greece is characterized by big concentration of power plants in the
North (lignite production of region Ptolemaida, hydroelectric power stations) and big
concentration of consumption in the South (region of Capital). International
interconnections are found in the North and consequently that means more severe
unbalance, in any case of intense phenomenon of mass transmission of energy from North
to South. (Fig. A.12)

The transmission system can be separated in two sub systems. The main transmission
system constituted by network Hyper High Voltage (400kV) that has been drawn precisely
in order to it ensures the economic and sure mass transport in direction N-S. The network of
High Voltage (150kV, 66kV) can be considered as network hypo-transmission. It ensures
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the further transmission from the High Voltage Centers in the Low Voltage distribution
network.
Because of the form of Production-Transmission System is presented the phenomenon of
unfair division tendencies between N-S and consequently problems of increased losses and
need of support of voltage in the South. For the confrontation of precisely these problems
has been drawn with the above way System Production-Transmission. Firstly has been
developed capable production in the South, or with lignite units (Megalopolis), or with
petrol (Aliveri, Lavrio, Keratsini). At the same time the network of Transmission North-
South particularly has been strengthened (3 lines 400kV of double circuit). In this way, it
has been ensured, that for the present conditions and for the next decade, the losses are kept
in reasonable level and the support of tendency of System in the South is the adequate. (Fig.
A.13)

Fig.A.12: Electric energy flow 1996 (The region of Ptolemaida produces roughly the 62% of
annual energy, while the bigger part of this (roughly 37%) leads to the region of Attica). [5]
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A.4 Distribution of Electric Energy
The Operational Unit of Distribution is person in charge for the distribution of electric
energy in all the Greek territory, so much in the region of linked system what in the not
linked islands, supplying thus with electric current all the customers of PPC (includes
remaining the customers medium and high tendency). With the term "distribution" is meant
the transport of electric energy from the system of transport in the final consumer.

According to the N.2773/1999, the PPC as the unique distributor of electric energy in
Greece, on the present, apart from the obligation of distribution of electric energy in the
customers, is compelled to provide access in the network of distribution in all the holders of
authorizations of production and supply of electric energy, as well as in Selecting
Customers.

So that it provides the access in question in the network of distribution, the PPC has right to
debit the producers, their customers and the suppliers with an end of connection, which is
approved by the Minister of Growth, after consultation of RAE. Table A.8 presents the
network of distribution in Greece at the 31.12.2002:

Table A.8: Total distribution lines (Interconnected system and non interconnected islands
(km))[4]

150, 66KV 22, 20, 15, 6.6 KV 230-400 V TOTAL
Overhead lines 653 86,122 96,107 12,229
Submarine lines - 1,024 1 1,025

Underground lines 144 7,112 9,826 17,082
Total 797 94,258 105,934 200,989

Also, with date 31.12.2002 the network of distribution includes 130,924 transformers of
middle of so much total force 20,783MVA. In Table A.9 are presented the quantities of sold
electric energy, above category of customer in the linked system and the total of income
from the each category at uses 2000 until 2002.

Table A.9: Sales of Electric Energy in the Interconnected System[4]
1/1 – 31/12 2000 2001 2002

GWh Million € GWh Million € GWh Million €
Industrial
Sector
High
Voltage 6,585 235 6,719 232 7,028 244

Medium &
Low
Voltage

8,626 393 6,819 414 6,921 435

Commercial 8,726 775 9,462 866 10,023 953
Domestic 12,907 916 13,207 954 14,280 1,071
Agricultural 2,676 88 2,562 88 2,266 83
Others 1,859 141 1,953 150 1,99 161
TOTAL 39,379 2,547 40,715 2,703 42,516 2,947
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In the Table A.10 are presented the quantities of sold electric energy per category of
customer in the not linked islands and the total of income from the each category at uses
2000 until 2002.

Table A.10: Sales of Electric Energy in the non Interconnected System [4]
1/1 – 31/12 2000 2001 2002

GWh Million € GWh Million € GWh Million €
Industrial

Sector
High

Voltage - - - - - -

Medium &
Low

Voltage
255 18 275 21 288 21

Commercial 1,420 126 1,551 141 1,645 159
Domestic 1,300 97 1,339 103 1,495 120

Agricultural 234 12 218 9 218 8
Others 354 26 374 29 390 32

TOTAL 3,563 279 3,757 302 4,036 339

A.5 PPC's supply of lignite
PPC's lignite mines in Ptolemaida and Megalopolis provide the Greek economy with its
most important source of fuel for electrical generation -lignite- on which the electrification
of the country has depended since the founding of the Public Power Corporation. Lignite is
found in great abundance in Greece's subsoil in terms of ignite production, our country is
second in the European Union and sixth worldwide. On the basis of Greece's total deposits
and anticipated future rate of consumption, it is estimated that the domestic supply of ignite
is enough to last for more than 50 years.

Up to date, a total of 1.2 billion tons of lignite have already been mined, while exploitable
reserves total approximately 3.5 billion tons. In 2001, a total of 66.2 million tons were
mined, a record since the beginning of the mines operation. Today, PPC's lignite power
stations comprise 44% of the country's total installed capacity and produce nearly 67% of
the country's electrical energy.

The utilization of lignite in generating electricity offers Greece enormous savings in foreign
currency reserves (approximately 1 billion dollars annually). Lignite is of strategic
importance for PPC, because of the Low cost of extraction; it guarantees a stable and easily
monitored price, and offers both stability and security in the availability of fuel supplies.

At the same time, the utilization of Lignite provides thousands of jobs throughout the Greek
countryside, where high rates of unemployment prevail. In all of these ways, Lignite has
contributed significantly to the growth of the Greek National Product. Table A.11 it
mentions the production of mines of Company at three-year period 2000-2002. (Fig. A.14)

Table A.11: Production per Lignite center (in million tons)[4]
2000 2001 2002

Lignite Center of West Macedonia 50.83 51.72 55.83
Lignite Center of Megalopoli 12.48 14.45 14.51
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Fig.A.14: Map of exploitable lignite deposits [5]

A.6 Environmental issues
The main activities of PPC, is excavation of lignite, production, transmission and
distribution of electric energy are regulated by a wide environmental legislative frame,
which includes laws and remaining lawful provisions what has been adopted in the Greek
legislation with the incorporation of Community Directives and corresponding international
agreements.

The environmental legislation that influences the operations of PPC concerns mainly in the
emissions of gases, in the pollution of aquatic resources, in the disposal of waste and in the
electromagnetic fields. The main by-products of production of electric energy from mining
fuels are the emissions of dioxide of sulfur (SO2), oxides of nitrogen (NOX), carbon dioxide
(CO2) and hovering particles as dust and ash.

A.7 Handling of the electric consumption peaks
The latest years is observed internationally an important increase of consumption of
electricity. This increase and particularly the increase of peaks of electricity demand have
taken worrying dimensions. The electric systems of countries with warm climate
(Mediterranean) face with difficulty the demand of electricity of heat summer days.

Objective of the following paragraphs is it presents and it analyzes the existing situation.
The problem of peaks in the demand of electricity is not faced only with increase of
installed force of stations of generation of electricity or with imports of electricity. Is
proposed a line of solutions, or rational use of energy or management of charge, which if
they are applied, they blunt considerably the problem.
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A.8 Analysis of existing situation
The problem of peaks of electric demand in Greece has emerged the last years. It is
common, in bigger or smaller degree, in all the countries of Mediterranean and the USA,
while it has begun to be observed even in Scandinavian countries.

For the comprehension of problem it is useful is examined the consumption of electricity in
the country. For reasons of brevity, will only be mentioned the elements which concern the
consumption of continental Greece and interconnected islands. The islands with
autonomous electric networks have, obviously the same and perhaps increased problems.

At the last 30 years is observed a continuous and linear increase of electric consumption
(Fig. A.15). The mean annual rate of increase of total consumption for the examined
interval is roughly 6.1%. It is obvious that the attendance of industry (High Voltage) in the
increase of consumption is very small. Also, it has been observed that a lot of big industrial
units control their consumption and use abundance of advanced systems of saving of
electric energy. The rate of increase of electric consumption is owed main in the
consumption of distribution, in users that is to say except the heavy industry.

Fig.A.15: Annual consumption of Electrical energy [6]

The increase in the consumption at the examined period is owed in the substantially
complete electrification of country, and the increase of biotic level. It has been observed
internationally, that the increase of energy consumption is proportional with the increase of
Gross National Income, something that is not in effect absolutely for Greece at the
examined interval. The increase of electric consumption of is bigger that of Gross National
Income.

The Fig. A.16, describes the increase of peaks of demand at time interval (1968-2000). The
rate of increase of peaks for the examined time interval is 6.25%, similar that is to say with
that of consumption. Examining the primary elements, it appears that the peaks afterwards
1992 were transported by the winter (end December) in the summertime (July or August).
The peaks in the high voltage (heavy industry) are checked and their behavior follows that
of consumption. On the contrary in the distribution the observed peaks at the last five-year
period are increased with rate of order the 8-9%, putting in danger the stability of electric
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system of country. The electric system it is not possible and economically acceptable, to
follow with facility such rate of increase in the demand of peak. The peaks are faced with
import in the system of all the units of PPC, as well as with imports from third countries.

Fig.A.16: Peaks of demand of electric energy [6]

The PPC’s measurements of consumption, allow the analysis of distribution in big teams of
consumers. This analysis appears in Fig.A.17.

Fig.A.17: Analysis of electric consumption (low and medium electric voltage)[6]

Examining the rate of increase of examined time interval, (accepting that the increase is
linear) results the Table A.12 for the various teams of consumers.

Table A.12: Percentage of different sectors [8]
Sector Tertiary Commercial Industrial Agricultural Public Total

Increase % 7.25 9.4 4 11.8 6.5 6.75

The annual increase the public and industrial sector is near in the mean and does not inspire
concern. The bigger rate of increase, which should be examined and is analyzed, is
observed in agricultural as well as in the commercial sector.
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The big increase of consumption of electricity in the agricultural production is owed in
following reasons. These reasons include the low infiltration of electricity at the beginning
of examined period (1968), the intensifying of production, the low price of electricity (50%
domestic or 30% of commercial) as well as the low infiltration of systems of control in the
agricultural cultures and mainly in the pumping.

The commercial sector requires particular attention because the high absolute price of
consumption but also the rate of increase at the last decade. The big commercial chains
have the technical infrastructure and are interested, in general lines, for the energy
consumption of their installations. The experience shows that the problem is located mainly
in small shops, where coexist unacceptable high levels of lighting with medium or bad
quality lightning systems, and air-conditioning systems in full operation with the entries of
shops remaining permanently open. The designers of such installations interest itself for the
attracting of customers, the presentation of products and usually ignore the parameter of
energy consumption.

The Fig. A.18 shows the daily peaks at the duration year (1997). The observed circles are
the weeks of time. As it is expected, the consumption during one week is smaller at the
Weekends and it is increased in the weekday days. It is obvious that the behavior of peaks is
almost constant at the duration of time, with the exception of the summer period. There is
observed an increase of order the 20%, which, for the examined year lasts roughly 8 weeks.

This increase implies, obviously, the effect of air conditioning in the consumption of
electricity. Analysis in hourly prices for 2 formal weeks of year they are attached in the end
of article.

Fig.A.18: July Daily Peaks – Continental network (Interlinked)[6]
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A.9 Air conditioning
The wide spread of air conditioning in Greece began afterwards the summertime 1988. The
Fig. A.19 gives the increase of sales of air-conditions at the five-year period 1991-1996, for
which exist official statistical data.

Fig.A.19: Sales of Air-conditions [6]

The increase of sales of central instruments is only about 20% at the five-year period - from
950 in 1180 item. On the contrary the increase of sales of small air-conditioners of is order
the 100% - from 68,000 in 138,000 items.

With base estimations, the distribution of the increase of installed capacity for air
conditioning in 1996 has as follows: (Table A.13)

Table A.13: The increase of installed capacity for air conditioning in 1996 [6]
Systems Installed capacity Percentage %
Central 46 15

Semi-central 70 22
Split 196 63
Τotal 310 100

The 2/3 of the capacity that installed in 1996 was in small units, while only the 1/3 was for
semi-central or central units. This relation has not changed in favor the central units up to
today.

A.10 Proposed solutions of rationalization of charges.
From the above, it results that exists an important problem of increase of consumption and
particularly her peaks. This increase does not appear to decrease itself in the direct future.
On the contrary it is expected to be accentuated front it begins to be blunted. The problem
of peaks is owed main (above 60%) in the increase of installed force of air-conditioning
instruments.

Next, will be presented certain solutions about what can be done to decrease the problem.
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A.10.1 Manufacture of new power plants
For the confrontation of increase of capacity (Fig. A.15), are required new electrical power
units of capacity about 500-600MW each year. The mean cost of such station (depending
on the technology) is about 100,000-150,000€. Examining the Fig. A.18, we observe that
this station will function about 2 months/year. The pay off time is expected to be six times
bigger in compare to a station which functions in annual base. It is expected exceeds the 25
years, interval which is equal or bigger than the time of life of instruments.

The manufacture of such stations with alone objective the confrontation of peaks, is
obviously economic disadvantageous.

A.10.2 Systems of control electrical motors (regulators of revolutions - inverters)
These systems are applied in electric engines with altered charge. The electric consumption
of engines follows the charge. The pay off time of such systems becomes in few years.
Their main applications are in
 Industry. The rate of infiltration in big units is very high; with result dynamic new

industries check almost the total of their engines.
 Agricultural sector. Particular accent should be given in pump units, where the level of

water horizon changes permanently and the consumption of pump will be supposed him
it follows.

 Building sector. These appliances find application mainly in parts of systems of air
conditioning and heating

In European Level, is feasible the reduction of consumption at 150TWh in the industry and
120TWh in the building sector.

A.10.3 Planning of buildings
The more important stage in the energy efficiency of building is his initial planning. The
erroneous planning is in many times not reversible and leads to over-consumption during
life of building. Initially accent should be given in the planning of structure.

Particular importance it is the proportion of openings/walls. In Table A.14 are given
indicative cooling loads for 1m2 of elements of nutshell in Southern and Western
orientation. The openings are all in metal frame. The Northern and Eastern orientation do
not add important loads in the time periods at which exists problem in the electric network.

Table A.14: Indicative cooling loads for 1m2 of elements of nutshell in Southern and
Western orientation [6]

Element of nutshell Southern Western
Isolated wall 8 12

Single panel window 311 700
Double panel window 265 677

Double panel window with reflection 160 354
Double panel window with internal shading 185 419
Double panel window with external shading 65 129

The above loads are indicative and it will be supposed they are examined mainly as for
qualitative characteristically. The biggest loads are presented in the Southern orientation in
period 11:00-13:00, while in the Westerner between 15:00- 17:00.
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Obviously the overwhelming majority of cooling loads from the nutshell of building
emanates from the openings (panels). The contribution of walls is very small. The double
panes offer very small reduction of loads compared with alone. The reflective panes offer
almost the same protection with the internal shading of double panes. As he is expected, the
exterior shading offers the optimal results.

The shading of buildings should be such that it allows the biggest possible reduction of
loads of refrigeration without it increases the loads of heating and the needs for artificial
lighting. The Table A.14 shows that the shading should be exterior and variable, so that it
allows the bigger possible infiltration of natural lighting in the building. A lot of buildings
and particular intended for professional use are based to a large extent on the artificial
lighting, which apart from direct electric consumption increases also the loads of air
conditioning, because the emitted heat from the lightings.

A.10.4 Air conditioning
It is obvious (Fig. A.18) that the bigger increase of peaks is owed in the systems of air
conditioning. The increase infiltration of these systems is inevitable. There are techniques
and technologies, which are essential to be applied immediately, in order to moderate the
negative effect of air conditioning in the electric system and in the energy consumption of
buildings.

A.10.5 Planning and use of efficient systems
The logic of energy planning of nutshell of building follows the planning of
electromechanical systems of most optimal energy efficiency. These systems will change
and transport energy with most optimal efficiency. Simultaneous electromechanical systems
of equipment, as lightings, machines of office, should be efficient so that they do not add
cooling charges.

The engineer air conditioning in Greece, but also more generally in the countries of
Mediterranean, is a relative new activity. The present situation is transient and leads to the
complete air conditioning of buildings. A lot of buildings do not have total confrontation of
subject of refrigeration (contrary to the heating which is central). The increasing needs for
refrigeration in existing buildings are faced with the placement of small divided units.
These units even if preferred by the users for various reasons, do not offer high degree of
comfort compared with central systems, while in favor they consume energy until 35%.
Their decreased initial cost of installation, concerning the central systems, she is lost in few
years of operation.

In level of country and European Union, have not been established publics acceptable
specifications in the cooling instruments, while they exist dark in the knowledge of
craftsmen that deals with the small systems. These problems will be untied progressively, as
it happened with the systems of central heating. Will be supposed however the involved
institutions to accelerate their solution. It is necessary while exist strategy in the
refrigeration of building (as it exists in the heating) and the study and concretization to
become from experienced personnel. The systems they are energy efficient.
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A.10.6 Tri-generation
The application of method is dated by the dues of 19th century. The cycle is based on the
production of refrigeration by heat (steam or direct combustion) with cooling means the
ammonia, or mix of lithium-Bromium etc. This refrigeration is produced autonomously or
as by-product of units of co-production. The existing systems nets with absorption, they are
currently bulky, with big initial cost. They have however minimal electric consumption and
particularly quiet operation. Become efforts for creation of small systems.

The energy consumption for air conditioning with the application of this method, it is
transported by the networks of electricity in the networks of liquids and gases of fuels. The
Natural Gas, NG, could constitute ideal fuel. The profits concern companies of electricity
generation, which see the peaks in load decreasing. In Attica was established finally tariff of
use Natural Gas for refrigeration, which is expected to be applied. Indicatively we will
report that in Japan of the 17% of air-conditioning systems of are absorption. The
infiltration of such systems is big where the suitable mix of energy billing policy exists.

Advantages of co-production
Successful installation leads to reduction of fuel consumption of order 25%. The total
efficiency of stations CHCP exits 85%. The reduction of atmospheric pollution is
proportional. Also, with the use of natural gas the emissions SO2, and soot are eliminated.

The reliability of energy distribution is increased. CHCP units which are linked with the
electric network, where it gives or takes electricity guarantees unhindered operation in level
of unit, in case of interruption of operation of station or electrification from the network. In
level of country, it decreases the need of installation of big stations of generation of
electricity and increases the stability of electric system of country. The co-production can
be achieved with use of renewable sources of energy (biomass) substituting conventional
fuels.

Technologies of co-production
The main part of installation CHCP is the machine, which produces heat and electricity.
The basic known technologies are:
1. Gas turbine (cycle Brayton). Known from his use in the planes. The air compressed up

to the booth of combustion and following is defused
2. Steam Turbine (cycle Rankine). It defuses steam of high enthalpy, and produces

mechanic work as well as steam of lower enthalpy
3. Combined circle. It is a combination of the above, with the use of recuperation boiler

between them.
4. Piston engine. (Cycle Diesel or Otto).
5. Fuel Cells. The principal of these machines is the production of heat and electricity

without combustion. With electrochemical activities in the fuel (mainly natural gas) are
split and by the chemical reactions are produced heat and electricity (under form of
ions).

Machines 1-4 produce electricity with generator coupled on their axis. Recuperation boilers,
with or without additional combustion, produce the heat. The refrigeration is produced with
the circle of absorption or adsorption.

Election of System
The first stage in the decision of installation of CHCP unit is the recording of energy
requirements. The choice of system will become after have been taken all the other
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measures saving of the energy. The fuels that were consumed at the previous years are
analytically recorded, hot water or steam that is used. Daily fluctuations they give the
possibility of exploitation of unit. Become forecasts for future consumes also uses.

Economic analysis
The economic analysis is the one that will give clue for whether the co-production is
acceptable and who technology will be applied.

The CHP (Fig. A.20) system will be connected with the electric network of country and it
will:
1. provide (will sell)  the electric energy excess
2. absorb (will buy) the necessary electric energy during the peak load. The cost of

installation is constituted from: The cost of the investment, is the sum of cost of basic
instruments of production of heat, cooling and electricity, installations of storage of fuel,
likely filters of cleaning of fumes combustion, working, building installations, pipes,
wirings, systems of control and finally the mechanical studies and supervisions.

Fig. A.20: Small CHP unit [6]

The cost of operation and maintenance consist of:
 the cost of fuel for the main machine CHCP. Is added income from the sale of

electricity in the network and is removed
 expenses of purchase of electricity from the network whish are balanced with the

income from the sale of electricity in the network and are removed
 salaries and the cost of parts for the periodical maintenance of system

Existing situation
In Greece exist today roughly 20 units in industrial mainly installations, with attendance 2%
in the generation of electricity of country. The installation of new units moves with slow
pace.

A.10.7 Storage of refrigeration
The use of refrigeration storage systems decreases the high loads at hours of peak,
transporting big part of load in the evening hours for the charge of reservoirs of storage. It is
applied in big buildings with central systems of refrigeration. With this technique is
probably not achieved saving of energy, exists a small increase of consumption of energy,
which however appears in periods out of peak. The profits for the user are economically
also arise from the reduction of biggest demand of load. The results are beneficial for the
system of generation of electricity, because shift of peak loads in nightly hours.
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It can be shown that in Greece has for 1996 the appreciated reduction of peak with use
storage of is in the order of 40MW. This reduction acts in total each year and is proportional
with the installed force of central units.

A.10.8 Use underground or marine waters
The concentrators between, the pumps of heat, the systems of absorption can be frozen the
summertime or be heated the winter, where it is possible, from underground waters or water
of sea. This waters have also in the two seasons much better temperatures than the air of
environment which they use the air-cooled air-conditioners. Result of this is the important
increase of efficiency and consequently the saving of energy for air conditioning. The factor
of efficiency an air-cooled system of compaction is increased from roughly 3, in 4-6 when
this is become water -cooled.

A.11 Conclusions
In the last paragraphs was examined the problem of increase of consumption of electricity
and particularly the peaks.(Figs A.21,A.22). Were examined various sectors of economy
and it was found that agricultural and commercial require attention and further analysis
because the big rate of increase of consumption. The peaks of demand are observed the
summertime and are owed in very large percentage (on the 50%) in the air conditioning.
These problems are not faced only with the increase of installed force of generation of
electricity and with imports of energy. Ways of reduction of peaks were proposed via
systems of saving of energy and management of load. In the methods and the systems of
saving of energy are included the energy planning of buildings and systems of air
conditioning, the regulators of turns, the efficient systems of lighting and the use
underground or marine waters in the air conditioning. It is to the common interest of users
but also companies of energy become management of load, with systems of storage of
refrigeration and refrigeration with absorption. In order to be promoted these systems, it
will be supposed to exist change of tariffs of electricity in multi-zone for big buildings and
exists competitive pricing of natural gas for summer use or in units’ productions or in direct
refrigeration.

Fig.A.21: Consumption of electric energy in
formal one wintry week (day 28-34) [6]

.

Fig.A.22: Consumption of electric energy in
formal one summer week (day 192-188) [6]
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APPENDIX B
B.1 Rhodes processing procedure

Table B.1: Rhodes Island Population 1951 - 2001
Years 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 Increase % 91-01

Rhodes 59,087 63,954 66,609 87,833 98,181 117,007 19.17

Table B.2: Existing stations in Rhodes*
Type of station Number of Units Type of fuel Installed Power (MW)* Net Power (MW)

Steam 1 Crude oil 15 14.2

2 Crude oil 15 14.2

Piston Engines 1 Crude oil 12.28 11

2 Crude oil 12.28 11

3 Crude oil 23.41 22.8

4 Crude oil 23.41 22.8

5 Crude oil 23.41 22.8

Gas Turbines 1 Diesel 24 20

2 Diesel 36 28

3 Diesel 21.32 20

Total 10 206.11 186.8

* Up to 2005 is forecasted the manufacture of Wind parks of total force 5MW

Thermoelectric Units of Rhodes
The Availability of Thermoelectric Units of Rhodes in 2003 was 84.55% against
78.49% 2002.

The reduction is due to:
1. The reduction of the downtime for maintenance, reached 8.83% against 9.74% of

year 2002.
2. The percentage because of the failure was decreased in the 6.25% against 10.33%

of year 2002 and is emanated mainly from:
 units piston engines and their equipment (12.07 %)
 the conventional units of steam (3.79%) mainly from boiler’s leakage
 units Gas Turbines and their installation (0.38 %).

3. Others. The percentage of remaining causes minus damage reached in the 0.37%.

Thermal efficiency
The degree of output of Thermic Units of Rhodes in 2003 reached in the 35.10%
against 2002 that were 33.26 %.

Statistical data
Based on the elements of PPC’s data, the total installed power of autonomous stations
of generation of electricity in the end of 1996 was 500MW and for this year, clean
thermal production was 333.4GWh, while the consumption of electric energy were
321.7GWh. This energy is allocated in percentages as it appears in Table B.3:
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Table B.3: Aborigines and foreigners tourists: arrivals and stayed overnight
YEARS ABORIGINES FOREIGNERS TOTAL %

CHANGE ABORIGINES FOREIGNERS TOTAL %
CHANGE

1970 90,374 170,705 261,079 615,892 1,513,787 2,129,68
1971 71,755 282,131 353,886 35.40% 553,821 2,699,669 3,253,49 52.76%
1975 54,637 339,461 394,098 254,581 3,045,608 3,300,19
1977 65,031 428,552 493,58 291,244 3,917,958 4,209,20
1978 73,917 523,648 597,57 21.06 316,795 4,924,171 5,240,97 24.50%
1979 67,611 607,669 675,28 13% 280,015 5,956,521 6,236,54 18.99%
1980 74,014 643,555 717,57 6.26% 299,318 6,433,633 6,732,95 7.95%
1981 68,161 675,817 743,98 3.60% 288,689 6,819,253 7,107,94 -5.56%
1982 77,214 720,955 798,17 7.28% 324,044 7,220,579 7,544,62 6.14%
1983 94,886 643,433 738,32 -7.49% 411,441 6,277,630 6,689,07 -11.33%
1984 113,830 778,687 892,52 20.88% 565,516 7,307,866 7,873,38 17.70%
1985 111,521 898,246 1,009,77 13.13% 507,695 9,039,232 9,546,93 21.25%
1986 111,609 884,152 995,76 -1.38% 456,163 9,339,682 9,769,81 2.33%
1987 99,892 933,949 1,033,84 3.82% 393,260 9,426,352 9,819,61 0.50%
1988 113,331 892,193 1,005,52 -2.73% 485,819 9,165,687 9,651,51 -1.71%
1989 137,923 917,543 1,055,47 4.96% 616,931 9,449,060 10,066,0 4.29%
1990 141,659 992,009 1,133,67 7.40% 616,843 10,227,137 10,84340 7.72%
1991 135,331 929,889 1,065,22 -6.04 % 652,420 9,615,848 10,268,3 -5.31%
1992 170,662 1,149,965 1,320,63 23.97 % 738,687 12,008,514 12,747,2 24.14%
1993 160,113 1,114,527 1,277,64 -3.36 % 759,782 11,545,672 12,305,5 -3.59%
1994 167,250 1,306,704 1,473,95 15.37 % 679,934 13,509,263 14,207,2 15.46%
1995 194,594 1,247,426 1,442,02 -2.21% 825,268 12,366,359 13,191,6 -7.69%
1996 198,688 1,175,964 1,374,65 -4.28 % 874,966 11,360,689 12,235,7 -7.25%
1997 212,825 1,306,774 1,519,60 10.55 % 938,827 12,716,854 13,655,7 11.66%
1998 211,253 1,409,601 1,620,85 6.67 % 894,332 13,398,547 14,292,9 4.67%
1999 219,604 1,635,836 1,855,44 14.50 % 921,538 15,514,229 16,435,8 15 %
2000 240,567 1,664,975 1,905,54
2001 212,000 1,623,302 1,835,30
2002 247,323 1,662,819 1,910,14

Table B.4: Percentage of different types of electrical consumption

Type of Use Percentages % of electric energy
Domestic 38.9

Commercial 43.6
Industrial 4.4
Remaining 13.1
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YEAR 2001: Power demand
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Table B.5: Rhodes energy demand in MWh,
2001, (typical day)

YEAR:
2001

COOLING
MWhc

LIGHTING
& OTHER
MWhe

HEATING MWht TOTAL
ENERGYELECTR. BOILER

JAN 1,277 0 345 345 1,622
FEB 1,176 24 176 177 1,352
MAR 1,068 85 107 107 1,175
APR 1,210 339 72 73 1,283
MAY 1,558 499 93 94 1,651
JUN 1,899 684 38 38 1,937
JUL 2,388 955 48 48 2,436
AUG 2,541 1,093 76 76 2,617
SEP 2,054 760 82 82 2,136
OCT 1,646 477 99 99 1,745
NOV 1,143 34 126 125 1,269
DEC 1,521 0 426 426 1,947

Table B.6: Rhodes power demand in MW,
2001, (typical day)

YEAR:
2001

COOLING
MWc

LIGHTING
& OTHER

MWe

HEATING MWt TOTAL
POWERELECTR. BOILER

JAN 53.22 0 14.370 14.37 67.59
FEB 48.99 0.98 7.350 7.35 56.34
MAR 44.50 3.56 4.450 4.45 48.95
APR 50.43 14.12 3.030 3.02 53.46
MAY 64.90 20.77 3.890 3.90 68.79
JUN 79.13 28.49 1.580 1.59 80.71
JUL 99.51 39.80 1.990 1.99 101.5
AUG 105.9 45.54 3.170 3.18 109.1
SEP 85.60 31.67 3.420 3.43 89.03
OCT 68.60 19.89 4.120 4.11 72.72
NOV 47.63 1.43 5.240 5.24 52.87
DEC 63.38 0 17.750 17.74 81.13

Table B.7: Rhodes energy demand in MWh,
2002, (typical day)

YEAR:
2002

COOLING
MWhe

LIGHTING
& OTHER
MWhe

HEATING MWht TOTAL
ENERGYELECTR. BOILER

JAN 0 984 364 364 1,712
FEB 28 1,170 212 211 1,622
MAR 106 1,085 132 133 1,455
APR 442 1,042 95 94 1,674
MAY 521 1,009 97 98 1,725
JUN 696 1,199 39 38 1,973
JUL 992 1,439 50 49 2,531
AUG 1,123 1,410 78 79 2,689
SEP 776 1,238 84 84 2,182
OCT 485 1,086 100 101 1,771
NOV 35 1,000 128 128 1,291
DEC 0 1,094 425 426 1,944

Fig.B.1: Rhodes energy demand in MWh, 2001,
(typical day)

Fig.B.2: Rhodes power demand in MW, 2001,
(typical day)

Fig.B.3 Rhodes energy demand in MWh, 2002,
(typical day)
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YEAR 2002: Power demand
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Table B.8: Rhodes power demand in MW  ,
2002, (typical day)

Fig.B.4: Rhodes power demand in MW,
2002, (typical day)

Table B.9: Total Electric Energy and Peak of Electric Power

Year Total Electric Energy
(GWh)

Peak of Electric Power
(MW)

1988 249.5 56.5
1989 263 61.3
1990 276.8 66.0
1991 303.1 72.7
1992 345,9 81.1
1993 365.6 93.4
1994 396.4 95.4
1995 407 95.3
1996 415 99.3
1997 442 104.5
1998 472 120.0

YEAR:
2002

COOLING
MWc

LIGHTING
& OTHER

MWe

HEATING MWt TOTAL
POWERELECTR. BOILER

JAN 0 41 15.17 15.16 71.33
FEB 1.18 48.76 8.81 8.82 67.56
MAR 4.41 45.2 5.52 5.51 60.64
APR 18.42 43.42 3.95 3.95 69.74
MAY 21.69 42.03 4.07 4.07 71.86
JUN 29.01 49.96 1.61 1.61 82.20
JUL 41.35 59.96 2.09 2.05 105.4
AUG 46.78 58.75 3.27 3.26 112.1
SEP 32.34 51.58 3.50 3.49 90.91
OCT 20.19 45.26 4.18 4.18 73.80
NOV 1.45 41.67 5.34 5.32 53.79
DEC 0 45.57 17.72 17.72 81.01
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YEAR 2000: Energy demand
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B.3 Sani Beach Hotel Group processing procedure

1. Sani Beach Hotel

PPC’s supply network: two oil transformers, 1000 kVA
Central cooling system:
 Total energy: 191,684Btu
 Months of operation: April-November

Central heating system:
 Total energy: 428,571kcal/h
 Number of boilers: 1
 Months of operation: 8
 Hours of operation: 24h
 Regulated temperature: 20οC

The Sani Beach Hotel energy results for the year 2000 are shown below (Table B.10, B.11,
Fig. B.5, B.6):

Table B.10: Sani Beach Hotel energy demand in
kWh, 2000, (typical day)

YEAR:
2000

COOLING
kWhe

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWhe

HEATING kWht TOTAL
ENERGYELECT. BOIL.

JAN 118.4 815 0.6 11.8 945
FEB 191.2 1,062 0.8 11.5 1,265
MAR 233.8 1,046 0.2 12.1 1,292
APR 1,138.0 1,406 16.0 1,184.3 3,745
MAY 2,807.6 6,231 54.4 2,084.7 11,177
JUN 3,805.1 7,822 0.9 1,942.8 13,570
JUL 4,107.8 8,426 0.2 2,250.3 14,784
AUG 4,768.2 11,843 0.8 2,797.4 19,409
SEP 4,,043.0 8,301 52.0 1,869.0 14,265
OCT 2,987.7 7,848 29.3 1,591.2 12,456
NOV 1,429.5 7,389 8.5 1,120.5 9,948
DEC 524.3 2,454 0.7 11.7 2,990

Fig.B.5: Sani Beach Hotel energy demand in kWh,
2000, (typical day)
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Years 1998-2001:Plenitude of Sani Beach
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Table B.11: Sani Beach Hotel power demand
in kW, 2000, (typical day)

YEAR:
2000

COOLING
kWe

LIGHTING
& OTHER

KWE

HEATING KWT TOTAL
POWERELECTR. BOILER

JAN 9.9 41 0.0 1.4 52
FEB 15.9 52 0.0 1.4 69
MAR 19.5 50 0.0 1.4 71
APR 67.6 69 2.1 65.4 204
MAY 196.3 290 6.3 229.6 722
JUN 249.5 380 0.3 219.8 850
JUL 290.3 389 0.0 239.5 918
AUG 384.6 515 0.2 285.1 1,185
SEP 281.2 384 6.3 217 889
OCT 211.7 373 3.8 184.6 773
NOV 86.6 391 0.5 165.9 644
DEC 24.5 137 0.0 1.4 163

Fig.B.6: Sani Beach Hotel power demand in kW,
2000, (typical day)

The plenitude of Sani Beach Hotel, for the years 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001 is shown
below (Table B.12, Fig. B.7):

Table B.12: Plenitude of Sani Beach Hotel,
1998-2001

YEAR 1998 1999 2000 2001

JAN 0% 0% 0% 0%
FEB 0% 0% 0% 0%
MAR 0% 0% 0% 0%
APR 10% 74% 23% 27%
MAY 76% 86% 69% 70%
JUN 86% 82% 88% 90%
JUL 91% 94% 95% 92%
AUG 96% 96% 97% 95%
SEP 79% 91% 92% 89%
OCT 48% 59% 72% 50%
NOV 0% 0% 17% 0%
DEC 0% 0% 0% 0%

Fig. B.7: Plenitude of Sani Beach Hotel, 1998-
2001
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The Percentage of people stayed overnight at Sani Beach Hotel, for the years 1998,
1999, 2000 and 2001 is shown below (Table B.13, Fig. B.8):

Table B.13: Percentage of people stayed
overnight, 1998-2001

YEAR 1998 1999 2000 2001

JAN 0% 0% 0% 0%
FEB 0% 0% 0% 0%
MAR 0% 0% 0% 0%
APR 2% 12% 4% 4%
MAY 14% 14% 12% 13%
JUN 17% 14% 16% 18%
JUL 20% 18% 19% 20%
AUG 21% 19% 20% 21%
SEP 16% 15% 15% 15%
OCT 9% 9% 11% 9%
NOV 0% 0% 3% 0%
DEC 0% 0% 0% 0%

Fig. B.8: Percentage of people stayed overnight
for the years 1998-2001

Electricity
Admissions
The constant needs in lighting of Sani Beach hotel were considered to follow the following
percentages of total energy of each month.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

10% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 30% 30% 30% 25% 10% 10%

For the rest percentages of each month were taken into consideration the climatic conditions
of the region (cloud, rainfall, etc) as well as the duration of the night in a typical day for
each month.

Heating
Admissions
We consider the worst case, namely empty building, night, and no heat coming from the
lights, etc. We assume that the heating energy is going both for central heating, and hot
water. In the calculations we took in consider both the climatic conditions and the plenitude
of the hotel.

The constant needs in heating of Sani Beach hotel were considered as the following
percentages of total energy of each month.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

100% 100% 90% 60% 30% 0% 0% 0% 20% 70% 100% 100%

Cooling
Admissions
The constant needs in cooling of Sani Beach hotel were considered that they follow the
percentages of total energy of each month, which are shown below.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0% 0% 10% 40% 70% 100% 100% 100% 80% 30% 0% 0%
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YEAR 2000: Energy demand
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YEAR 2000: Power demand
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2. Porto Hotel

PPC’s supply network: dry transformer, 630kVA
Central cooling system:
 Total energy: 190,000 Btu
 Months of operation: April-November

Central heating system:
 Total energy: 308,571kcal/h kcal/h
 Number of boilers: 4
 Months of operation: 8
 Hours of operation: 24h
 Regulated temperature: 20οC

The Porto Sani Hotel energy results for the year 2000 are shown below (Table B.14, B.15,
Fig. B.9, B.10):

Table B.14: Porto Sani Hotel energy demand in
kWh, 2000, (typical day)

YEAR:
2000

COOLING
kWhe

LIGHTING &
OTHER
kWhe

HEATING kWht TOTAL
ENERGYELECTR. BOILER

JAN 148.8 1,291 0.2 10.9 1,451
FEB 166.8 1,246 0.2 10.8 1,424
MAR 336.1 2,062 28.9 1,023.1 3,450
APR 1,241 3,095 37.0 1,533.0 5,906
MAY 2,265 3,038 30.0 2,018.0 7,351
JUN 2,737 3,024 0.0 1,924.0 7,684
JUL 3,088 3,392 0.0 2,111.0 8,591
AUG 3,666 5,108 0.0 2,511.0 11,283
SEP 2,442 4,301 30.0 1,939.0 8,711
OCT 1,300 4,212 8.0 849,0 6,369
NOV 153.7 2,006 0.3 10.6 2,171
DEC 211.3 935 0.7 10.5 1,158

Table B.15: Porto Sani Hotel power demand
in kW, 2000, (typical day)

YEAR:
2000

COOLING
kWe

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWe

HEATING kWt TOTAL
POWERELECT. BOIL.

JAN 12.4 65.6 0.0 0.6 78.6
FEB 13.9 62.6 0.1 0.5 77.1
MAR 28 100.4 3.0 52.2 183.7
APR 89 144 3.9 78.1 315.4
MAY 134.8 150.9 3.2 104.8 393.2
JUN 142 170 0.0 101 413.0
JUL 154.1 196.9 0.0 111 462
AUG 167.5 307.7 0.0 132 607
SEP 114.3 249.3 3.3 99.7 467
OCT 57.4 240.7 0.9 44.1 343.1
NOV 12.8 104.2 0.0 0.6 117.6
DEC 17.6 44.5 0.0 0.6 62.7

Fig.B.9: Porto Sani Hotel energy demand in
kWh, 2000, (typical day)

Fig.B.10: Porto Sani Hotel power demand in
kW, 2000, (typical day)
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Year 1998-2001: Plenitude of Porto Hotel
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The percentage of people stayed overnight at Porto hotel, for the years 1998, 1999,
2000 and 2001 is shown below (Table B.16, Fig. B.11).

Table B.16: Plenitude of Porto Hotel, 1998-
2001

YEAR 1998 1999 2000 2001

JAN 0% 0% 0% 0%
FEB 0% 0% 0% 0%
MAR 0% 0% 0% 0%
APR 6% 1% 5% 5%
MAY 15% 14% 17% 17%
JUN 20% 17% 20% 20%
JUL 20% 18% 20% 20%
AUG 21% 19% 21% 21%
SEP 20% 19% 20% 20%
OCT 13% 9% 15% 16%
NOV 0% 0% 0% 0%
DEC 0% 0% 0% 0%

Fig.B.11: Plenitude of Sani Beach Hotel, 1998-
2001

The Percentage of people stayed overnight at Porto hotel, for the years 1998, 1999,
2000 and 2001 is shown below (Table B.17, Fig. B.12)

Table B.17: Percentage of people stayed
overnight, 1998-2001

YEAR 1998 1999 2000 2001

JAN 0% 0% 0% 0%
FEB 0% 0% 0% 0%
MAR 5% 3% 7% 4%
APR 12% 14% 14% 14%
MAY 16% 16% 16% 17%
JUN 19% 20% 19% 20%
JUL 21% 20% 19% 20%
AUG 16% 16% 15% 15%
SEP 11% 10% 10% 10%
OCT 5% 3% 7% 4%
NOV 0% 0% 0% 0%
DEC 0% 0% 0% 0%

Fig.B.12: Percentage of people stayed overnight
for the years 1998-2001

Electricity
Admissions
The constant needs in lighting of Porto hotel were considered to follow the following
percentages of total energy of each month.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

10% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 30% 30% 30% 25% 10% 10%
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For the rest percentages of each month were taken into consideration the climatic conditions
of the region (cloud, rainfall, etc) as well as the duration of the night in a typical day for
each month.

Heating
Admissions
We consider the worst case, namely empty building, night, and no heat coming from the
lights, etc.

We assume that the heating energy is going both for central heating, and hot water. In the
calculations we took in consider both the climatic conditions and the plenitude of the hotel.

The constant needs in heating of Porto hotel were considered as the following percentages
of total energy of each month.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

100% 100% 90% 60% 30% 0% 0% 0% 20% 70% 100% 100%

Cooling
Admissions
The constant needs in cooling of Porto hotel were considered that they follow the
percentages of total energy of each month, which are shown below.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0% 0% 10% 40% 70% 100% 100% 100% 80% 30% 0% 0%
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YEAR 2000: Energy demand
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3. Club hotel

PPC’s supply network:
dry transformer, 500kVA, and two oil transformers 500kVA, 250kVA each.
Central cooling system:
 Total energy: 191,684Btu
 Months of operation: April-November

Central heating system:
 Total energy: 300,000kcal/h
 Number of boilers: 1
 Months of operation: 8
 Hours of operation: 24h
 Regulated temperature: 20οC

The Club Hotel energy results for the year 2000 are shown below (Table B.18, B.19,
Fig. B.13, B.14):

Table B.18: Club Hotel energy demand in
kWh, 2000, (typical day)

YEAR:
2000

COOLING
kWhe

LIGHTING
& OTHER
kWhe

HEATING kWht TOTAL
ENERGYELEC BOIL.

JAN 71 489 0.0 3.9 564
FEB 113.9 633 0.1 3.8 751
MAR 112 501 0.0 3.9 617
APR 91 442 0.0 4.0 537
MAY 812 1,421 7.0 1,720 3,961
JUN 2,028 2,399 0.0 1,687 6,114
JUL 2,215 3,199 0.0 1,754 7,167
AUG 2,773 4,347 0.0 1,896 9,016
SEP 1,866 3,515 6.0 1,692 7,079
OCT 809 3,775 3.0 1,676 6,263
NOV 480 2,826 1.0 1,258 4,565
DEC 112.7 527 0.3 3.6 644

Table B.19: Club Hotel power demand in kW,
2000, (typical day)

YEAR:
2000

COOLING
kWe

LIGHTING
& OTHER

kWe

HEATING kWt TOTAL
POWERELEC. BOIL.

JAN 5.9 24.4 0.0 0.4 30.7
FEB 9.5 31 0.0 0.4 40.8
MAR 9.3 23.9 0.0 0.4 33.6
APR 14.1 14.8 0.0 0.4 29.3
MAY 48.4 72.2 0.7 73.4 194.6
JUN 93.9 145.9 0.0 70 309.8
JUL 100.3 192.9 0.0 76.8 370
AUG 121.6 264.1 0.0 91.3 477
SEP 87.3 203.6 0.9 70.2 362
OCT 47.4 200.7 0.3 63.6 311.9
NOV 40 139 0.1 46.3 225.4
DEC 9.4 25.3 0.0 0.4 35.1

Fig.B.13: Club Hotel energy demand in kWh,
2000, (typical day)

Fig.B.14: Club Hotel power demand in kW, 2000,
(typical day)
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Years 1998-2001: Plenitude of Club Hotel
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Years 1998-2001: People stayed over-night
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The percentage of people stayed overnight at Club hotel, for the years 1998, 1999,
2000 and 2001 is shown below (Table B.20, Fig. B.15).

Table B.20: Plenitude of Club Hotel,
1998-2001

YEAR 1998 1999 2000 2001

JAN 0% 0% 0% 0%
FEB 0% 0% 0% 0%
MAR 0% 0% 0% 0%
APR 10% 74% 23% 27%
MAY 76% 86% 69% 70%
JUN 86% 82% 88% 90%
JUL 91% 94% 95% 92%
AUG 96% 96% 97% 95%
SEP 79% 91% 92% 89%
OCT 48% 59% 72% 50%
NOV 0% 0% 17% 0%
DEC 0% 0% 0% 0% Fig.B.15: Plenitude of Club Hotel, 1998-2001

The percentage of people stayed overnight at Club hotel, for the years 1998, 1999,
2000 and 2001 is shown below (Table B.21, Fig. B.16)

Table B.21: Percentage of people stayed
overnight, 1998-2001

Fig.B.16: Percentage of people stayed overnight for
the years 1998-2001

YEAR 1998 1999 2000 2001

JAN 0% 0% 0% 0%
FEB 0% 0% 0% 0%
MAR 0% 0% 0% 0%
APR 0% 0% 0% 0%
MAY 9% 11% 10% 9%
JUN 20% 18% 19% 20%
JUL 22% 22% 21% 23%
AUG 22% 22% 21% 23%
SEP 18% 17% 17% 18%
OCT 9% 9% 12% 8%
NOV 0% 0% 8% 0%
DEC 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Electricity
Admissions
The constant needs in lighting of Club hotel were considered to follow the following
percentages of total energy of each month.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
10% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 30% 30% 30% 25% 10% 10%

For the rest percentages of each month were taken into consideration the climatic
conditions of the region (cloud, rainfall, etc) as well as the duration of the night in a
typical day for each month.

Heating
Admissions
We consider the worst case, namely empty building, night, and no heat coming from
the lights, etc. We assume that the heating energy is going both for central heating, and
hot water. In the calculations we took in consider both the climatic conditions and the
plenitude of the hotel.

The constant needs in heating of Club hotel were considered as the following
percentages of total energy of each month.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

100% 100% 90% 60% 30% 0% 0% 0% 20% 70% 100% 100%

Cooling
Admissions
The constant needs in cooling of Club hotel were considered that they follow the
percentages of total energy of each month, which are shown below.

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

0% 0% 10% 40% 70% 100% 100% 100% 80% 30% 0% 0%
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APPENDIX C

Genset Plant Prices
Equipment-only prices for a skid-mounted single fuel gas turbine, electric generator, air
intake with basic filter and silencer, exhaust stack, basic starter and controls, gearbox
(if needed), conventional combustion system (unless otherwise designated as D or DLE
for dry low emissions design).

Quoted FOB (Free On Board, i.e. excluding shipment and installation costs) the factory
in 2004 US dollars. Prices can vary considerably depending on the scope of plant
equipment, geographical area, special site requirements, currency fluctuations and
competitive market conditions. [79]
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